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FonnES-l!1 
(Revised May 1947) 
+ 
r-- COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
and State Agricultural Colleg-
Cooperatlng 
Extension Service 
Washington, D. C. 
COMBINED ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNTY EXTENSION WORKERS 
This report form is for use by county extension agents in making a combined statistical report on 
all extension work done in the county during the year. Agents resigning during the year should make 
out this report before quitting the service. 
Stale ___________ SaLJ:f:fl __ Ccu.o.Ln_e,.., __________ _ County ---~~e.n.tll.o __ a_d ______ __ ________________ _ 
REPORT OF 
From ~,.1.L_LfclJ'to 22.e..c.J'.,J ____ , 194?-
From ------------------·--- to ---------------------, 194 __ _ 
Assistant Home Demonstration Agent. 
From ---------------·------ lo ---------------------, /94 __ _ 
4-H Club Agent. 
From -----------------·--- to ---------------------, /94 __ _ 
Assistant County Agent in charge of Club Work. 
__ ../2./'1.Ga_r //a------------------------------
Agricultural Agent . 
... . F //_dee c/ cfi::./) ______________________________ _ 
/-a.r h7 4 6t1Ylllssistant Agr;iculh,,:al 4ge~ 
Fro~c,_}.__/..f'#-Glo -~J/.. . ...1..o.. ____ , /94_7 
From J.e.c-..L.1-j!'~~ to .A.LJa _______ , /94 __ 7 
READ SUGGESTIONS, PAGES 2 AND 16 
Approved: 
Date ________________________ ---------· - ----------. ----------
10- 280U·6 State Exten8ion Director. 
2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Six good reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the extension worker has accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shape for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself, or by 
his successors. 
3. The annual report affords the extension worker opportunity to place his activities and accomplishments before superior 
officers. who form judgment as to which workers are deserving of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tions when vacancies occur. 
4. The inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the extension worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other members of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office: 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
copy for the Extension Service, United States Department of Agriculture. The report to the Washington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such as county agricultural agent, home demon-
stration agent, boys' and girls' club agent, and Negro agent. Where an assistant agent has been employed during a 
part or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the report year, and the latter 
report so marked. 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current problems and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work was carried on-the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. 
4. Definite accomplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
5. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better homemaking, 
improved boys and girls, better rural living, etc. 
6. How next year's work can be strengthened and improved in light of the current year's experience. 
The following suggestions are for those agents who wish to prepare a better annual report than the one submitted last 
year: 
1. Read the definitions of extension terms on the last page of this schedule. 
2. Read last year's annual report again, applying the criteria. for a good annual report discussed above. 
3. Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
4. Go over the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
5. Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
6. Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information first. 
7. Observe accepted principles of English composition. 
8. Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teaching 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities he or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or familiee assisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any phase of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year as the result of extension 
effort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
For use on the national level the statistical data on the year's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex~ 
pressed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service may desire to include in a statistical supple-
ment additional information on problems and activities. -peculiar to the State or sections of the State. 
16-28074-1 
Report only this year's activities that can be veritled 
GENERAL ACTIVITms 
Ilome demonstration 
agents 
(a) 
4--Il Club agents 1 
(b) 
.A.gricultural agents 
(c) 
County total • 
(d) 
1. Months of service this year (agents and assistants) _____________________ _______________________________ --------- ---------,L~ - ---------------------·-· ________________ .,.,Z_~ _ x x x x x x x x 
2. Days devoted to work with adults a------------------------------------------------------------------------ __ ___________ Jt{ ~ . ____________________________________ __ ,:Jf S x x x x x x x x 
3. Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youth 3 ______________________________________________________ ___ _ _/~-- ------------------------ -----------------ff- x x x x x x x x 
:: ~:~: ~ ;:~e3 a --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------______________ g~~ ------------------------ -------------~~:- : : : : : : : : 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work •----------------------------- _______________ .f!.4~- _____ ______________________________ Ld.2._;L ____________ _/ -~~7 V 
7. Number of different farms or homes visited_ ___________________________ _____ _____________________________ ______________ .2,_ao_ _ ________________________ _______ ______ .,2_3_:f.= ________________ $d_<7= V 
8 
N b f 11s 
1 
. . k {(1) Office ______________ _________ ___ __ _ ___ ____________ .!}_al-________________________ __________ _L,2..i'..'l_-- ____________ ..L.%.j?k>. v 
. um er o ca re atmg to extens10n wor ------------------- (2) Telephone ________________________ ____________ ___ '!l5'':l.. _____ ____________________ ___________ /£(;:S _____________ /4..L-<J a V 
9. Number of news articles or stories published 5 ----------------------------------------------------------- ___ ______________ ,.3_3. __________________________________________ 3_;("_ ________________ J_L_,8_ V 
10. Number of bulletins distributed ____________________________________________ ___________________________________________ _/ ~~3. ________________________ -------------f 7Q . __________ .2,_<t"./.3 V 
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcasting __________________ ··------------------ __________________ ,2_~ _________________________________________ d,_f ___ ________________ ..:£_,Z, VV 
{ 
( a) Number _____________ ------------- --------------------2 ----- ----------·. ------- --------------------fl . ------- ------ ------- ~ 
(1) Adult work _______ (b)T:~n ~:~:!:ce of: ___________ _ _______________________________________________________________ ;'< 71 _______________ .:?,7! ~ 
12. Training meetings held for local (c) Women leaders _________________________________ 2 ~ _________________________________________________________________ -:?:d.. 
load,ra " eommittoom~---------- (2) 4--~d Club :a l (a)T~::::'::naMre of'------------ ---------------------'- ----- ------------------- --------------------5 _____________________ ,:; ; 
13. Method demonstration meetings ( ) A
O 
er yout ---{~~ ~e:!~:r __________________________ ------------------~ ___________ ! ______ _________ ___________ ff ---------------~~~1 ~ 
h=l~. (Do not include the meth- 1 dult work_______ (b) Total attendance _______________ ___________ ;3j__4.__j_ _ ________________________ __________ .,?.,_J_g,_g __________ ___ £ .:'f._k__-l_ V 
o emonstrations given at lead- (2) 4-H Club and {(a) Number __________________________ _______________ !.~8----------------------···- ____ _____________ {?_/_ __ _______________ _l_::1._!J I-' 
er trQaining meetings reported un- older youth. ___ (b) Total attendance _______ _______ ___________ _1_ _g_&'_.2t ------------------------ ---------------~-LJ-- ·-----------~-J-~q_ V 
der uestion 12)_______________________ 7' 
14. Number of adult result demonstrations conducted_ ____________________________________________________ ------------------- / -- ------------------------ ----------------- ft'z. _______________ .(_??£" ~ 
15. Meetings held at such result demonstrations _________________ { g; ~::b::~~~-~~~~-~-------------- ----------------:.i§. ------------------------ --------------3-j"j---------------3?~ v' 
{
( {(a) Number ___________ ______________ ------------------------ ------------------------ __________________ £ ___ ________________ S "' 
l) Adult work_______ (b) Total attendance _____________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------- g ,2 g - ---------------~ U v 
16. Tours conducted_______________________ (2) 4-HoldeCrlyuboutanh.d ___ { ((ab)) Number-------------------------- ------------------------ ----------- ·------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
Total attendance ______________ _ ------------------------ ----------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------
17. Achievement days held__ __________ {((:)) :~;iCwluobrk.a--n--d·-{{ (((a:;) ~::lb::~~~~~~~~::~=-~~~~:~:: :~:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::=:=-~::::.- :::~=~=~~~==~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~ 
Number _________________________ ___ ________________ ( L)_ ---------------------- ___________________ :t, ____________________ 2 . " 
older youth. ___ (b) Total attendance ____________ ___ ______________ (:rJ) --------------------. _______________ j $J _______________ J #.7 V' 
1 Includes assistant county agent in charge of 4-H Club work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
s County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating in same activity or accomplishment. 
• The sum of questions 2 and 3 should equal the sum of questions 4 and 6. 
'Do not count a single visit to both the farm and home as two visits. 
• Do not count items relating to notices of meetings only. 
7 
16-28074-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES-Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can be vcr!1led Home demonstration agents 
(a) 
4-H Club agents 1 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(c) 
County total 1 
(d) 
18. Encampments held (report attend- (!) F~ wom~--l ~:i ~:::::!::~:~,:~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::=:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::~:,, 
19. 
20. 
ance for your county only) a ___ ____ _ 
(2) 4-H Club and (b) Total boys attending __ __ ______________________ -2:..2... ---------------------·· __________________ 4_;?._ -----------------J_:'l:: 
{
(a) Number------------------------- ___________ ____________________________________ _____________________ Z,_ ____________________ 2.._ 
older youth..____ (c) Total girls attending ________ _________________ ,.p___~_ ------------------------ ------------------------ ________________ .,£3_ 
Other meetings of an extension { 
nature participated in by county (l) 
or State extension workers and (2) 
not previously reported. ____________ _ 
Meetings held by local leaders or {( 
committeemcnnot participatedin l) 
by county or State extension work- (2) 
ers and not reported elsewhere ___ _ 
(d) Total others attending ____ ___ ___________ ____ ______ --····------------------------------------------ ------------------------
Ad {(a) Number ________________________ _ ___________________ ;&;}_ . ___ ·------------------- ------------------f Q- _____ _______ ___ !./.3 __ 
ult work. _______ (b) Total attendance _____________ . __________ _ 2__4:_gs_ ------------------------ -----------.L.-7-f'J,,- ___________ 4::_1,_3.~-- V 
4-H Club and (a) Number________________________ ____ ___ __ _________ ______ _ ______________________________________ _ &..~- _______________ £~--
older youth. ____ (b) Total attendance ____________________________ __ _______ ------------------------ ___________ ,2_(2_~_t__ ____ ___ __ .A_(2_,!/../ __ 
Adult work. _______ { ~:; ~:=lb::tendance:::::_--~~::::: ::::::::::::::> 2% :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: / ~ f 
4-HoldeCr lyuobuth.an_d ___ { ((ab)) Number ____________________________________________________ ___ ___ ____________ ____ ___ ______ ____________ ______ . __ ________________ _ 
Total attendance. ______ __ ______________________ ------. _ ____ __ __ ______________ __ ---------------------- _______________________ _ 
1 Includes assistant county agent In charge of 4-H Olub work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
1 County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating In same activity or accomplishment. 
1 Does not Include picnics, rallies, and short courses, which should be reported under question 19. 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE THIS YEAR 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in the county that have been definitely influenced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension work done with men, women, and youth. It is recognized that this 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a coneervative estimate based upon such records, surveys, and other sources of information as are 
available will be satisfactory. 
21. Total number of farms in county ( 1945 census)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------Lflft..£ 
22. Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural program _________________________________________________ _ --------------------~,.zg_ 
23. Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached this year for the first time ________________________ ________ ____________ _______________ _ 
24. Number of nonfarm families making changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program ____________________________________ __ ____ _________________ _ 
25. Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program. ______________________________ _ 
::::::::::::::::::::::;i: 
----------------- __ c:; e Q __ 
26. Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time _________________________________________ __ __________ _ --------------_____ .,f (2Q __ 
27. Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program. ______________________________ _ 
28. Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time ___________________________ __________________________ _ 
29. Number of farm homes with 4-H Club members enrolled __________________ _________________________________________ _________ ____ _____ __ _______________________________ _ 
::::::::::::::::::::: f,; 
_ _______ ____ ______ ::<, <) 0 
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enrolled. ___________________________________________________________________________________ -------------------------- _ _________________ ./ 0 0 _ 
31. Total number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplications) 
32. Total number of different other families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 24, 27, and 30 minus duplications) ~::::::::~:::~~:::-5.~-:; 
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
33. County extension association or committee (includes agricultural councils, home demoll!itration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory committees; also farm and 
home bureaus and extension associations in those Sts.tes where such associations are the official or quasi-official agency in the county cooperating with the college in 
the management or conduct of extension wo~ : 
(a) Over-all or general______ (1) N ame ___ c_e..e_ad..<?.aiL~_v..cr7--~fL-l.c.uLN..c.aL __ Q_a,n:,~l.te. (2) No. of members__________ ----------------------- 4 .C 
34. 
(b) AgriculturaL______ _______ (1) NamebrLe.A.d./lo_,!_ __ c_r./..~-'i:y.--A--j'.r../L!,w>..Lh)_c.f?.L __ ?:Jn:r..m,:lt.ee (2) No. of members__ ___ _____ ----------------------- -1,- fa 
(c) Home demonstration___ (1) N am6~1&..9..9..s/_ __ Q<,}/.1.ry __ C..ey,t_o.(!,,1'J __ dbr£(J. ___ /4(am..e.4___ (2) No. of members__________ --------------------L7..:> 
(d) 4-H Club_________________ (1) N ame_(;r:e.e.r4.,daod.. __ {1,_f-!,!)_'ry ____ 4.._:!:I.. ____ Cke~u:::,lj_____________ (2) No. of members__________ -------------------- ~-7'7 
(e) Older youth______________ (1) Name__________________________ ___________________________________ __________ ____ ___________ (2) No. of m embers__________ -------------------------- ---
Number of members of county extension program planning committees and subcommit tees (include commodity and special-interest committees): 
(a) Agricultural _____________ ________ .5.:.;__ (b) Home demonstrat ion _____ ________ _________ z:'_..z (c) 4-H Club ------------------------~~(d) Older youth _ ---------------------- --
35. Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhoods.)-------------------------- --------------------------------- -------- --------------------------Jl 
36. Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by extension agents and local committees _______ ------ --------------------------- 7 
37. Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonstration work _______________________________ ___ ___ ___________________________ ___ _ ______ __ _________________ /0 
38. Number of members in such clubs or groups _____________________________________ _________________________________________________________ _______________________________ _ _ _________ __ __________ /7S-
39. (a) Number of 4-H Clubs. (See question 173.) (b) Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension work with 
older rural youth. (See question 185.)________________________________________________________________ ______________ _______ _____ __ ____________________________________ x x x x x x x x x x 
40. Number of neighborhood and community leaders in the neighborhood-leader system __ _______ ___________ .L_:1::/- Men __________________ .,t_~;l Women ___ ______ __________ __ ?:::'_<:; 
41 Number of different voluntar{: local leaders, committ eemen, or neighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding the ext ension program. 
(a) Adult work ______ __ (l) Men _________ ___ _____ ;z(. (b) 4-H Club and older youth work...--------{ (l) Men ________ _______ _L_'t- (3) Older club boys _________________ il._ 
(2) Women ____________ i:,.,z (2) Women ___________ j}:: (4) Older club girls ________________ -2 _ en 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
42. Name of the county agricultural planning (over-all planning) group, if any, sponsored by the E~tension Service G;:~!l..111.a.Q.J_(;_.,,,_ai-y.. __ )Jq.r/&Lrur.a,J __ c;.n.b.1..dl,e,~ 
43. Number of members of such county agricultural planning group: 
(a) Unpaid lay members: (1) Men __ ________________ _______ ____ _________________ ':?.,_____ (2) Women -------------------------------!/ (3) Youth ________________________________ _/__ 
(b) Paid representatives of public agencies or othe:r- agencies, or of organizations: (1) Men -------------------------------------- (2) Women-------------------------------------
44. Number of communities with agricultural planning committee (over-all planning) ---------------------------------------------------f--------------------------------------------------------
45. Number of members of such community planning committees: (a) Men _____ _______ _.t.Q.,9-::-_ (b) Women ___________ ___ _g,_~_ (c) Youth --------------------------------------
4&. Was a county committee report prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes ______ (e.S ----------------------------------------- (b) No-------------------------------------------
Extension organization and 
planning 1 
(a) 
County agricultural 
planning I 
(b) 
Total 1 
(c) 
f (1) Home demonstration agents ___________________________ __________ ------------------------------------------------------------ _____ ______________ __ ,5, .Z _ 
4 7. Day, dov oted to Uno of wo, k b y-1 ~ !; ~~ ,~:~ :,~•::~~;;~.::::~:::::::::::: :::  ::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::: :: :: ::::: ::::: ::: ::: :::: :::  :: :: : ::  : : :::: ::::: :: ::: ::::: :::: ::::: ::: ::: : ::  :XL 
1 
. . h ld (4) State extension workers {(l) County ______________ ---------·-------------------------------------------------- --------------------------=--
48. Number of p annmg meetmgs e --------------------------- ---------------------- < '7 (2) Community ________ ------------------------------------------------- ___________________ ___ "i../-__ 7-;,.-
49. Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or committeemen assisting this year __________ _ ___________ -------------------------- ------------------------ _______ ___ __ ______ h_k_ 
50. Days of assistance rendered by voluntary leaders or committeemen ______________ _____ ___________ __ _____________________ -------------- __ _ _____ ____ ___ :C/ a . 
1 Where extension program planning and county agricultural planning (over-all planning) have been completely merged Into a single program-planning activity, only oolumn (c) should be filled out. Wbere e~tenslon 
proi111Jll planning Is the only planning activity, the entries In columns (a) and (c) will be Identical In all ?ther cases column (c) Is the sum of columns (a) and (b). 1er--2807..-. 
CROP PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Com (a) 
Wheat 
(b) 
Other cereals 
(c) 
Legumes 
(d) 
Pastures 
(e) 
Coton 
(/) 
Tobacco 
(g) 
Potatoes and other vege-tables Fruits (i) 
Other crops 
(j) (h) 
51. Days devoted to line of work by-(1) Home demonstration agents ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ ---------------· 
~~ ~~c~:u~~g::ts _______________________ 6 _____________ 1-____________ 0 __________ d(J _________ / 2 ________ / 2 _________________________________________ 3 ________________ . 
(4) State extension workers _________________ j _________________________________ ---------___________ -2,. _____________ ,1_,_ ____________________________________________ Z ______________  
52, Number of communities in which 
work was conducted this year _____ -------f------i:J-------f ------y'-------f'-------j".----------------__________ £ --------· 
53. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ____________________ -···-·---------· ________________ --·-·-·------________________ --------------·· ________________________________________________ ·--------------
54. Number o[ larmen aasisl-Od lhia Je&r in-
(1) Obtaining improved varie-
(2) Th~e:a:r :ftr: of seed~~~=~ :::::;~ ::::::/ ~ :::::::? ::~:::/ ~ ::~::/~: ::::: C:, e;: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: ~: :::::::: 
(3) The use of fertilizers __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ q _ ·-------
(4) Controling plant diseases ___ -----/4-. _________________________________________________________ / 2' __________ / Q _______________________________________________________________ _ 
(5) Controling injurious insects. ----------·-·-·· ________________ --------·----· -------·-·-·---_____________________ S~Q_ ---·--·-·-_______________________ / O _________________ _ 
(6) Controling noxious weeds __________________ ----·--·---·-·----------------------------------________ ,;IQ ______________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(7) Controling rodents and · other animals _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dairy catle 
(a) 
Beef catle 
(b) 
Sheep 
(c) 
Swine 
(d) 
Horses and mules 
(e) 
Poultry (including Other livestock' turkeys) (f) (g) 
55. Days devoted to line of work by-<2) 4-H Club agents _________________________ ------:;-; -----;i--·---·---· -------0------·-------------------· -· 1
(1) Home demonstration agents .. ________________________________________________________________________________________________ _LC, ________________ _ 
(3) Agricultural agents _______________________________ .,.21<,. _________ 4'.\. ______________________________ / a. __________________________ /Q_ ·-·-·------
(4) State extension workers __________________________ _Lg,_ ____________ 5-_ ____________________________ .2._ ---· __ _ ______________ .;!_ --··-----· 
56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ______________________________________________________________________________________________ -------'!-_______________  
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year _________________________________________________________________________________________________ .2., _______________ _ 
58. Number of breeding circles or clubs or improvement associations organized or assisted this year---------------------------------------·-------------------------------________________________________________________ , ._____________________________________________________________ _ 
59. 
60. 
61. 
Number of members in such circles, clubs, or associations ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ---···-··-------_______________ _ 
Number of farmers not in breeding circles or improvement associations assisted this year in keeping performance records of animals ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Number of farmers assisted this year in-(1) Obtaining purebred males ___________________________________________________ ------!/;,-------1,-__________________________ 3 ______________________________________________ _ 
(2) Obtaining purebred or high-grade females __________________________________________ ".g_ ___________ s._ _________________________ .,2.f-___________________________________________  
(3) Obtaining beter strains of baby chicks (including hatching eggs)_ x  x  x  x x x  x  x x x  x  x  x  x x x x x  x  x x x x x  x ___________ jl_ x  x  x  x  x i:~ ~:;:~~:g ::;nd:1 :a:~:=s~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::if: :::::j~: :::::::: ::::j:i: :::::::: :::-;_-:_~ ::::::~:-
(6) Controling diseases and internal parasites _______________________________ ------!/-____________ ?._ ___________________________ 2_, ______________________________ .,3 ________________ _ 
(7) Controling predatory animals ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
1 Do not Include rabbits, game, and fur animals, which should be reported under wildli;i, 1&--28074-8 
62. 
63. 
64. 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 1 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
Days devoted to line of work by-
Soil nnd water 
(a) 
Forestry 
(b) 
Wlldllfe 
(c) 
(1) Home demonstration agents ___ ____________ _________ _______________________ ___ ______________________ ____ ________________ . _____ ___ ___ _________________________ ______________________ ______________ _ 
(2) 4-H Club agents _________________ ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ________________ _ ___________ _________________________ _ ________________________________ _ 
(3) Agricultural agents ____ ___ __ _______ __________________ ___ ___________ ___ _____________________________ _____ __ ------------- _____ _ ___ / C' . ___ ________________ -------f- ----------------------. -------
N umbe~4~f Sct:::::::~
0
: ':;~~c:swork was conducted this year ________ __ ______ ___ _____ ___________________ -------------------------f-__________________________ ; _ ---------------------- -------
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assistivg this ye!tr ___________ ___________________________ _________________________ ------------------------------i-------- --------------· ==--. 
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this year-
Forestry-Continued 
67. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) With problems of land use ____________________ _ 
(b) In the use of crop rotations ___________________ _ 
(c) With strip cropping __________ ___________________ _ 
(d) In constructing terraces _______________________ _ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controlling gullies ______ ________ _ 
(J) With contour farming of cropland __________ _ 
(g) In contouring pasture or range ___ __________ _ _ 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops __ 
(i") In otherwise controlling wind or water 
erosion _________________________________________ _ 
(J") In summer-fallowing _____________ ________ ____ ___ _ 
(k) In making depth-of-moisture tests __________ _ 
(l) With drainage ___________ __ __________ _____________ _ 
(m) With irrigation.. __ _____ ______________ _____________ _ 
(n) With land clearing _________ __ ___ __ _______ _______ _ 
66. Number of farmers-
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization 
or operations this year _____________________ _ 
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva-
tion plans this year ________ __ ________________ _ 
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite 
farm-conservation plans this year ________ _ 
1 Include nature study, 
-----------------------__ /..Z. 
______________________ ..3_z 
-----------------------____ j__ 
---------- ------------____ .3__ 
(a) In reforesting new areas by plantin~ with 
small trees. (Include erosion-control 
plan tings) _____________ _________________________ _ 
(b) In making improved thinnings, weedings 
or pruning of forest trees ____ _____ _______ ___ _ 
(c) With selection cutting ___ _________ __ ________ __ __ _ 
(d) With production of naval stores _____________ _ 
(e) With production of maple-sirup products __ _ 
(J) In timber estimating and appraisal__ _______ _ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-
tion of forest fires ___ __ _____ ________ _________________________ _ 
Wildlife-Continued 
69. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In construction or management of ponds 
for fish ___________________________________________ _ 
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such as 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or live-
stock _____________________________________________ _ 
(c) In planting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and 
field borders __________________________ _____ _____ _ 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-
tection in wild-life areas __________________ _ 
- .. ----------------------1--
-------------- ----------- -~ 
-- - ------------------- -------- -'1 
____ _____________ L ~a a 
------------------------- __ 2 
l&-2807.-3 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Farm acconnts1 cost records, lnventones, etc. 
(a) 
Ind! vi dual farm plan.nln.e:, 
adjustments,1 tenancy, 
and other management 
problems 
(b) 
Farm credit 
(short and Jong time) 
(c) 
Outlook information 
(d) 
(I) Home demonstration a gen ts __ _______ ____ __________ -- -_ _ ____ _ __ ___ ___ ___ _ __ _ ____ _ ___ _ _ _ ____ . _ _ _ ____ _______ __ _ __ _ ___ _ _______ _ ___ _ _ ___ __ __ __ ________ _ ---- _____ ________________ 2.._ 
70
' t>nai~fd:,:~tei;~ ~~~ ~;c~~:r:lg::::ts ________________________ __ ____ ______ __ _________ _________________ ./_</- _________________________ /? --------------------------~ ___ ____________________ /2-_ 
( 4) State extension workers_________________________ __________ ---------------------------2. ---------------------------4 __ ---------------------------- -------------------------- I _ 
71. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ___________ --------------------------j --------------------------f - -------------------------..Jl- ---------------------------9--
72. Number of voluntary local leaders or ccmmitteemen assisting this 
yeru __ ____________________________ ___ __ _______ __ ______________ _________ _____ ________ ___ --- -- ___ __ _ ______ __ _ __ ___ _ ___ ____ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ----------- ____ ___ _ __ _ __ 3 _ 
Number of farm-survey(Ca) Farm business _____________ _ 
records taken during (b) Enterprise _______ ___ ____ ____ _ 
the year: 
(c) Other--------------------------
73. 
--------------------------__ j_ 
75. Number of farmers assisted this year--Continued. 
(e) In getting started in farming, or in re-
locating _____________________ __ _________ __ _______ _ 
74. N umber of farmers((a) Farm inventory _________ ______ _ 
assisted this year in (b) General farm records ________ _ 
keeping- . (c) Enterprise records ____________ _ 
_ ____ ________________ ___ ../ 0 
------------------- --___ /(2 
---- --------------------//_ 
(f) With credit problems (debt adjustment 
and financial plans) _________________________ _ 
(g) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust-
75. Number of farmers assisted this year-- ments ------------------------------------------
Ca) In developing a farm plan only ____________ _ -------------------____ _Lo__ (h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
(b) In developing a farm and home plan _____ _ purposes---------------------------------------
(c) In analyzing the farm business ______________ _ (i') With farm-labor problems _____________ ___ ____ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations 
and leasing arrangements ____________ ___ __ _ .z (J') In developing supplemental sources of in-come ______________________________ ___ _____ _____ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include all work witb adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
Price and trade policies 
(prices, International 
trade, interstate trade 
barriers, transportation, 
interregional competition, 
etc.) 
(a) 
Land policy and programs 
(classification ol land zon-
ing, tenure, land develop-
ment, settlement, public-
land management, etc.) 
(b) 
Public finance and services 
(taxation, local govern-
ment, lacilltles such as 
roads and schools for rural 
areas, etc.) 
(c) 
-------------------------3 _ 
-------------------------- I -
------------------- ---- / o _ 
--------------------___ ;:_.s. -
Rural welfare (rural-urban 
relationships, part - time 
farming, problems of peo-
ple in low-income areas, mi-
gration, population adjust-
ments, rural works pro-
grams, etc.) 
(d) 
76. 
~:':,~:::-:,to ( i~i ff ~1~~~;;~:,~,n t, :::::::::::: : : ::: : ::::: ::::: :::::::: :: :::: :::::: : :::::: : : : ::::: : : ::: ::::::: : : ::::::::: :: : :::::: : : ::: :::: : ::::: ::: : : ::: :::: :::::::::::::::::: 1-~ 
77. 
78. 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ --------------------------1--
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ______________________ L_f __ 
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social condit ions in various land use areas ____________________________________________ __ _ 
80. Number of local groups (town and county officials, school boards, tax collectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, public finance, and farming conditions related to these problems _____________________ ____________________________________________________ _______ _ 
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural) _______________________________________________ _ 
82. Number of nonagricultural groups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been presented and discussed this year ________ _ 
1 Include all work on farm adjustments conducted In cooperation with AAA and other agencies, and not definitely related to individnal crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. G and 9) or to soil management 
(p. 7). 16-28074-1 
00 
Include all work with adults, 4--H Olub members, and older 
youth General 
(a) 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Grain and Livestock 
hay and wool • 
Dairy Poultry and Fruits and 
products eggs 1 vegetables 
(b) (c) (d) (•) (f) 
83. Days devoted to line of work by- ' 
Cotton 
(q) 
Tobacco, Purchasing 
Forest sugar, rice, Home prod- of farm and 
products and other ucts and home sup. crafts plies and commodities equipment 
(I,) (i) (j) (k) 
(1) Home demonstration agents _______________ _____________________ ________ ___________________________________________________________________________ __________ _________ /}! _______ ____ 8_ 
(2) 4-H Club agents ____________ _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ -------------- -------------- -------------- ----- ------ __ 
(3) Agricultural agents _________________ ________ ..3 __________ _/ _______ ,2_ 0 ___________ ~ __________ g . _____ __ ____ 1- __________ .,Z ___________ <f __________________ ________ __ ___ _________ _ 
(4) State extension workers _____ __ ___ ______________ _____ _____________________________________ _________ _ ) . ________ _________________________________________________________ /!i_ ________ _____ _ 
84. Number of communities in which work 
85. 
was conducted this year. __________________ ---------- f -----------f--------- '1----------f? ---------- '1---------- i ' --------- f--------- f -------------- ---------- ~ -----------1 
Number of voluntary local leaders or 
committeemen assisting this year __________ -------------- ___ __________________________________ __ _________________________________________________________________________ -----------'- _______ ..;t_J_ 
86. Number of new cooperatives 2 assisted in 
organizing during the year __________________ --------- ----- -------------- _______ __ ___ _______________ ___ ______________________ ______________ ________________________ ______________ ______________ ____ ___ _ 
87. Number of established cooperatives 2 as-
sisted during the year ______________________________ __ _ _; __ _________ (!) ________ /!) _______ ___ /!) _________ (.h __________________________________________________________________ _/ _____________ _ 
88. Number of members 2 in the cooperatives 
assisted during the year (questions 86 t, 
and 87) ------------------------------------------ _____ 41iJ. _____ :!1(9. _____________________ -51- _____ .3 -7 ___________________ __ &J _____ __________ __________ ____ ________ ! $ _______________ co 
89. Value of products sold or purchased by '4 
cooperatives assisted during the year 1f,3ff YL5°J4-9/47 ,¢.16J#- _j /l.,;'58 '!....3 
(questions 86 and 87) 2______________________ $_________ __ $___________ $___________ $___________ S-----------
4, f1.37..7 
$___________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $ ___ ___ "-i: $ ___ _______ _ 
90. Number of farmers or families (not mem-
bers of cooperatives) assisted during 
the year _______________________________________ -------------- __________________ ,;!,;. C ______ ___________________________ /fl 2 __ __________________ __ ~_!5 __ __________________ _______ _______________ _ 
91. Value of products sold or purchased by 
farmers or families involved in the pre- 5 I,$ f? Bo, f 3J q_o .5.5~ 
ceding question___________________________ ___ _ $_________ __ $___________ $___ ________ $__ ___ ______ $___________ $ __________ _ $___ ________ $ __ ·________ $___ ________ $___________ $ __________ _ 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups assisted this year_ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
93. Number of programs I pertaining to marketing agreements, orders, surplus removal or Lend-Lease purchases assisted in or conducted this year._ 
94. Number of marketing facilities improvement programs 3 participated in or conducted this year _________________________________________________________ _ 
95. Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year ____________________________________________________ ____ __ _____ ___ __ ___________ __ _______________ _ 
96. Number of special merchandising programs 3 participated in or conducted this year __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
97. Number of consumer information programs 3 pertaining to marketing and distribution participated in or conducted this year ___ _________________ _ 
98. Number of programs a relating to marketing services and costs of distribution conducted this year ______ ___ _______ _______ _______________________________ _ 
99. Number of programs a relating to transportation problems conducted this year ________________________ _____ ___ ______________ __________________________________ _ 
100. Number of programs a relating to the specific use of market information conducted this year-----------------------------------------------------------·-
------------------------- I. 
-. -----------. -----_______ .,1_ 
------------- -----------_g_ 
. -------------------------· I . 
---------- ------ ------ -----'1--
_ ________ ____ ___________ ___ / -
101. Number of other marketing programs 3 conducted this year (specify)------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- _____ ________ __________ _/ O _ 
t Include llvestock, poultry, and hatching eggs purchased for breeding replacement, or feeding purposes. • 
• Where a cooperative association serves more than one county, include only the membersWp and proportionate volume of business originating in the county covered by this report. 
• Organized pieces o! work. 16--2807 4- I 
HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 
Include all work with adults, ._II Club members, and older youth The house, furnish ings, and surroundings Rural electriflcatlon 
(b) 
Fe.rm buildings 
(c) 
Fe.rm mechanical 
equipment 
(a) (d) 
102. Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration agents.. _____________________________________________ ___________________ .;I_ Z. ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
(2) 4-II Club a gen ts________________________________________________________ _ ______ _ ___ __ ___ ______ ___ ____ _ _ _ _ __ ____ __ __ _ __ _______ ______ _ _ ___ ____ ______ __ _ _____ ___ _ __ __ _ ____________________________ _ 
(3) Agricultural agents _________________________________________________________________________________ '!} ______________ ---------------- ______________________ / _() _____________________ .,g _O __ 
( 4) State extension workers________________________________________________ ______________ _____ _ _ __ __ ____ _ __ ______ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _____ __ __ __ _____ __ ____ _ ___ ____ _ _ ___ _ ____ _ ____________________________ _ 
103. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ---------------------------'!- ------------------------------ --------------------------7 - -------------------------}L--
104. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this 
year______________________________________________________________________________________ _ _____________________ _ _f _ 5{ _ _ __ ______ _ _____ ___ _ ___ _ _ ___ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ ______ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ ____________________________ _ 
The House, Furnishings, and Surroundings-Continued 
105. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Constructing dwellings _______________________ _ ------------------- _______ Z., _ 
(b) Remodeling dwellings ________________________ _ ---------------------- -..2/ -
(c) Installing sewage systems __________________ _ 
(d) Installing water systems ____________________ _ 
(e) Installing heating systems ___________________ _ 
(J) Providing needed storage space ____________ _ ________________________ / -2 
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens________ ---------------------------7-
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens)________________________________ _ _____________________ :7' 2 
(i) Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-
ings_____________________________________________ _ ______________________ / _O _ 
(J) Selecting housefurnishings or equipment 
(other than electric)-------------------------
(k) Improving housekeeping methods _________ _ 
(Z) Laundry arrangement ________________________ _ 
(m) Installing sanitary closets or outhouses_ 
(n) Screening or using other recommended 
methods of controlling flies or other 
insects __________________________________________ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds ___________________ _ 
(p) Planting windbreaks or shelterbelts ______ _ 
---------------------- 2 ~ -
_______________________ Lt:.._ 
-------------_________ ,3__ !i!_ _ 
Rural Electrification-Continued 
106. Number of associations organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity ________________________________ _ 
107. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Obtaining electricity ___________________________ _ 
(b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment ________________________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes __________________________________ _______ _ 
Farm Buildings-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings________ _ ________________________ %__ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings__ _ _________________________ _3-_ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
eq ui pmen t___ __ _________ _____ __ __ _ ____ ____ _ ____ _ _ __ ___ ____ _____ ____ ____ _ _ 3 
Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The selection of mechanical equipment___ _ ___ ___________________ So 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical 
eq ui pmen t ______ . ___________ __________ ________ _ 
110. Number of farmers following instructions in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment 
this year -----------------------------------------------------
111. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the better 
ginning of cotton __________________________________________ _ 
________ ____________ __2_1!_Q 
#0 
16 -28074-l 
...... 
0 
NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
Include all work with adults, 4--H Club members and older youth Home production of family food supply 
Food preservation and 
storage 
Food selection and 
preparation 
Other health and safety 
work 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
112. Days devoted to line of work by: 
(1) Home demonstration agents ___________________________________________________________________ ..3..s_ ________________________ rl..t:_ _______________________ ,3_/ _________________________ ./Q 
(2) 4-H Club a.gen ts _______________________ ------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------- - ------------------------------ ------------------------------
(3) Agricultural agents _________________________________________________________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ --------------------------~-
(4) State extension workers __________________________________________________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ___________________________ !?_ 
113. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ---------------------------'1- --------------------------#- --------------------------!-'-- --------------------------9-
114. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year _________________________ g _L_ ------------------------~5 ____ ____________________ .,t_Z.. _____________________________ _ 
115. Number of families assisted this yea.r-
(a) In improving diets_______________________ _ ____________________ ,,<, ~$l==1=1=5(=g=)======F=O=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=;T=I=O=N=B=Y=A=D=U=L=T=S========= 
(b) With food preparation___________________ -------·------------ ~./ <,__ Fruits 
(a) 
Vegetables 
(b) 
Meats and fish 
(c) 
(c) In improving food supply by making 
changes in home food production 1 __ ____________________ fo _" -- 1. Quarts canned.. ______ __________________ 11-_~7-si __ __________________ -.2_.3_-9..7 __ ______ ____ _______ ...-1_g~7-
(1) Of vegetables __________________ _ _ __________________ ,<, QQ_ 2. Gallons brined ______ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
(2) Of fruits __________________________ _ _ _____________________ ,Z £ 3. Pounds: Dried 2 6 __ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
(3) Of meats _________________________ _ 
( 4) Of milk ___________________________ _ 
______________________ ,!Jg_ 4. 
_ _____________________ ,£/ __ 5. ~=r:~-6-- ______________ ____ :::::::::: , ::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::: :::::::::::::::L,f7£6 a 
(5) Of poultry and eggs __________ _ 
(cl) With home butchering, meat cutting 
_ ___________________ ?._.!.) Q - 6. 
7. 
Frozen'-- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ _________________ S cS:91? ..., 
Number of different families represented by the above figures ____ -----------------------~<- ..., 
or curing _________________________________ _ 
(e) With butter or cheese making ________ _ _ _________________________ 1-_ 
(/) With food preservation problems 1 __ _ _ _____________ __ ____ ~ ()Q _ l==1=15==(=h=) ====F=;O=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=T=I=O=N=B=Y=4=-H=C=L=U=B=M=E=M=B=E=R=S===== 
(1) Canning _________________________ _ 
(2) Freezing __________ ________________ _ 
_ ___________________ ,({, o._a_ Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
_______________________ ,;z..s: l---------l-----'(cca)'-----1----~(b~)----1-----'(:...;c) ___ _ 
(3) Drying ___________________________ _ 1. Quarts canned ______ ------------------< r,!,$__,!J __ ___________________ ....2'0:.£% __________________________ __ _ 
( 4) Storing ___________________________ _ _ ____________ ___ ___ ___ _ .,2,_()__ 2. Gallons brined ___ ___ ------------------------------ __ _________ ------------ _________________ --------------------
(fJ In producing and preserving home 3. Pounds· Dried 2 5 _______ ___ ________________________________ ____ _________________________________ ____ ____ ____ _ 
food supply according to annual 4. Cured 3 6 __ _________________________________ __ ________ ___________ _____ _________ __ ____ _____________ _ 
food-supply budget ___________________ _ ------------------- __ J.2.S 5. Stored.. _________________________________________________________________________________________ __ _ 
(j) In canning according to a budget_ __ ----------------------- 7&'. _6_. _____ Fr_oz_e_n_'_--.!_-_--_-_-_--_-_--_--_--_-_-_--_-_--_--_-_--_- '-----_--_--_-_--_--_-_--_--_-_-_--_-_--_--_--_--'----- -_--_--_--_-_--_--_-_--_--_-_--_--_--_-_--
(k) With child-feeding problems _________ _ 
(l) In the prevention of colds and other 
common diseases________________________ ------------------------------
(m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria, smallpox, etc.) __________________________ _ 
(n) With first-aid or home nursing _______________________ ________________________ _____ _______________ __ _________________ _____________________________________________ _ 
(o) In removing fire and accident hazards _______________________________________________________________ ______ ______ __ _________________________________ _____________ _ 
116. Number of schools assisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches ___________________________ ____________________________________________ _ 
117. Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers _______________________________________________________ _ 
1 Sum of the subltems minus duplications due to families participating In more than one activity. 
• Weight of finished product art,ir drying. 
• Weight of product before curing. 
'Include contents or locker plants and home freezer units. 
• Do not Include vine-matured peas and benns. 
- --- ---- -- ------- ___ ,,(.,S:, 0 .. 
1-8074-4 
CLOTHING, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Home management,_ Clothing and textiles Family relationships-child Recreation and Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth family economics development community life 00 00 00 00 
l8. /fu":ro, ~~~~  to / i~i ~~}~§;:,:•ot. ::::::=::=:=:: :::::::::::::? ::::::::::::: L ,< : ::::::::::::: ?' ::::::::::=: ~ 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------___________________________ f-'-
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __ ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Home Management-Family Economics-Continued Clothing and Textiles-Continued 
121. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With time-management problems __________ _ 
(b) With home accounts ___________________________ _ 
(c) With financial planning _______________________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses _______________________________ _ 
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income _______ _ 
122. Number of home demonstration clubs, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year with 
cooperative buying of-(a) Foocl _______________________________________________ _ 
-------------___ _,!_E, 
127. Number of families assisted this year with-
(a) Clothing-construction problems______________ _ ______________ ______ .g./2.._ 
(b) The selection of clothing and textiles______ _ ____________________ JJ_a._ 
(c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing__ ----------------· ___________ _ 
(d) Clothing accounts or budgets________________ ------------------------------
Family Relationships-Child Development-Continued 
128. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With child-development and guidance 
problems ______________________________________ _ 
(b) In improving family relationships _________ _ 
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children .. (b) Clo thing __________________________________________ _ this year _______________________________________________ ------- ------------------------------t,:> 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment_ ________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erative associations 2 or individualy, with the 
buying of-
(a) Foocl ______________________________________________ _ 
(b) Clothing ____________________________________ -----__ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment __________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
tion 123 (a), (b), (c), and (d) minus duplicationsL 
125. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying" decisions _________________________________ _ 
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living_____________________ _ _____________________ /-_JL)_ 
NOTE.-Individual families and groups assisted with seling problems should 
be reported in column (j), page 9. 
130. Number of different individuals participating this 
year in child-development and parent-education programs: (a) Men ________________________________________ _ 
(b) Women_ ___________________________________ _ 
131. Number of children in families represented by such 
_ _______________________ L_Q_ 
-----------/ t? z 
individuals _________________________________________________ -- --------------___ Laa 
Recreation and Community Life-Continued 
132. Number of families assisted this year in improving 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
home recreation_ ___________________________________________ _ 
Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilities ________________ _ 
Number of community groups assisted this year 
with organizational problems, programs of activi-
ties, or meeting programs ________________________________ _ 
Number of communities! (a) Club or eommooily house_ ______ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp _______ _ 
establishing- (c) Community rest rooms_ 
Number of communities assisted this year in pro-
viding library facilities __________________________________ _ 
Number of school or other community grounds im-
proved this year according to recommendations __ _ 
-------------jl 
-------------1 
_______________________ ./_/: __ 
________________ /. __ _ 
1 The house-Its arrangement, equipment, and furnishings, Including kitchen Improvements and care of the house-is reported under "The house, furnishings and surroundings," p. 10. • Includes question 122; also families buyine through marketing cooperatives, organized or assisted, column (k), p. 9, 
~ --. 
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club member- may engage in two or more projects. The sum of the projects is therefore greater than the number of different dub members enrolled) 
Project Number or boys enrolled 
(a) 
Number or girls 
enrolled 
(h) 
Number or boys 
compleUng 
(c) 
Number or girls 
completing 
(d) 
Number or uni ts involved In 
completed projects 
(,) 
138. Corn ______________________________ _________ ________ ____ ________________ __ ___________ ____ ____ L __________ __ __ ____________ ___________________ _/_ _________________________________________ L _________________ Acres 
139. Other cereals ______ -------------------------------------------------- _____ ________ ___________ _______ ___ ____ __ _________ ___ _____ __ ________ __________________________________________________________________ Acres 
140. Peanuts ___________________ --------- ____ __ _ ____ ___ _ __ ______ ____ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ _ __ __ ___ ___ _ _ _ __ _ ____ ___ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ ___ _ __ _______ __ __ _ ___ ____ ______ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ ____ _ _______ ___ ___ ___ __ __ __ __ ___ ____ _ Acres 
141. Soybeans, field peas, alfalfa., and other legumes __________ ---------------------------------------------------------- -------------- _________ ______________ _ ------------------------------------- Acres 
142. · Soil and water conservation ____ __________ __________________ ______________________ _____ ___ ------------------------'------------------------ __________ ___ ___________ -------------------------------------- Acres 
143. Potatoes, Irish and sweet ______________ __ __ ___ _______________________________________ __ / _________________________ I ________________ _ -------I- _______________________ ------------------------- --------- Acres 
144. Cotton.. _______________________ --------------------------------------· -------------- ___ ____ /_ ------------------------ ____ --------------- __ J_ ---------------- ________ _______________ S _____________ ___ Acres 
145. Tobacco ______________________________________________________________ . ________ _______ __ Lfl ___________________ _ 5 __ _______ ________ ___ 3 __ _____ ______ _______ fl-_________________ _/ ___ ½_____ __ ___ __ Acres 
146. Fruits _________________________ --- ______ . ____________ --______ ____ ----- __ __ __ ____ ___ __ ___ ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ __ __ _ __ __ __ ___ ___ __ _ _ ___ __ ___ _ __ ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ___ _______ _ __ _ _ ___ _ __ __ ___ _ __________ _______ _ _ ___ ____ _ _ _ Acres 
14 7. Home gardens_-----------------------------------------------------. ______ . ----_________________________________________ ____________________________________________ -----------______ ____ __ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ ____ Acres 
148. 1\1:arket gardens, truck and canning crops _________________ __ ------------------------ ------------------------ ---- -------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------- Acres 
149. Other crops (including pasture improvement)-------------· ------------------------ -----------------------. -------------------- ____ ------------------------ . ------------------------------------ Acres 
150. Poultry (including turkeys)------------------------------------- ____ __ _____ ______ 2._'f-= _____________________ ,;[ ___________ ________ .,!_ _____________ __ __ __ _ __________ ___ ,.5".L]_O ___ ______ -------· Birds 
: : ~~: "'';'.~=· :::~:-~-~::::::::=:::: :: : : : : : :::: = ::: : : :::::: :: : : ::: : :: :: : : : ::_ ;{: :: :: ::: : : : ::: : :::::: :::: : ::: : : : :::::::::: ; ~- :: : : :::: :::::: :: :::: ::: r:: :::::: ::::: -;2 : : :: : :::: E: 
:E, ;:~:a mu!"'--~=:::::::::-::~::::::::::=:::::=: , ::::::~~: :::::::::::::::. ,.lS::::::::::=:=:::::::: :::::::::==:::: 2; ::::::::::::::::::::=:i :::::::=::-_~:: ,.z _ 3 :::::::::: a ~ 
156. 0th er livestock _____ ___ ______ __ ___ ____________________________ ___ __ . _____ ___ ____ ___ __ _____ __ ____________________________ _________________ ___ . _ ___ _ ___ _ _ __ __ __ __ ____ _ __ ___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ _ __ ___ __ Animals 
157. Bees _____________________________ ___ ________ --- ---- . ------------------- ___________________ 4._ _____ ______ __________________________ ___________ ______________________ ____ ____ ____ _______________________ Colonies 
158. Beautification of home grounds ____________ ------ -----------· _______________ _____________ ___________________________________________ ____ ________________ ____ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
159. Forestry _________________ _______________ ___________ __ ------------ ---- _____ ___ . _______ ___ ___ ____ __ ______ _________ _________ _____________________________________ ___ ____ ------------------------------------- Acres 
160. Wildlife and nature study (game and fur animals) _____________________________ 
1 
___ _______________________ _____________________ _\_ _____________________ __ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
A . lt 1 . . f h 1 t . ·t t t \ {----------------------- Articles made 161. gncu ura eng1neenng, arms op, e ec r1c1 y, rac or .. ------------------------.------- _____ ___________ ___ ___________________________________________ _ 
/ _______________ __ __ Articles repaired 
162. Farm management ,, x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
163. Food selection, preparation, and/or baking ______ ____ __ __________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________ {--------------------- Meals planned 
_________ _______ ___ _____ Meals served 
164. Food preservation. (Include frozen foods) _________________ _ ----------------- ------- ______________ _______ ____ ______________ ___________________________________ _________ __ ________ Quarts preserved 
165. Health, home nursing, and first aid _________ ____________ _____ ----------- ----------- -- ________________________________________________________ ________________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
165a.. Child care _______ _____ __ ______ ___ ____________________________________ ------------------------ ___________________ _____ ----------------- ------- ________________________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
:: . ::~::anag,ment (hnu,ekooping)____ _ _ _ ___ _ __ ___ _ __ _____ _ __ __ ______ ___________ ____ __ ____ _ __ ____ _ _ _ _ __: : 11 ::::::=:::-:-:::~~::~:;,E; 
168. Home furnishings and room improvement _____ _______ __ ____ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ {--------------------------------A~i:: 
169. Home industry, arts and crafts ________________________________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ______ _________________________ __ __ _____________ ---------------------------------- Articles 
~ ;~: ~~~::l~:~:~~-~-i~:::::::::::::::~--~:~~~~-:::::::-::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::,:::::::::::~:#:~+-.::1:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::L;:i:::I : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
172. Total (proiect enrollment and completion) __ ---- --------- ___ _________ _L_$_C, __ ____________ /_-.2__~--- ________ _____ /.._o.__/_ ______________ _J_/_..2,. ____ 1 x :i:: x x x x x x x x x x x 
16-2807(--6 
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 1 
173. Number of 4-H Clubs. ---------------------------------------------- _____________ _/ /._ 
174. Number of different 4-H Club 
members enrolled.. _________________ (a) Boys i __ _L_~-t/.-- (b) Girls 1 _____ L£1= 
175. Number of different 4-H Club 
members completing _______________ (a) Boys 1 __ _l.Q_/_ ___ (b) Girls 1 _____ LL?:::._ 
176. Number of different 4-H Club 
members in school. _______________ (a) Boys ___ _L2__.S.. ___ (b) Girls _______ !._$ _~ 
177. Number of different 4-H Club 
members out of schooL __________ (a) Boys __________ _(_ ___ (b) Girls ____________ !__ 
178. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from farm homes. _____ (a) Boys ______ !_/__/±_ __ (b) Girls _______ ('.~~-
179. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from nonfarm homes __ (a) Boys. _______ i£ __ (b) Girls _________ .,Z_Q_ 
Number of Different 4-H Club Members Enrolled: 
180. By years Boys 
(a) 
Girls 
(b) 
1st year ______________ ________ g_7- ---------~ 
2d __________ ___________ ------- g3 _________ .,3/_ 
3d-----------"--------- _______ _LI __________ .3l 
181 By ages Boys Girls 
. 00 ~ 
10 and under _____ _______ 2J __________ 2_-7 
1 !.. ________________________ __/./. _________ g4 
12 ___________________________ ;Z :J -------- .Jt 
13 ___________________ ________ 21 _________ :{,' 
WORK WITH OLDER RURAL YOUTH 
185. Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension 
work with older rural youth. --------------------------~------------
186. Membership in such groups ______________ {(ab)) Young men _______ _ 
Young women ___ _ 
187. Numbe.rof Out of school memhers Under 21 25 years and by school In school years 21-24 years older 
status Unmerried Merrled 
and age (n) (b) (c) (d) (t) w. 
(1) Young 
men ________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(2) Young 
women ___________________ _______ __ ________________________________________________________ _ 
188. Number of meetings of older rural youth extension groups __ _ 
189. Total attendance at such meetings ____________________ _____________ _ 
190. Number of other older rural youth groups assisted.. ____________ _ 
191 M b hi · s h r (a) Young men ____ _ . em ers p m uc g ou ps ________________ _ 
(b) Young women._ 
192. Number of older rural youth not in ex- (a) Young men ____ _ 
tension or other youth groups assisted__ (b) Young women._ 
193. Total number of different young people 
.... 4th.. ___________________ ----------/- _______ j.f 14 ___________________ _______ Jg _________ _} g contacted through the extension pro-
gram for older rural youth. (Ques-
tions 186, 191,and 192,minus duplica-
(a) Young men ____ _ ------------------ ~ 
5th.. ___________________ -------------- ----------- (; 15 ___________________ ________ _1.3._ ----------' ( 
6th __________________________________ ___________ L_ 16 ___________________ -----------7 __________ 5 
7th ___________________ -------------- ---- ---------- 17 ___________________ ---------- s __________ 3 
8th.. ___________________ __________ ) . ------------- 18 ___________________ ---------- 2_ -·------------
9th.. ___________________ -------------- -------------- 19 _______ ------------ __________ _/ _ --------------
10th and over ______ -------------- _____________ _ 20 and over _________________ L ______________ _ 
182. 
183. 
184. 
Number of different 4-H Club members, including those in corresponding 
projects, who received definite training in-
( a) Judging______ _ __ _1_1:__7- _ (f) Fire and accident pre-
(b) Giving dem- vention__________________ __,2.J.-7--
onstrations __________ __ ( g) Wildlife conservation__ _ __________ _ 
( c) Recreational (h) Keeping personal ac-
leadership --------!j-- (i) Us:0 ~t=~~~~;l~-i~~;~ -----------
(d) Music appre- mation__________________ _ __________ _ 
ciation_____ ____________ ( j) Soil and water conser-
vation_ ______________ ___ _ 
(e) Health________ _..1..J.f-- (k) Forestry __________________ _ 
Number of 4-H Club members having health examination because 
of participation in the extension program_____________________________ _ _______ _ 
Number of 4-H Clubs engaging in community activities such as 
improving school grounds and conducting local fairs____________ __ _ 
tions) __________________________________________ _ 
Check column showing approximl\te 
194. portion or older-youth program de-
voted to-
(1) Citizenship, democracy, and 
Under 10 
percont 
(a) 
(b) Young women._ 
10-19 percent 20-39 percent 40 pen'.::~t or 
(bl (c) (d) 
public problems ________________________________ ______________________________ _ __________ _ 
(2) Vocational guidance ___________________ __________________________________________________ _ 
(3) Family life and social customs___ _ ________________ ____________________________________ _ 
(4) Social and recreational activi-
tieq ___________________________________ ____________________ ____ ___________________________ ____ _ 
(5) Community service activities ____________________________________________________ ________ _ 
(6) Technical agriculture _______________ -------------- -------------- -------------- _____________ _ 
(7) Technical home economics, in-
cluding nutrition and health.. ________________________________________________________ _ 
1 All data in this section are based on the number of different boys and girls participating in 4-H Club work, not on the number of 4-H projects carried. 
' Report tbe total number of different boys or girls enrolled in club work, This total should equsl the sum of the project enrollments reported on page 13, minus dupllcatlons due to the Eame boy u girl carrying on two 
Q' more subJect-metter lines of work. Do not include boys and girls enrolled late In the year in connection with tbu succeeding year's program. 
1 Same BS footnote 2, except that reference is to .completions Instead of enrollments, 16- 28074. 3 
r. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
(Report here all work, Including war work, not properly included under any of the headings on preceding pages) 
Includo all work w, ·1:i adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dees 
(a) 
General-feeder Insects 1 
(b) 
All other work 
(c) 
195. Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration agents ------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- / _ -------------------- ·---.. . . _______________________ 3 b 
~:~ ~!c~~!:~::::ts _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ £ ________________________ /{) ----------------------£~ 
( 4) State extension workers _____________________________________________________________________________________________ __ ______ .3_ ----------------------------- ------------------------11-' 
19G. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _____________ __ __________________________ ---------------------------3 -------------------------.f-- --------------------------j'-
197. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __________________________ ----------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO WAR EFFORT 
It is desirable to bring together in one place the sum total of extension contribution to the several broad areas of war effort. It is assumed that all such work has 
been reported previously under appropriate headings. 
War programs 
' 
Home demonstration agents 
(a) 
4-H Club agents 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(c) 
198. Estimated number of days devoted to-
(1) Food supplies and critical war materials (production, marketing, processing, storage, 
distribution, and rala ted pro bl ems) ________________________________________________________________________________________________ ------------------------ ------------------------------
(2) Problems arising from new military caxnps, munitions plants, and war industries _____ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(3) Civilian defense (such as fire prevention, Red Cross training, air-raid warnings) ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ~ 
(4) Other war work (including collection of salvage material) ___________________________________ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The purpose of this report is to bring together in one place the cooperation given other Federal agencies working with the rural people of the county. It is assumed 
that all such work has been reported previously under appropriate problems of the farm or home. 
199. 
200. 
201. 
202. 
Assistance to 
Veterans 
(a) 
D1Js devoted to line ol work by- . 
U. S.D.A. 
Councils, 
(b) 
Farm Credit Employment 
Administration Service 
(c) (cl) 
rroduction 
and 
Market!P.J1 
Administration 
(e) 
Soil Conserva-
tion Service 
(/) 
Farmers Rural Electri-
Home ftcation 
Administration Administration 
(u) (h) 
Tennessee 
Valier 
Authonty 
(i) 
Social Security, 
Public Health, 
Children's 
Bureau 
(j) 
Other 
Agencies 
(k) 
(1) llome demonslnilion agents ___ --------------- ______________ ] ---------------- ---------------- -------------z_ ---------------- _____________ .2.. ---------------- -------------- • _____________ z._ ----------------
(2) 4-8 Club agenlB ____________________________ ___ ___________________________ ------.. --------- _____________________ ___ ________________________________________________________________________ ______________ _ 
(3) Agricultural agents ____ _______________ /?- ___ _______ _/ .Z ___________ ..:..3 __________ /, __________ I Z ____________ § __ _________ :} ----------------1' _________ I 6 --·-·------ __ . _ __ __ _ ________ _ 
( 4) Slate e1tension workers ____________________ ________ _____________________________ __ ___________________________________________ ______________________________ ________ _______________________________________ _ 
Number ol e-0mmunilies in wbieh work • 
1
; 
was e-0ndueted Ibis year__ ______ ------------ ' ------------1------------f- ----------- <J ------------f ------------ j ---------- ff . ----------------
1
; ---------- j' ------------ I - ----------------
Number of volnnlarJ local leaders or 
.... ;~~~::~~:r.': ....... ······-· .....  j 4 . . .... t .......... -3 ........ ~ ........... 1 .......... ;? ............... . .......... y ... .... ... 2 1 ..... .-·· _--
1 Include grasshoppers, armyworms, chinch bugs, and other Insects not reported under speclftc crop or livestock headings. l&-28074-3 
TERMINOLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profession everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF EXTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized extension work. 
2. A cooperator is a farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended pract ices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records are not required, but 
reports on the success of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Days in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "day11 in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administration. 
5. Demonstrations as contemplated in this report are of twp kinds-meth_od demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonstration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or other trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, mix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A result demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl under the direct supervision 
of the ext ension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good investment, or that a large farm business results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practice resulting from a demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not in itself a demonstration. 
6. A demonstration meeting is a meeting held to give a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A result demonstrator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a result demonstration as defined above. 
8. An extension school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practice.I 
instruction is given to persons not resident at the college. 
9. An extension short course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a longer period of time. 
10. A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
11. Farmers (or families) assisted this year should include those directly or indirectly influenced by extension work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
(1) Adoption of a recommended practice. 
(2) Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
(3) Participation in extension activities. 
(4) Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
(5) Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Club is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home economics, and of providing desirable training for the members. 
13. 4-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
14. 4-H Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a person who, because of special interest and fitness, is selected t o 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter leader. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeting at which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 
17. Letters written should include all original letters on official business. (Duplicated let ters should not be included.) 
18. An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a. 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either incoming 
or outgoing. 
19. A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the methods of using them. It also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
20. An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
21. Records consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the agent to verify the data on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
22. The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 years of age. 
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ANNUAL REPORT 
COUNTY AGENT WORK 
_ _GR eell( woo D 
County 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
1947 
PM. GsBVIN ___ _ 
County Agent 
Assistant County Agent 
Assistant County Agent 
Farm Labor Assistant 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
Cooperating with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
D. W. Watkins, Director 
Clemson, South Carolina 
G.:l.E::;i;JOOD COUHTY, SOU'!'II CkJ:?.ClilJA 
P. L Garvin, County Agent 
:?ranl: H. Hedden-~~ Farn La00:' Assistant 
Cooperative E::tonsion 'Jork in ..1 e;riculture ar1d Home ...,conm:i.ics 
ClrnTISon AgricJ_ltural Collei:;e and the 
United Jtates ~epart~ent of 
,.'i.__;riculture Cooperating 
E::tcnsion .3ervice 
D. ,.. • 1."!atl:in3, Director 
Clerson, sout~ Carolina 
SUTmary of ctivities and Accomplish~ents . 
County, Corn::unity, and ITei~hborhood Or~anization . 
Project ctivities and 2esults 
~ricultural ~conomics 
Outlook neetings 
Conplete farm accounts 
Coop,sration '.nth farm credit aGcncies . 
Farr1 plannin'-' deJ;.onstrations 
TVA :-'a:t:1 Unit Test demons Lr,_1:,ions . 
Progress report on 7VA Unit - Test denonstration . 
Landlord- tenant agreements 
Soil Conservation. 
J.ef ercmdum • 
;::;ducational ~ctivities 
District activities . 
Practices established tl:rour;h 1947 
Agricultural Engineering 
Farn buildinb plans . 
Tractor school . 
Labor savinb sho-w. 
4-H activities 
Pressure cooker clinic 
:Gynamite ditching . 
~ rronony 
Farm tours 
Fertilizer rieetinss . 
Seed ce.rtification 
Five acre cotton improvement 
:'Joll vreevil . 
Corn 
~,heat. 
Oats 
Darley 
Fecari 
Alfalfa . 
. 
Lei::;umos for ha:r . 
LeGu.nes for seed . 
Le~uraes ::or soil ouildin_.; . 
Annual [;razin :; • 
3ilage 
de:n.onstrations. 
5 
8 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
17 
20 
21 
21 
22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
24 
2Lf 
24 
24 
25 
25 
26 
28 
28 
29 
29 
29 
30 
30 
30 
31 
31 
37 
37 
2. 
Animal Hus bm1cir'J 
s-.rine 
Count;,· f2.ir . 
Fr"ezer- locker 
_:_its placeJ . 
4-H pi" denonstrations 
- u 
Beef Cattle 
Green7;ood Beef cat tle '\.ssociation. 
Furebred sires placed. 
Females placed . 
Steer feeding de:_onstratlo:is 
:rak1an cattle 
Cour1t:0 .:'air . 
4-~I steer feeJirie:; der.:onstrations 
Dairying 
Purebred sires placed. 
~ull service record de onstrations 
D, :, . LA. work, 
~.rumal .;raz inQ 
Sila:e 
: .ar ...ceting . 
L-H dairJ calf dei~onstr2.ti0'ts . 
Jersey parish show . 
Jersey Bulletin accom:,l::'...sh:::ent cup 
Classificatio:::-is . 
Cotmty fair . 
Entomolow a.'Yld Plant Pathol o[Y 
Boll vreevil control . 
General . 
Peaches . 
Livestock pests . 
Fence post preservat:on, 
Beel:ceping 
• ssociation . 
Denonstration recoro.s . 
Forestry 
Don saw demonstrations • 
:'ive acre pulpwood tllinnin,_, contest • 
• I.I'bor Day progran. 
ueedlings secured . 
0 . C. Tree f ar,s 
31 
31 
32 
32 
33 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
35 
36 
36 
36 
37 
37 
37 
38 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
3~ 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
') _,,, . 
Four- H Club 'Jorl: 
Sl..lill1'l.ary enrollment anc: conplotions . 
Sl::"JJ1ary l.i.- :I clu:J demonstrations , 
4-I-I corn redords . • / 
4-H sarden records , 
l.i.-H rabfuit records , 
4-I: cotton records. 
4- I-I dair;7 calf records . 
l.i.-H pig records • .• 
4-H steer feeding records • 
4-H poultry records . 
Demonstrations in clubs 
Leadership banquet . 
Fair e:d1ibi ts • 
Judgini; tea11.S . 
Achievement day . 
Horticulture 
Co:r1.mercial orchards 
Pruning de1LOnstrations . 
Parasites • 
. . . 
Peach school . 
LHI garden records . 
Marketing 
Grading and pacldnb . 
Cooperative r.1arketing orcanization. 
Summary Cooperative 11arl:etin.::; saleo and purc~1ases 
Ear!::etinb of f 3.rners products . 
Poultry 
Sears - .'.1oebuck pouihtry chain 
4-H poultry projects . 
Visual Instruction 
'::ducational riotion pictures . 
Educational eY..hibits . 
Publicity 
Su!:h'll.ary publicity vrork . . 
A .• A. Activities 
Stw.r:ary AAA activities . 
15.scellaneous 
USDA Council. 
Coordinated 7arners Club . 
Crant;e 
Farm :8ureau . 
County Fair . 
7am Labor rrogra.~. 
, 
42 
42 
43 
43 
43 
, 43 
38 
32 
35 
49 
44 
41.i. 
44 
41.i. 
41.i. 
45 
45 
45 
45 
43 
46 
46 
46 
40 
48 
49 
50 
50 
50 
51 
r'. 
.,I . 
SJ!:::_L.Y C~ ,',.CTIVITI ~.::; __ J) cco:..:?1131-: --.:::'i's 
G ,---,..-,AT 
J.l....J.:.-~ .A.C'i'::::VI'r:ES 
County Labor 
f,gent _ ssistant Total 
1. _Ja:rs in office 59 73 132 
2. .Jays in field 2LD- 237 478 
J . ~otal .:.'arra visits 689 634 1,323 
4. 4-E visits made 209 209 
5. Calls at office 1, 448 1L0. 1, 589 
6. Telephone calls 1, 520 148 1, 668 
7. Indi v-ldual letters 461 52 513 
(' 
u . Circulars prepared 26 6 32 
9. vopies riailcd 6, 743 4,):)0 11, 643 
10. ~.e,wpaper articles 72 13 85 
11. Bulletins distributed 970 970 
12 . Radio talks made 23 6 29 
13 . ITo . . eetings 1?5 37 236 
14. Total ttendance 7,263 1, 050 7, 805 
15. i~o . Corru: unlties 
16. =~o . :aesult Dc,,onstrations 187 
PROJ."'CT ACTIVIT:i:ES lull t "t:'S"JI..'i'S 
_ ,ricultm·al , cononics 
Si::: outloo: neetint,s rrere held 1,~lth attendance o: 160 ~armers . ::"ine 
cor lete .farn recm.·cb rrure co:r.ipleted. ; .. sents cooperated Ye.th fq_c~ credit 
ac;encies m lending a total o::: "il46, 462 . iJO to .:.'ar:ners . Conducted nine 
i'ar,;i planninr; a.e::wnstr1.tions . One complete report on TJA unit test farm 
was ale . A county ::;urve~r ras c1ade of landlord- tenant a:;re'::!nento . 
Soil Conservation 
; referendum was held and an election of district supervisors . Education-
al norl: on soil conservation was conducted • 
•• .:;ricultw·al '--llJineering 
1 total of 43 plans for far bu..:..10..:.ngs vrere furnished . • tractor school 
was held . ':'he labor saving s:mvr .ras eX:.:.ibited. Tractor schools ,-rere c iven 
in 4- I: clubs de:nonstr .... tins maintennnce . . pressure cooker clinic nas 
attended by 46 . ·Three dy.na-r;iite ditc:1inr; de .ons7.rations ·,rera held. 
, 0ronomy 
Five farra tours were conducted . 5 fertilizer neetings were held attended 
by 76 . B2.rley, Trhea.t , nnd cotton seed nerc certified for a total of 7 Earners . 
24 five a.ere cotton inprovencnt records revealed a.:n ave .:i.::;e ;1roduction of 
535 pounrs of l.'..nt per acre . Tno hybrid corn denonstrations yielded an 
averase of 55 . 6 bushels per ac:ce . Four n11eat eLionstrations produced an 
averaec of 22 . 6 busl1els i)Cr ac~1 e . Jeven oats producinc demonstrations 
yieldin"' 3.:::' bu:3"1els per acre ru1.d 7 barley demonstrations yielding 38 bushels . 
7rro }Ie.::;::1.ri de::i.onstrations, 51.i bu::::;h~ls per acre, two alfalfa denionstr.:1.tions 
1rith 5. 8 tons per ac~e , 3 legunes for hay, 1 egumes fo~ oeed, and 3 legu;~es 
for soil buildinc de~onstrD.tions . 
6. 
_\ninal Husbandry 
Sold 3 9 purebred hogs , 67 hogs e::r~1ibited at county fair, 125, 000 pounds 
of pork ci.;.red by f P.rners at freczcr - locke:.~ pmant . 26 4-.i clubsters com-
pleted pie club records in fattmnin~ class giving an averase profit of 
)17 . 57 per pie; . _\ssisted Greenvmod Beef Cattle association to attain and 
exceed boals for year . Placed 10 purebred beef bulls and 59 purebred or 
highgrade females . 26 4-:r clubsters conducted steer feedine, denonstrations 
and nade an ave1·age profit of /l2 .6~ . 
Dairying 
10 purebred bulls ·17ere placed. Three bull record demonstrations were 
conducted . 7 farm.ers are engaged in D. H. I.A. work m.th their herds . 
Si:: annual grazinb and 4 silage den10nstr tions were conpleted. 55 head 
v.rere sold .::'or ~;B, 124.50 and 79 head ·17er~ bought Eo:c .,112, 593 .50 . 
22 clubstcrs averaged ~)170 , 70 on their dairy projects thi3 year . The 
an..rrnal Jersey parish show was lield, The Jersey Bulletin acco:r.i:s,lisbment 
cup was awarded Creemrood com1ty. ~2 animals were officially classified 
for 14 people . 88 head oS: dairy cattle were e:dlibited at the county fair . 
:::ntonology :: Plant Pat:1ology 
9563 gallons of nolasses, 13,808 poUi-ids of arsenate, 2,100 pou.'1.ds o-:: 
_,op- iT- :.5.:::, 3.nd J , 000 l)Ounds or ':Jenzi:ie lle::achloride were used in cont:;.·ol 
of boll weevil. 6, 000 parasites nere released in .:our peach orchards nith 
good results . Farmers cenerally kept cattle treated for lice , zrubs , and 
flies . :?ence posts were treated. Beekeepers :2orr.ied an association and 
three der.onstrations '.7ith a total of 49 hives slw re,.., a total profit of 
,:~257 . oo . 
Trro bo-.T sarr demonstrations vrere e:;i ven. ~·rood.land exa:,linations 11cre 
r.:ade on 1596 acres on 10 farms . Fom' denonstrations ,;rere conducted in 
connccti0n ~rj_t!1 the five - acre pulpi.vooJ thin_ning contest . n arbor day 
prozram nas :,iven in 4- rI club . 11,000 scedlin;;s were ordered for 12 
Greenwood county farr:iers . Cne £'armer vras certified under the S . c. 
~roe Farms 0ysten . 
?our- H Club ',Jorl~ 
:Sleven clubs had 129 boys en:colled ':r.:..th 101 complete demonstrations, 
22 cla~"j' calf, 18 poultr;:·, 26 beef calf, 29 swine, 3 carden, 1 co::-n, 1 
rabbit, 1 cotton , a pro0ra..u and banquet honoring local leaders uas held, 
76 clubsters e:mibited 101 exhibits at the cOlmty fair , 12 at :re.1ber17 
fair, and 11 at state fatr . Judging teans were trained in beef and i1obs 
and dairy cattle . ,ill achievement day vms held. 
Horticul t u:1 e 
::?i ve co;.n. ercial 011 c:12..l'ds sl,lprcc, 41.:. ca.i'3 of' :rieac 1es out o: tlie county 
with nost of t:1e crop beir:.: solo. locally. 33 witnessed 2 pe2.c,1 :wm1in_: 
denonstrations . 6000 parasites to control Oriental fruit r:ioth were used 
for the first tire . 4-H club menbcrs ·-·0-··e given .1 loss on in gardening 
and rrapes . 
" 
7. 
!'}trketing 
'he cooperative markctin..., association·sold .,40, 663 . 47 for farners and 
bought for far:::ners supplies tot2.lin,s .:·95, LBS. 23 . Livestocl: and otlJ.er 
so.les and :;:-iurchases for farners total ~:a1, 201. u2 boueht for the:;i and 
'.121, Liu3 • .=;,S' sold for ther, . 
Poultry 
The bears- . oebuck poultr:t c:1ain , ns continuec1. . 18 clullsters conpleted 
de:rronstrn.tions with an average profit o.i: 53¢ per bird raised. 
Visual Inctriiction 
22 neoti1 gs Tri.th an attendance o:'..' 601 featured motion pictures as a 
part of the instruction and 40 exhi'.Jits at fc.1irc were vri.tncssec::. by 2800. 
Publ icity 
.513 :.nclividual letters and JJ circulars , -. .-ith 11, 643 cor,ies were 
8.5 press articles Ticre printed, 2S' radio talh; 2:iven, 970 bulletins 
buted and. 5 farm tours were attended b;7 228 farmers . 
.lJ,.AA ctivities 
nailed. 
. .. .J.. .. cn.suri-
As conservat i on ··1atcrials the _,._...,;, sup::-ilreed 4, 085 tons of lit1estor.e , 
532 tons of p'-..osp .... ate , and 60, 000 pounds of Tii:nter Deas . 
J:.iiscell aneous 
The U3DA Council, as a pa:"'t of the Coordinated 1 arr.iers Club met regular-
ly once a nonth tlrroughout the y1:.;ar . 
Granc;es and Farm _jUl' eau were assisted in 11eetin,::s a11d orbaniz.:1.tion . 
Ass i stance vras rendered t;,1e county fair iil.nd the county fai r association 
wheneve:c"' possible 
?arm Labor Progr.:m 
The ::.J. ·m labor assista...,t wor:rnd 16 wec!:s outcide of Greenwood cmmty 
t:1is year , and ill the county nade 667 visits to 190 f2.rns . 
8. 
I . COUIJTY, COl.il~NITY, AND NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION OF VOLUIJTEER F.Aru': 
AlJD ROHE LEADERS . 
1 . County Agricultural Connnittee 
a . Selection of County Agricultural Committee : The Co1mty Agri-
cultural Committee is composed of a rather select group of farm 
men and women who are doing outstanding work in their respective 
types of farming in Greenwood County. They were selected first 
of all for their leadership ability and care was used in making 
selections to have members of the connnittee represent the entire 
county, both in regard to geographic location in the county and 
with respect to the various types of farming in the county. 
b . The following is the list of members of the County Agricultural 
Committee, with their addresses, and the sub-committees 
G. E. Hawkins , Chm, Greenwood 
J . D. Arrington, Ninety Six 
W. n. Agnew, Donalds 
w. V • .Anderson, Rt . J, CTeenwood 
W. J .• Barnette, Greenwood 
G. D. Bell, Callison 
s. H. Benjamin, Coronaca 
w. R. Bowen, Troy 
R. L. Bryan, ]inety Six 
B. L. Connelly, Ninety Six 
J. B. Gambrell, Greenwood 
E. P. Gulledge, Callison 
J. J . Griffin, Rt . 1, Greenwood 
w. !J. Henderson, Ninety Six 
J . s. Jones, Rt . 4, Greenwood 
H. B. Kinard, Ninety Six 
Harold Lumley, Rt . 2, Greemrood 
J . M. Marshall, Greenwood 
Sam faet t s , Rt . 1, Greenwood 
J. A. Lundy, Hodges 
c. B. Ouzts, Callison 
Earl Templeton, Ninety Six 
D. T. Joyce, Rt . 2, Greenwood 
Advisory Members 
1.7. A. 1Ioore, Gr ee:rn•rood 
C. 1,v-. Palmer , Rt . 4, Greenwood 
H. 1H. Rodgers, Callison 
s . 1v. Stockman, Rt . 1, Greenwood 
J. F. Tinkler, Ninety Six 
J. R. Townsend, Hodges 
H. T. Sloan, Ninety Six 
H. T. 1iarner, Rt . 1, Greenwood 
Olin E. 7[arner, Rt . 1, Gr eenwood 
J . L. '.iilliams , Ninety Six 
A. G. Wheeler, Ninety Six 
V. L. Warner, Greenwood 
C. R. Tihite, Ninety Six 
Hrs . T. C. Anderson, Ninety Six 
lHrs • Loudon Brooks , Greenwood 
Mrs . G. E. Hawkins, Gr eenwood 
:Mrs . J. A. Jennings , Greenwood 
~lrs . O. O. Rhodes , Ninety Six 
Lrs . R. L. Steer, Bradley 
I::rs . J . L. Williams , Ninety Six 
I.irs • S • -ii. St ockmen, Greenwood 
Mrs . Tully Graham, Hodees 
lrs . E. P. Sperry, Greenwood 
W. F. Chapman, Vocational Agriculture , Greenwood 
Johnson Craig, Soil Conservation Service, Greenwood 
c. A. Eontjoy, A. A. A., Greenwood 
c. E. Cunningham, Fiel dman, Greenwood Foundation, Greenwood 
The following sub-committees show t he chairman listed first : 
4- H Advisory Committee 
G. E. Hawkins 
C. E. Cunningham 
Lrs . E. P. Sperry 
Iris r!anda lriller 
Better Farm Living 
Lxs . Loudon Brooks 
A. G. "'!heeler 
Mrs. J . L. Williams 
w. D. Agnew 
G. D. Bell 
llrs . S. w. Stockraan 
trarketing 
G. E. Hawkins 
1.{. A. Eoore 
~:r. V. Anderson 
H. B. Kinard 
J . A. Liundy 
Home Gardens 
Lrs . Loudon Brooks 
ITs . O. O. Rhodes 
~.rs . T. c. Anderson 
J . S. Jones 
Bees 
s . vr. Stockrnan 
J . J . Griffin 
1J:rs . R. L. Steer 
Hogs 
a. ~T. Palmer 
J . s. Jones 
w. IT . Henderson 
Dairy 
E. P. Gulledge 
Hrs . R. L. Steer 
G. :s . Hawkins 
Harold Lu.TJlley 
Earl Templeton 
D. T. Joyce 
Beef 
rr. N. Henderson 
S. H. Benjamin 
w. R. Bowen 
H. W. Rodgers 
W. v. Anderson 
Cotton Production 
~1. H. Henderson 
H. B. Kinard 
J . L. 1'illiams 
J . F . Tinkler 
Farm Labor 
J . M. liarshall 
Sam l1etts 
H. T. Sloan 
nutrition 
frs . J . A. Jennings 
lh's . G. E. Hawkins 
lirs . E. P. Sperry 
Poultry 
H. B. Kinard 
J . J . Griffin 
v. L. warner 
State Agricultural Co!lll11ittee Representatives 
G. E. Hawkins , Box 83 , Greenwood, S . C. 
LJ:rs • Tully Graham, Hodges, S . C. 
c . Duties and Responsibilities: The entire County Agricultural 
Com.c~ittee holds at le~st two regular meetings each year . The 
fall meetinG to assist the agents in formulating their program 
of work for the coming year and at that time try to plan the 
program so that complete coverage vlill be given all farming 
activities with special emphasis to current needs , and the 
spring meeting to hear~ report of accomplishments made . 
In addition, the committee meets occasionally to assist Tlith 
specific problems that arise and to suggest ways and means of 
meeting the situation . Usually, ho~ever , such matters a.re 
handled by the appropriate sub- committee . 
1' 
10. 
2. Connunity .r1gricultural Co:omittees and ITeighborhood Leaders 
Connunity 
Callison 
[inety Six 
oak Grove 
Coronaca 
Heighborhood 
Union 
Phoenix 
Callison 
Kirksey 
Pittsburg 
Dyson 
Cow Grove 
Ninety SLsc 
Sandrid.ze 
Fairview 
Stoney Point 
Coronaca 
Saluca 
Leader 
J. A. Banister, ~r ., Bradley 
R. R. Dorn, Rt . 1, Callison 
J . A. Banisther, Jr ., Bradley 
Ers . :Jollie Eosley, Rt . 1, Bradley 
E . C. Templeton, H.t . 2, Ninety Six 
V. w. Hayes , Box 1042, Greenwod 
H. O. Timmerman, ::1t . 1, Greenwood 
J . H. Fl;y1m, Callison 
l . H. Clegg, Callison 
Ralph Polattie, Callison 
C. c. Rodgers , Callison 
Hrs . J . 3 . -.lrenn, Callison 
Pope "i'Jhatley, :at . 2, Ninety Six 
c. Clegg, Callison 
L. 1.'.. "il1atley, Callison 
C. B. OUzts, Callison 
Ers . w. :s. Johnson, Callison 
c. 3 . Ouzts, Callison 
J . rcD . Kinard, Iiinety Six 
:?loyd GaJnbrell, 2t . 3, Ninety Six 
J . .G . Itinard, i,Jinety Six 
iixs . 1.: . lJ . Henderson., -:inety Six 
Larry Crais, lTinety SL"'{ 
R. S . Sanders , lfin<>ty .:iix 
1
"; . C. Turner, :Jinety .:iix 
Henry Carter, lJin~ty Six 
2 . Alexander, Kinety Six 
Fred ";[ , Devore, Rt . 2, iJinety Six 
P. B. Callison, Hinet,,r Six 
'rs . P . B. Callison, !:5.nety SL-x: 
B. L. Ra._'TI.bo , ::;,t . 2, Galuda 
J . R. Darnell, 3t . 2, Saluda 
L. L. Hasting, :lt . 2, ]inety Six 
ll. A. Smith, Rt . 1, Ninety SL-x: 
Lrs . ~·r . :::' . Clark, Rt , 1, :;inety SLx 
Chevis Slic;h, Rt . 3, ninety "3:L'C 
J. K. Thompson, Coronaca 
',[. B. Conpton, ;et . 2, Green-,rood 
Uinfred Benjamin, :at . 2, r-reenwood 
: :I's . J . ::. 1:otsinr;er, Coronaca 
;; • :r . Poole, Rt . 3, Greenwood 
J . T. CaJJ1oun, Rt. 3, Greenwood 
J . R· Clark, at . 3, Greenwood 
frs. I' . 2 • . :ells, Rt . 3, "reem-wod 
Hrs . R. T. CaJJ1oun, :at . 3, Greem,ood 
Greemrood 
Hodges 
;7are Shoals 
Troy 
Bradley 
Greem-rood 
Lebanon 
Utopia 
Salal~ 
·:;oodla.m 
Buck Level 
Blake dale 
Hodc;es 
Cokesbury 
,mdrews Chapel 
Shoals Junction 
Rileys 
The :~ation 
Troy 
Verdery 
Bradley 
".lhite Iiall 
Breezewood 
.LL . 
Joe ·real Bauglman, nt . 1, Greenwood 
J. II . ~_iL:'ord, D.t . 2, ,.,reen1ood 
1. • .] . Compton, :::i.t . 2, Greenwood 
1:. T. Burnett, _tt . 2, Greenwood 
C. L . · .. ells, Greenwood 
.r. v. Anderson, Rt . 2, Greenwood 
1b. J. Ethrid~e, _{t . 2, finety Six 
L. 3. AuJ.l, Greenwood 
C. H. :~ollis , Gre 'Imood 
P. I... • ?aris , Rt . 3, Greenwood 
D. ; • U.llin::;, Rt . 1, Greenwood 
3 . T. Dominic~, 3.t . 1, C-reemrood 
G. :~ . 1.arncr, .. :t . 1 , Greell":rood 
Lrs . :_arGaret .3 . Kidd, I:t . l , Greenwoo 
l..r's . Floyd ' .. ilson, Rt . l, Greeawood 
-r:. r. Guy, Rt . 4, Greenwood 
1.Villiam :)arragh, J.t . 4, Greenvrood 
Ers . J . l • Herin, :lt . 4, Greenwood 
R • .3 . Jenlr..ihs, Green~ood 
l:rs . i3 . .c . "-'duards, :::.t . 4, Greenwood 
1,".rs . .3 . ;:; . Geor0 e , Rt . 4, Greenwood 
Joe F . Park, -ft . 2, Greenwood 
L G. Coursey, Rt . 2, Greenvrood 
Grover ~da~s , t . 2, Greenwood 
Earl Cobb, Rt . 2, Greenwood 
R. P. Higgins , Hodces 
A. F. Holley, Rt . 2, Hodges 
Geo. L. Chapman, tlt . 3, Greenwood 
L. B. Dunn, Shoals Junction 
C. z. Acnew, Donalds 
T. D. 3urton, Rt . 1, Donalds 
J . K. Huff, Hodges 
E. A. Riley, Rt . 3, I-Todges .. , T O'Dell , 11.t . 3, Hodges ' . .LJ . 
I1 • 
..., 
Cai-:1.1k, ~Tare Shoals ..J o 
:a. ,\. ~dwards , Troy 
J . Cox, Troy 
R. c. Coleman, Verdery 
A. ;'. Tuck, Verdery 
irs . E •• DoazJ113.Il , Verdery 
0 . T. Palmer, Bradley 
O. B. Creswell, Bradley 
Olin L . Harner, .:tt . 1, Greenwood 
1.Tilllam Luquire, Rt . 1, Greenwood 
Special 
12 . 
t Larse C • • • L.a~ s, GreenriOod 
J . Perrin, .Anderson, Greer.~-;ood 
L. B. Adams , Green,ood 
G. '". Jiskey, Greenwood 
• L . :.:oore, Greenv1ood 
J1: . P. P.oazr.i.an, V erdery 
J . B. 3loan, Greenrrood 
:3 . 3 . .Joclges, : odges 
J , J . ..bbott, rare Shoals 
;:,am : -• Smith, f'.re enwood 
L. :s. Croner , Greenwood 
E. B. lforgan, -·:are Shoals 
Geo. 0 . Kine, Greenwood 
Geo . E, Javis, Greenwood 
l. IT . :~cCord, Hodges 
L. J . Rhodes , Greenwood 
PROJECT ACTIV=TIES . -m HESULTS 
GRICULYtJ.1.AL ECONCLICS 
~Vork in agricultural economics and f.::i.rn mana~ement in 1947 included 
outlook meetings, complete fa.rm records, cooperation with Farn Credit 
agencies, and farm planning denonstrations . 
outlook lieetings : One county outlook meeting was held at the county 
court house on January 18, at im.i.ch time the extension district agent 
presented the outlook ini'orrn.ation to 84 farm r.ien and women of the county. 
Following this meeting the county agent , a representative of the 3oil 
Conservation Jervice, and the A.'lA county adr.l~nistrative officer held joint 
outlook meetings in 5 co:mnunities vrith a total attendance of 76 farmers 
and farm w01i1en . 
Complete :?arm .:~ccounts : Hine Greenwood County .:'armers 1:ept complete 
farr.i. accounts on their operations in 1947 . These records Trill be submitted 
to the extension farm nanagenont division for summary and analysis, the 
results o::: TThich vrhen available , ,rill be used in connection 'V'Tith the corres-
ponding records from other counties having a similar type of farming as a 
source of factual material for extension work in farm management , and in 
program planning in Greenwood County. A list of the nire farmers keeping 
complete farm records is given as fol lows : 
Complete Farm Record Demonstration - 1947 
Size of Farm Predominant Type 
Na.me Address Acres of Farming 
J . D. .u-rington Ninety Six 184 Dairy, General 
F , -r . Cothran Bradley 784 Da±ry, ~ ttn 
G. E. Hawkins Greenwood 234 Dairy, Poultry 
J . s. Jones , Greemvood 176 Hog, Truck, Poultry 
H. B. Kinard :rinety Six 330 General, Livestock 
Harold Lumley Greenwood 184 Dairy, Cotton 
Chas . ,.:{. PaJ.lller Greemvood 308 Hos, Dairy, Cotton 
J . L. 11illiams Ninety Six 330 Cotton, Livestodk 
G. E . I.:oore Greenwood 147 Grain, Livestock 
13 . 
Cooperation with Farm Credit Agencies : The county agent cooperated 
,vith the Greermood County Producti on Credit Association and the Farmers ' 
Home Adl"linistration (formerly Farm Security Adn1inistration and :&nergency 
Seed Loan), in their work of extend.inf; farm. credit to the farmers of 
Greenwood County. 
The county agent has throughout the year advised farmers with reference 
to these sources of credit and aid when called on for such information by 
the farmers . Following is a sun:imary of the loans made by these a~encies : 
Srunmary Loans liade by Production Credit Agencies - 1947 
.. Geney 
Production Credit Association 
Far~ Home _dministration 
ITo . Farmers 
91 
124 
.Anount 
•Jlll, 462 . 00 
35,000.00 
TOTAL 215 ~146, 462 . 00 
/Fam Planning Jemonstrations: In cooperation with the Tennessee 7alley 
Authority, nine fn.rm planning demonstrations were continued throui:;h 1947 . 
A list of these denonstrations follows : 
Sumr.iary Farm Planning Demonstrations - 1947 
Total Acres Acres Cropping 
Acres of Open Plan 
:~ame Operated Cropland Pasture Started 
J . D. Arrington 194 101 22 . 5 1938 
F. H. Cothran 604 158 51 1940 
G. .l!, . Hawkins 234 107 50 1940 
J . s. Jones 176 87 1m . 1938 
I-I . B, Kinard 330 136 114 1938 
Harold Lumley 184 125 43 1939 
G • • roore 147 83 31 1944 
Chas . Tf. Palmer 308 163 50 1940 
J . L. Tlilliams 330 217 55 1938 
T-1- Farn unit Test Denonstrations : Cooperative work between the 
Extension 3erv.ice and the Tennessee Valley Authority was continued in 
194~ with one shipment of triple superphosphate, 47, 000 pounds, being 
received by the denonstrators on October 25, 1947 , These farms were 
established to demonstrate the value of a procram of land-use adjustment 
in the interest of soil and water conservation. Crop and livestock plans 
were developed for each fa.rm for a five- year period. 
A su.r.u:1a.rJ of the acreages of permanent pastues, perennial and annual 
legumes toi:;ether with the a.mounts of lime and phosphate used on these 
farms in 1942 is given on the following paGe , 
Name of Coo:eerator 
J . D. Arrington 
J . C' i..) . Jones 
H. B. Ylinard 
G • .,., 7 'oore .LI . 
J . L. ·.:illiams 
Harold Lumley 
F. H. Cothran 
G. E. Ha·.vkins 
Chas . ,~ Palner II • 
TOT,lli..> 
1, Includes Annual Grazing 
Acres of Perennial Leeumes , Perr:ianent Pasture , and Annual Legwnes, 
To~ether ,,,ith the Amounts of TVA Phosphate and Lime Used on 
Test- Demonstration Farms in Greenwood County in 1947 
ID'EJ:TI IT.AL LEGUI:IES PEHI.A1::NT P\JTURS~*-
Pounds of Pounds of Pounds of Pounds of 
Phosphate Lime Phosphate Lime 
Acres A;eplied A;e;elied i~cres A;e;eli~d ;e:elied Acres 
17. 3 
7. 6 2,280 9. 7 
.9 280 a, ooo 16. 4 
6 . 13 2, 040 18,000 7. 9 3,160 0 
17 .3 
1.1 320 4,000 12. 2 4,880 
3.5 1,050 9. 3 3,350 B.o 
7. 2 2,1,0 10., 3,150 
7.2 2,600 2. 7 810 10, 000 18. 9 
34.3 10, 720 24, 000 43 .1 15,350 10,000 87 . 6 
14. 
AJTNUAL LEGUI!ES 
Pounds of Pounds of 
Phosphate Lime 
A,e:elied Applied 
5, lOO 40, 000 
2,920 20, 000 
4,920 40,000 
5,200 40,000 
Boo 
1, 090 
20,930 140,000 
A Comparison of Unit Test-Demonstration Fanns of Greenwood 
Item 
County, l9i16 
Labor income, dollars 
Receipts, dollars 
Expenses, dollars 
Farm income, dollars 
Farm income per ~~100 invested, dollars 
Receipts per $100 invested, dollars 
SIZE: 
Crop acres 
Crop acres and open pasture 
Total acres in farm 
Acres of crops 
Investment 
Work animals 
Man-work units, total 
Anim&.l uni ts, productive 
PRODUCTIVITY: 
Crop yield index 
Cash crop yield index 
Lint cotton per acre, pounds 
Yield corn per acre, bushels 
Yield oats per acre, bushels 
Yield wheat per acre, bushels 
Yield hay per acre, tons 
Yield sweet potatoes per acre, bu. 
Dairy sales per cow, dollars 
Income per sow, dollars 
Egg income per hen, dollars 
LABOR EFFICIENCY: 
Man-work units per man 
Percent work done by sharecroppers 
Horse-work units per horse 
LAND EFFICIENCY: 
Percent of farm in cropland and open 
pasture 
Acres of crops per c~ltivated, acre 
DIVERSITY: 
Percent of receipts from cotton 
Percent of receipts from livestock 
Acres of cropland per animal unit 
Acres of open pasture per A. u. (c;;ttle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK: 
Milk cows 
Other dairy cattle 
Beef cows 
Other beef cattle 
Brood sows 
Other hogs 
Hens 
Other. poultry 
(J.) 
3061 
11070 
7339 
3731 
22 
66 
~ 
90 
16774 
1.5 
lrJ l, 
13 .6 
138 
131 -
3E 
1.,2 
514 
0 
56 
0 
5~ 
1. 27 ' 
0 
47 
5,2 
---3....2. 
7.5 
6.o 
0 
;;_Q_ 
0 
0 
263 
0 
( 2) 
1004 
ll766 
;11793 
27 
1 
48 
76 
:ii: 
l38, 
244,31 
1 
823 
47 , 2 
118 
( 3) 
771 
5612 
4252 
1360 
-Y 
81 
--&: 
122 
14726 
2 
363 
17.6 
133 
121 
so 
31 
20 
o.s 
300 
285 0 
0 59 
4.06 __ o_ 
194 
0 --llO 
J. 7l. 
1.82 
0 
_...22._ 
1,6 
1. 3 
28.5 
27 , 0 
0 
0 
0 
3,5 
300 
0 
llµ. 
0 
49 
1.51 
1 
62 
L,.6 
_ _2.6 
3,0 
2.5 
0 
0 
11.i,,o 
55 ,5 
42 
__Q_ 
4i. ) 
_ .7J...L 
10028 
8602 
..14.~-
8 
:3: 
105 
170 
218 
121_ 
17763 
l.k 
1;16 
47 , 6 
~) 
3J.OO 
1058o,_ 
6£l63 
-17.lL 
24 
69 
_ Jlli ... 
_ :t-1J_ 
lh? 
_ 119.,_ 
151 138 
--'-870 
16,8 
108 ll9 
no 126 
]59 /1]" ___ 1...,5_ 20 
_.._3 o__ _ 5.Q... 
_gQ_ _ . .10.... 
___ l __ . 4 _ _L.O 
---198 _J.QQ_ 
__ o_ o 
0 0 ---
78 
1.15 
24 
62 
2.2 
J , 1: 
--31..5 
27 ,5 
__ Q... 
0 
0.5 
4, 0 
107 
7 
77 
1.42 
55 
30 
1, -5 
1 9 
10.0 
9. ~ 
0 
0 
J , O 
s.o 
0 
a 
A Comparison of Unit Test-Demonstration Farms of Greenwood County, 1946 
Item 
Labor income, dollars 
Receipts, dollars 
Expenses, dollars 
Farm income, dollars 
Farm income per ~;;100 invested, dollars 
Receipts per $100 invested, dollars 
SIZE: 
Crop acres 
Crop acres and open pasture 
Total acres in farm 
Acres of crops 
Investment 
Work animals 
· Man-work uni ts, total 
Anim2.l uni ts, productive 
PRODUCTIVITY: 
Crop yield index 
Cash crop yield index 
Lint cotton per acre, pounds 
Yield corn per acre, bushels 
Yield oats per acre, bushels 
Yield wheat per acre, bushels 
Yield hay per acre, tons 
Yield sweet potatoes per acre, 
Dairy sales per cow, dollars 
Income per sow, dollars 
Egg income per hen, dollars 
LABOR EFFICIENCY: 
Man-work units per man 
bu. 
Percent work done by sharecroppers 
Horse-work units per horse 
LAND EFFICIENCY: 
Percent of farm in cropland and open 
pasture 
Acres of crops per cultivated acre 
DIVERSITY: 
Percent of receipts from cotton 
Percent of receipts from livestock 
Acres of cropland per animal unit 
Acres of open _pasture per A. U. ( C,;ttle) 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK: 
Milk cows 
Other dairy cattle 
Beef cows 
Other beef cattle 
Brood sows 
Other hogs 
Hens 
Other. poultry 
6) 
4839 
10182 
469( 
5488 
34 
63 
112 
3l 
156 
16236 
1.0 
677 
23 , 5 
125 
109 
393 
::it 
23 
1. 2 
0 
4 
4.90 
188 
44 
43 
31 
1.39 
( $) 
820 
10013 
7899 
21J..4 
7 
32 
( 8) 
19 
149 231 ---___ 2 __ 0 __ 0 318 
__ 7_0 __ Q 509 
( ) 
32J. 3U;) --
31582 45989 
____ 2.0 • :z.o ---
1474 1355 
_ _Lil.!..7 17.5 --
23 
17 
___ 1....,. 0 
_..IL 
73 
122 
17 
21 
12 
0.7 
263 _ _Q, 
O O 
__ 2._. 65 __ 0_ 
360 
Q 
131 
646 
0 
90 
29 62 
__ 2~.15 ____ 1=.37 __ _ 
_ Q_ 
_ __ ....2.~ 
3.3 
1.2 
31.5 
23.0 
0 
0 -.--·2.~ 
~o 
1l3 
D 
36 
13 .. 
13.2 
-~8 
_l,5 
0 
10, 5 
__ _§,,5 
_1e 5 
J0.5 
68 
a 
16. 
( ) 
--
L 
PROGRESS REPORT OH TEE UITIT TEST- m:_ONSTRATION FA."ltl. OF 
R. L. STEER, GREEif.iTOOD COUNTY 
Ir. Steer is a graduate of Clemson College , class of 1934, in 
dairying . He is a director of the county and state Jersey Cattle 
Clubs, a dihector of the Farmers' Cooperat ive 1:arketing Association, 
a director of the Greenwood County Soil Conservation District , a 
member of the Farm Bureau and a member of the First Presbyterian 
Church. 
I :rs . Steer is a graduate of ,iinthrop College, class of 193 7, i a 
a member of the County Agricultural Committee , and Garden Club. They 
have one son, R. L. Steer, Jr ., who is 15 months old. 
17 . 
This farm was originally in the name of F. H. Cothran, being worked 
and run by Bob Steer and his wife on a partnership basis . In September 
of this year , Bob steer bought out the half interest in the cattle and 
all the machinery that belonged to F. H. Cothran . He now 01ms the cattle 
and machinery and rents the land and has access to slabs and all the 
wood that he needs for home use . 
Field Nos . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Total Acres 
2.1 
15 . 7 
0 . 2 
4 .1 
49 . 0 
16. 1 
2. 2 
15. 5 
3 . 8 
2. 3 
1.6 
12. 4 
13 . 2 
6. 8 
59 . 7, 
Cr op Rotation 
Rotation Underway 
Truck crops . 
Grazing mixtures continuously, 
Garden . 
Grazing mixtures continuously. 
Permanent pasture . 
Rye grass and soybeans . 
Grazing mixtures continuously. 
Gra.mn and grain sorghum for one year followed 
by annual grazing one year . 
Grain followed by Sudan for one year follmved 
by annual grazing one year . 
Idle . 
Idle. 
Grain and lespedeza for one year followed 
by lespedeza one year . 
Grain folloTTed by lespedeza . 
Grain sorghum followed by crain and lespedeza , 
Grain and lespedeza continuously. 
Changes that Have Taken Place in Crop Rotation and Livestock 
l.'.a.nagement 
Prior to entry into the program in 1940, llr . Jteer grew a total of 
5 . 2 acres of cotton, 39 . 4 acres of corn, 22 . u acres of oats, 15.1 acres 
of vn1eat, 25 acres of cane and soybeans, and 7 acres of barley, and had 
a herd of 35 dairy cattle, a good nany of which were [;rades, 200 hens, 
and 40 hogs . He has substituted small grains and grazing crops for row 
crops . This shift in acreage of crops has enabled him to crow more 
soil building and erosion resistinc crops which conserve the soil and 
at.the same time produce an abundance of feed for livestock. 
,iccomplishnents I!:. Improvenents . 
Jm additional 45-acre field which at the be::;inning of the prograr:i was 
idle is now in cultivation and beinc worked with machinery. 
Terraces have been well maintained on the entire farm . 
The kudzu acreage has been doubled . 
Lir.le has been applied on all the cultivated land one time and half 
way bacl: over it with a second application . One half of the permanent 
pasture has been limed and 'NA phosphate applied to one half of the 
permanent pasture . The balance of the TVA phosphate has been applied 
every year on tenporary grazing . 
8 acres of permanent pasture have been seeded to Ladino clover 
and is bee;inning to sho~·,r up well. 7 acres of permanent pasture have 
recently been seeded in rye grass and crimson clover, and 15 acres of 
rye grass and cr:iJnson clover have been seeded on the cultivated land. 
This is used for crazing and the surplus used for silage . 
18 . 
Appro~::iJnately 3 miles of new fences have been put up . All teri_pnrary 
grazing is fenced each year . Three snall lots for the bulls have been 
recently fenced nith good posts and wire . 
This farm is L.arvesting all 6rain seed necessary for planting the 
next year . There is enouih annual lespedeza and bur clover seed left 
each year to reseed that partic·,1ar :rear . 
'I'he capacity of the trench silo has been doubled by lenchthening 
and digf;ing deeper to ta~-e care of the increase of livestock . 
't iodern dairy barn and also a feeding barn have been constructed. 
The dairy barn contains S nilking stalls vdth i:rash roon and coibl ing 
room to handle gr,::,.de A rri.11:. The feeding barn is built as a rest barn 
and the cattle are fed here before being nilkecl . 
Stubble fron lespedeza and grain is left on land a..~d very short 
ti!:e durine; the year is there not sor1e cover crop on the land to protect 
the soil. 
A !'1.anure spreader 11as been pl.ll~chased which gives a wonderful 
opportunity to pick up conposo imnediately and distribute it over fields 
that need it nost . new corabine has been bought to take care of the 
increased ;;rain crops . 11.Il extra truck was added to take care of the 
ritllk situation and the hauling in of grain and hay . 
Livestock increased from 35 head to 60 head, all of which are now 
registered Jerseys, practically all of which have been raised on the 
farm .from the few foundation cows with which the proe;ram started. The 
train is now used to feed the increased herd of dairy cattle instead 
of feeding out a bunch of hogs . At present the hog procra:r1 calls for 
4 trood sovrs each year . Pi6s are sold and enoubh hoGS }::ept for family 
and tenant use . ~fith additional grain, the poultry flock has increased 
frou two hundred to three hundred fifty laying hens . They sell er;gs , 
fryers, and old hens . 
50 per cent 5reater yields on grain crops have resulted from use 
of TVA phosphate, fertiliaation, and rotation . Grazinr; and silage crops 
also have double former years, and the acrea,;e of sericea used. for hay 
has doubled in yield for the same reason. 
In the home, a deep freezer has been installed, a vacuun cleaner, 
and other i'ar:..ous house hold improve:-ients , as well as the kitchen painted, 
and a new thernostatically controlled wood burner added. 
Future Developments 
The operator expects to increase the dairy cattle to 100 head. 
To seed more Lad.inc clover and seed the new fescue to help maintin 
gTazing for longer periods during the year . 
To fertilize the balance of the pasture and start back over as soon 
as possible . All TVA mate1·ial ~·dll be applied to pastures and ::;razing 
crops . AA. pay,:1.ents will be taken up in lir:iestone to accompany phosphate . 
To increase annual and per:uanent erazing a.~d improve permanent 
pastures by seeding legllJ'les and fertilization . 
The only row crops that will be 6To1m ai·e graiI1, s01·bhums, and some 
soybeans . 
As soon as possible the operator expects to replace the two mules 
on the farm with another tractor . 
Acreage and Production of Specified Crops Grovm on the Unit Test Farm 
of R. L. Steer, 1947 
Crops _ cres Total Production 
Grain and clover fol· grazing 12 . 0 12 tons hay 
Barley 15 .0 375 bus . 
Oats for grain 85 . o 2s50 bus . 
Grain and lespedeza for hay 15.0 35 tons 
Lespedeza for hay 85 .0 85 tons 
R;yegrass and criiuson clover for sila0e 15.o 60 tons 
Eis cellaneous Cr'ops 2.3 
20. 
Landlord-':?enant Agreements : In April of this year, a su_-rvey was made 
of landlord- tenant re_ationships . The survey forms ·were forwarded to the 
extension farm management specialist for his recording and use . The 
following is the list of farns surveyed : 
List of Landlord-Tenant Agreements Surveyed - 1947 
Name of Operator Size of Farn Predominant Type of Farm 
Larry Crais 965 Livestock, General 
George H. Davis 225 General 
J . J . Griffin 220 General, Livestock 
1[{. lJ . Henderson 410 Livestock, Grain 
D. R. Jones 200 General 
J . E. Kinard 659 General 
Harold Lumley 215 Dairy, General 
Sam :-etts 225 Cotton, Livestock 
:Tilliam I.~oore 456 Grain, Livestock 
H. B. Morgan 242 General, Fruits 
J . ~!. t:otsinger 190 General 
R. L. Steer 768 Dairy 
s. T, Strom 200 Cotton, General 
Ninety Six Mill Farm 4573 Livestock, General 
21. 
SOIL COHS~mt\.TIOiT 
Soil conservation vrorl:: thoughout the s-ear was conducted in cooperation 
,nth the Soil Conservation District . 
Ref erendun : In February of this year, the three counties of Greemrnod, 
3aluda, and 1fe1'lberry, held a referendum and by vote decided to make C'reenwood 
County a single County Soil Conservation District . Then in liarch an election 
was held at which the superviso:va..,for the nm7 district were elected, as follows : 
1Ia.I:1e and ~-1.ddresses, s. c. District Supervisors 
J , 3 . Gambrell, Greemmod, ' c. ..., . 
J . L ::ilford, Rt . 2, Greenwood, ,, o . C. 
,-, " Henderson, :tt . 2, Hinety Six, s. c. ,, . "'" 
H, 1' • .,,;arner, :::?.t . 1 , Groenwood, S. C. 
R. L. Steer, Bi'adley, S , C, 
.,'\lrr.ost all the work done in this line this year has been joint with the 
Greem·ood County ~oil Conservation :8:i.strict and t:-1e Soil Conservation Service . 
l'hree techniciahs are assigned to this county : Johnson Craig, B. C. Russell, 
and G. H • ..,'pting . 
The folloTiing are the sunnaries of' soil conservation activities partici-
pated in durinG 19l..i7 . 
Summary Ex.tension Activities in 3oil Conserv~tion - 1947 
l. i:~o . Group Conferences Extension and CCS technicians in county . . • . • • 3 
1\ttendance at tl1ese conferences .................... . ............... 39 
2. Eo . comr.mnity meetings with 3oil Conservation District work........ 4 
Attendance at these neetin;s ....................................... 69 
3. Lethod derionstrations (establishing practices) •. ,.. . ....... . ....... 1 
_ ttendance at these denonstrations •.•.•. • ••.•••......•••...•. , • . • . • 44 
h, :Jo . farms on vr!1ich county agent assisted ·:nth soil cons . planni::1g ,. 4 
6. Infor:"'.lational circular letters// •• • .•••..•.••• ,.................... 2 
7. In.f ol"-r.1ational ne17S articles . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
8. ITo , bulletins distributed ••..•.••• , ....• , •• .•• , •••..•• , .• , • • . • • • • . • 25 
9. :;o . radio progran1s .............. . . . ... . ............................. 3 
10. Soil conservation pro;:;rams ,nth 4-H clubs ............... . .......... 22 
11, County meetings held on soil conservation district organization.... 2 
22 . 
S11r.1'TI.ary uoil Conservation :::Jistrict .• ctivities - 19li.7 
1. 1:0. Farmers Duildin.3 Terraces .-:ith Farm Equipment ................ 70 
1-~o . 1-i.c1~es Terraced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1090 
;ro . J.i'arms on ~J11icl1 .fork .as Done................................. 30 
2. ro . Blade- 'l'ype Terracine Outfits in County~...................... 1 
:;o . ~ cres ?er1-aced b:r Tl1is Outfit . .............................. . 1 00 
Fo . Farr1s on 1·'11ich ""."[ork 1fas Done ................................. 4 
1. 
Su.':lTia..--y .Soil Conservation Practices Established ':.:'hru 1947 
County Distr:ct ~arn Plans .•• 661 
Acres Represented .............................................. llO, 980 
2 . ~:udzu Pla11tings , acres ........................................ . 
3 . Serie ea, acres . ............................................... . 
4. Past 1..1res improved, acres . .....................................• 
1 , 476 
1 , 278 
6, 600 
5. 'I'I'ees planted ............•.......•.•..........................• 11, 000 
6. Terraci:.1.z , acres •• , ............................................ 1 , 190 
23 • 
.AGRICUL'l'U.c..:\.L E:rGIIT22Riim 
Agricultural engineering work dm,~j_11g 1947 consisted of furnishing plans 
for fa.ri;1 buildine;s , a county wide tractor school, the labor saving show, 
4-H tractor maintenance denonstrations, a pressure cool:er clinic, and 
dynamite ditching demonstrations . 
Faru :Building Plans: Farm building plans prepared by the Extension 
Service wer~ furnished as requested . However, due to the high cost and 
scarcity of materials , farmers are building only structures absolutely 
necessary and the calls for plans and blue prints have not been as many 
as in former years . 
Sumr.1ary of Buildine Pla.11s Furnished - 19 4 7 
Type of Building 
General Purpose Barns 
Dai:by Barns 
Hog Self Feeders 
Poul try Rous es 
Box Type Silos 
Combination 1:lilk Houses 
rrater 3ystems 
Heifer Sheds 
Farm Houses 
TOTAL 
Eo . of Plans 
4 
6 
4 
10 
2 
8 
2 
1 
6 
43 
Tractor School : • tractor school was held at the fairgrounds with six 
different makes of tractors, represeting all of the dealers in the county. 
J . R. 11illis, of Aiken, was in charge of the demonstrations 11tlth 11 tractors 
on hand . Consideralhle interest was manifested in every make and many times 
the number shmvn could have been sold on the grounds that da;,r had they been 
avctilable . The crowd showed lots of interest by their keen attention and 
questions asked. ·1re feel that the school was very successful and well north 
the tii--:1e . There nas a very good feeling among all of the dealers and their 
representatives on hand to e:;.,_'J)lain the new parts of nachines and to answer 
questions . A cood cro·;id of 212 were present and rer.1a.ined undil the end. 
Labor .Sa.vint; Show: The labor saving show was brought to the Greenwood 
armory and was a very interestinG and educational feature ·witnessed by some 
1814 people . The demonstrations which had poner equipment or someone there 
to eJ-..'J)la.in them held the crowd much longer than still exhibits . 1.7e consider 
t 11is to be one of the best shoTI"s ever to be put on in agricultural lines 
and people would have come for a week or longer to ·witness and study 
demonstrations if the show could have been held here that long . 
24. 
In 4-H Clubs : In Eay a tractor maintenance demonstration was given in 
eacli of the 4-H clubs . Old and new filters and working parts of the system 
were shorm vrhich created 1~ore interest than usual. A lar;;e number o:: boys 
are running and takinc care of tractors on the farm now and this demonstration 
proved very beneficial to them. 40 boys took the 4-H tractor short course 
at the annual 4-H sumner camp this year . 
Pressure Cooker Clinic : This clinic was held in June in cooperation with 
the county home de"nonstration asent in t 1e county curb market building . 
46 persons were in attendance and brou::;ht t:,eir equipment alon6 for necessary 
repairs a.'1.d checkinc . Host of the work done was pertaining to pressure 
cookers with very few sealers being brought in for adjustment . Practically 
every piece of equipment brought in needed adjustment, so this clinic was 
well worth the tine and effort spent on it , 1Te would like to have equipment 
in our office so tnat we could check pressure cool~ers any time during the 
;rear . 
Dynamite Ditching: Three dynamite ditching demonstrations were held on 
three different farms in Septenber, with good attendance at each I:J.eeting . 
This is a new phase of labor saving work and keen interest was shovm in it . 
A splendid job of ditching was done . L C. 1,_cE:enzie, agricultural ene;ineer, 
1vas in charge of the demonstrations and was assisted by Frank Hedden, farm 
laoor assistant . The farm labor assistant continued with t :1is work after 
the demonstrations and the farmers were well pleased with the economical 
results . 
On one farm a total of 1320 yards of ditch were blown ·which helped to 
drain a large acreage that could not be used for v-azing . Labor and 
dynamite costs were )690,00 for the 1320 yards, or a cost of .52¢ per yard. 
Previously a machinery company had given the farner an estimate of )3000 
to do the same job with machinery . This farmer was ,,ell pleased with the 
results of the dynamiting and we have a number of requests for this type 
of work . 
AGRO?JOJ:IY 
Agrono:oy Tiork in 1947 consisted of fart1 tours, fertilizer meetings , 
seed certification, and demonstrations and educational nark 17ith each of 
the major agronomy projects • 
.._<arm Tours : 
1.Vinter Grazing & Permanent Pastures . Our farmers have had some srazing 
but were anxious to see ,1-rhat adjoining co1.mties had at a t:i.:'le of the year 
when people said you could not have tr.cazing . So 80 people made a tour in 
:i.i'ebruarJ into Abbeville, Anderson and Oconee counties to observe grazing 
plots of various plants . At the farn of Er • .3hirley in .Anderson, the 
Clemson Experiment Station, and the iJeil Trask farm in Abbeville, stops 
were made . The new fescue grass was observed at the Shirley farr.i . This 
grass was about a year old and ,ras furnishing considerable Grazing for his 
herd of cattle during the cold spell in February. He also had a good crop 
of Ladino clover that looked real good. Some subterranean clover was 
observed in connection with tne fescue . 
' 
The ne;ct, stop was made at the Clemson Experiment Station near Pendleton 
where a group of ten beef cattle had been feeding on winter grazing since 
the first of December without any additional feeding . A similar group was 
on a perr.i..:i.nent pasture supplenented nith regular feeding . the croup on 
gr ~zL11.g alone T;ere in as good condition or better than the others anci the 
cost of f eedin6 per cow vras much cheaper . 
At the Clenson 2."'::perinent Station at Clemson, on a similar da.monstration 
nith dairy cattle, we found fron the results that cows on [,-razing had 
increased their flm<r of r:.ilk over t:1e ones on permanent pastui·es and re[,"Ular 
feeding and at a :r:J.uch cheaper production fi::;ure . 
The last stop vra.s r:iade at the Eeil Trask farm in .Abbeville county, where 
his beef cattle were observed grazing on permanent pasture of blue grass an:l 
La.dine clover . This was furnishing them excellent grazing and we did not 
see any need .:'or additional feeding at that particular tL"lle , but there v7ere 
stacks of hay in the pasture to which the cattle had access . Incidentally, 
the ::;tac::s of hay were cut from the pasture in the sununer when the cattle 
could not keep the grazinz dorm . Howeve::·, the cattle were not eating very 
n-u.ch of this hay since they had so r.i.uch green crazing on hand. 
fter gains out of0 t,he co1.u1ty to see .;razing demonstrations, ne ca.Pie back 
an..:. nacle a county tour7local srazin;:;, 1THh 60 interested farmers mald.ng the 
trip . Seven stops were r,iade on a like nu.mber of farl"'..s ·where the [-roup ob-
served cattle Grazinb on sr.i.all gr ains , crinson clover, and rye gras s . TI'e 
found this grazing to be equally as r:;oocl as that which we had observed in 
adjoining counties previously. 1Uso observed a lir1e spreading demonstration 
with the new line spreader which had just becone available in the county. 
Farraers were convinced after these two tours t,1at we could have winter 
gr azing in even the coldest weather but all agreed that it should be con-
trolled grazin:· ill order to nake it last . 
Soil Buildinc Tour : Eember3 of the Coordinated Farners Club made a tour 
to the Athens EA-periment Station in May to observe permanent pasture mixtures 
and soil building crops . 17 made the trip and nere well pleased ~·1"ith their 
observations . They made plans to do a better job on their own soils at horn 
and to tell other s about what they had seen. 
Alfalfa '.Lour : In August a tour to observe alfalfa was planned and since 
:~e17berry county has been doing outstanding TTorl: with mth alfalfa, vre visited 
a mmber of farms in th.i.s county . The 11 far"".lers ::1akin~ t '1.e tri:) were highly 
pleased Trit::i alfalfa dewonstrations seen and so:,,e ca.me bacl~ to put in their 
alfalfa or raal~e plans for seeding another year . 
Fertilizer 1 :eetings : In January a serie::; of 5 coru!Jilllity meetings were 
held and i n connection with outlook information, the county agent discussed 
fertilizers with the 76 farmers present . 
Seed Certification: n. B. Garrison, in charge of seed certification, 
explained the seed certification procram in a county meeting . Following 
this , two far2ers had small 0 rains certified--Georc:;e -=· ·warner and ~v. I~ . 
Henderson, Yrit!1 barley. 
26. 
Cotton seed was sertified durinb the fall of 19h7 for the first time 
in this county and for the following farmers : 
Summary of Cotton Seed Certified - 1947 
Name and Address of Grower Ho . of Acres 
El VJ. A..'1l111011S , Rt . 1, Greenwood, s. c. 3 
w. c. Clegg, B.t . 1, Callison, s. c. 5 
1. :N . Henderson, Ninety Six, s . c. 6 
J . s. Jones, Rt . 4, Greenwood, s. c. 5 
w. A. IIoore, Greenwood, s. c. 5 
Joseph B. Tolbert, Rt . 1, Greenwood, s. c. 7 
G. H. ~Yarner, D-'-J.:,. l.., . 1, Greenwood, s. c. 7 
I;o . of Farmers - 7 No . of Acres 38 
Another year we vri.11 probably have a f;Ood bit more since the first year 
most farmers did not knmv- in time to · properly locate their fields for 
purity of seed. 
Five-Acre Cotton ~emonstrations : 28 farmers enrolled in the 5- acre 
cotton improvement contest with 24 completing , Pr~ctically every one of 
contestants planted seed direct from the breeder and they plan to save 
seed to plant all of their cotton next year and sell the balance to their 
neighbors . This in itself would make the five acre demonstrations well 
worthwhile . On the follollrinc page will be found the sun1I:1ary of five-
acre demonstrations completed. 
26. 
Summary RGstllts Five-Acre Cotton Improvement Contest - 1947 
Pounds Pounds Value Cost to Net Lint Cost 
Seed Lint of Crop Produce Profit per Lb • 
Name Cotton Cotton . , (', "" ¢ Jr ,,. I? 
G. H. .farner 7,500 3,000 1,216. 05 398 . 90 817 .15 13 .3 
J . L Ca.'C 7, 560 3,024 1,171.80 488 . 92 682 . 88 16. 2 
J . s . Jones 7,660 3,064 1,031.3Lr 508 . 80 729 .36 16 . 6 
Dewitt Jones 5, 950 2,380 922 . 25 313 . 45 608 . 60 13 . 2 
.., T. Strom 7, Li84 2, 844 1,11ctss 391.05 727 . 83 13 . 7 u o 
'[ . c. Cleg~ 9,257 3,517 1,384. 74 458 . 09 926 . 65 13.0 
C • ':: . Xinard 10,935 4,155 1, 634.70 492 . 01 1,142. 69 11.8 
San :"etts 11, 448 4,350 1,711.41 543 . 47 1,167. 94 12 . 5 
-·T. ~: . Iienderson 10,185 4, 074 1,619.37 537 . 40 1, 001.97 13 . 2 
J.J , .r. ~;.ohinson 3, 956 1, 503 591. 30 334. 09 257 . 21 22 . 2 
l.J , & :a. Colenan 6, 849 2, 602 1,031.71 391.76 639 . 95 15 . o 
Joe .d . Tolbert 8, 776 2, 922 1, 236 . 43 41.J2 . 45 795 -98 15 . :m 
~ubert Robinson 10, 728 4, 076 1,705 . 56 527 . 21 1, 178 .35 12 . 9 
Pinl: 1:illiams 9, 503 3,163 1,377. 99 402 .04 975 . 95 12 . 7 
Ed _ dams 8,746 2,915 1,231.61 412.20 819 . L!l 14. l 
dill Dale 7, 514 2,504 1,053 . 48 346. 72 706. 76 13 . 8 
John H. Tolbert 6, 522 2,174 924-48 324. 88 599 .60 lh. 9 
m:i.rrison .2.obinson 6,719 2,21.;.0 951.95 362. 70 589 . 25 16. 2 
Ben Adans 5, 676 1,893 813 . 75 233 .35 500. 40 12 .3 
Fred Per ry 6,206 2,069 874 .• 16 321.86 552 .30 15. 5 
Horace '::atson 5,128 1,709 721. 86 280. 00 l.141. 86 16.4 
Obie Ligon 4,244 1,314 601.10 162 . 67 430 . 43 12. 4 
7:illiai:i. Tolbert 4, 435 1,475 601.92 23S .13 363 . 7? 16.1 
George I:J.ugh 3, 864 1,208 521. 60 243.01 273 . 59 19 .• 2 
TO?_\LS 176,895 64,260 26, 051. 41+ 9,160.16 17,093. 20 
Av':?rages 1, 474 535 . 40 . 27 14. 2 
,::u . 
Sun':1.ary Results Cotton Contest Demonstrations - 1938-1947 
l~lL"'ber of Lint Lbs . Value per Cost Jer Profit 
Year Dens . ;eer __ ere _ ere '"~ere ;ee1• .: ere 
1938 96 406 56. 36 27 . 20 29 . 16 
1939 48 603 79 . 59 34.13 45 . 46 
1940 28 549 65 . 49 33 . 17 32 . 33 
1941 5 Lro4 93 . 97 36. 71 57 . 26 
1942 5 535 126. 77 42 . 90 SJ . 67 
1943 ,Jo Contest in Greenwood County 
1941+ 16 615 167 . 08 52 . S1 llLr . 56 
1945 20 645 135 . 56 66. 66 67 .39 
15'46 11 559 226 .39 57 . 93 1C8 . L.5 
19h7 24 535 217 . )9 76 . 33 142 . 47 
., Joll ;iecvil : r;:'hc boll weevil i;rentl:,· reduced 01,.r cotton crop . by atd 
least one tl.ird but one consolation was revealed in that tl1ose who did a 
good job of sweetened poison were -rell repa::..d for their ti·1e and efforts, 
and those rrllo vrere f"o:..·b..!1 1te enoi.:..5 :1 to use benzine 11e:rnchloride ~-nth DDT 
-rrere also highly pleased. A SUJ.'vc~· nas made in t.ris cou11t:.r of farmers 
usinr; the new benzine hexachloride anrl ove1 .... :rone reported satisfactory 
results · and hiGher yields , and e:qiect to use this material much earlier 
next ;,,rear follo,;rin;: sweetened poison applications . 
Co1·n: G:::-eernrnod J::3.s nob been considered a cor.1 co,mty, so fo:· the past 
several years we have been usinr; most oi our plantin1.; seed in hybrid corn. 
'.:.'his has proved to be nuch better than the old standard varieties . However , 
we still feel t:na.t i:;r ain sor:)mra and barley -vrlll take the place of :nost of 
our cor11 . V{l.I'iet~· denonstr.,:.tions of hybrid corn uere conducted on two farms 
in the county with the folloTrin0 results : 
S1l.r.Elary Hybrid Corn Denonstrations - 1947 
Acres in Variety- ve . Bu . Yield 
Jybrid Corn per A. per _I\.. Value Cost Profit 
D. T. Jo:·ce 6 . 5, 52 . 3 772 . 20 462 . 00 310.20 
(S-240 42) 
(.'.3-315 40 ) 
(3-210 62) 
(Funks 708 75) 
(1J. 1n1itc 45) 
, r • . • I-I ender s on 6 . o 58. 7 793 . 10 316. 10 477 . 00 .. . 
(S-240 55) 
(S- 31_; 50) 
(S- 210 65) 
(Fun·~ ...._ ... 11.V 708 65 ) 
TOT~\.L'.::i 12.5 695 1565.JO 777 . 10 787 . 20 
• verages 55 . 6 2. 25 1.12 1.13 
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'.'lheat : :'our demonstrations in u11e p1·oduction of -,·/1eat were cornplcted 
durins 1947 . 'i'hc fallowing is a surr:mry o.f these dcr::.onstrations : 
Jltlli'.12.17 '.!.heat ::::Jemonstrations - 1947 
•r 
.1..0 . of Bushels Value Cost of P,-,ofit on 
Ja.1e of Farner • cres Produced of C'rops Pl'oL:.uction Acres 
T J . G1·i£':...in 2.5 62.5 1,s7.5 . oo .563 . 7.5 1, 307 . 25 <.J • 
G. T-n. larner 12 300 900 . 00 23.5 . 2.5 664. 7.5 
J . (' Jones 21 357 1, 071. 00 30,5 . 00 766.00 ..., . 
c. 1T. P2.L"ler 1.5 270 810 . 00 3.52 .35 457 . 6.5 
'.i:otals 73 1, .552 4,656 .00 1, 461.J.5 3,195 .65 
__ vera~es 22 . 6 J . 00 0. 94 2. 06 
Oats : Seven oats production de11onstrations -.,mre conpleted t:1is year . 
The following is a sur1nary of these dcuonstrd.tions : 
Su.TTJ...~ary uat Dcnonstrations - 1947 
Uo . of Bushels Value Cost of Profit on 
~~ar1e of l,-:i.rner Acres Produced of ,rou Production .,. cres 
J . J . G1~i:~fin C soo 62.5 .00 217 . 88 407 .12 
G. E. 1iarner 6 JOO 34.5 . 00 131.8.5 213 .1.5 
Paul Lofton 20 1, 000 1,150. 00 41+9 . 2.5 700. 7.5 
J . s . Jones G 160 104. 00 105 .90 78 . 00 
R. L. Steer 8.5 2,.550 2,.5.50. 00 1, 729 . 54 820. 46 
c. .[. Palrlcr 25 750 750. 00 .536. 2.5 213 . 7.5 
:Dewitt Jones 18 700 700. 00 388. 70 311.30 
Totals 170 5, 960 6,304. 00 3,.5.59.37 2, 774. 63 
Averages 35 1. 06 0.60 o. 46 
Barley: Farners are plantinc largc.i.~ ancl larr;er ac::i.·eages o:: barley every 
year and are be;;inning to realize the food value , the amount of grain t!:'ley 
can make per acre , and the suret~, of t!1is crop . Also t11e fact that a good 
crop of lespcdeza can be erown followins barley as compared with one crop of 
corn. SeverRl of the dairymen grazed their barley until late in the winter 
and then made about 50 bushels :::ier acre . Seven barley production d emonstra-
tions were conpleted during the year . The following is the sur:JL1ar1J: 
SUI:L~ary of Barley ~emonstr1tions - 1947 
Ho . of 3ushels Value of Cost of Profit on 
Iiame of Farmer ~ cres Produced of Crop Production cres 
J . J. Griffin 18 900 1,800. 00 421.82 1,378.18 
G. H • .rarner 7 280 S6o.oo 140.07 419 . 93 
Paul Lofton 9 641+ 1,127 .70 258 . 68 86?. 02 
J . .:5 . Jones 5 150 262 . so 71. 76 190. 74 
:::i, . L . Gteer 15 37.5 6.56 . 25 293 .32 362. 93 
G. ~ . Hawkins 43 1,290 2,2.57 • .50 950. 65 1,306. 85 
c. w. Palmer 23 920 1,840.00 .594. 27 1, 245 .73 
Totals 120 4,559 8, 503 . 95 2, 730. 57 5,773 .38 
vera6es JS. 1.87 0.60 1. 27 
.. 
JO . 
Hegari : Since Greemrood does not ;::;row very good corn, farmers are turning 
nore anct more to · rain sorg:nuns . 10, 800 pounds o: sec.cl were planted this 
year as compared vrith 5,100 last year, which is a considerable increase in 
acrea~e . :?arners are well pleased with the results and they can seed it 
later lli1d still rr:ake good grain per acre . Tl1e I:e 6ari variety is being used 
quite a "'ood bit for silac:,e also . vp der1onst:bations were coI'lpleted on 
the production of iie5ari grain sorgum. A sumrnary of these deuonstrations 
follows : 
Summary Hegari Demonstrations - 1947 
'T .... o . of 7alue of Cost of Profit on Ho . of 
Name of Farme:~ 3ushels Drop Production Acres Acres 
G. H. \Tarner 105 236. 25 71.80 164. 45 3 
,,,T. N. Henderson 600 600. 00 213 . 70 386.30 10 
Totals 705 836 . 25 285 .50 550 .75 13 
Avera1"es 54 1.19 0. 40 0. 79 
Alfalfa: 
during 1947 , 
Tvro demonstrations in the production of alfalfa were completed 
A surnmary of thes.e denonst:bations follows : 
Surnnary Alfalfa Demonstrations - 1947 
Ho . of Times Value of Cost o.£' Profit on 
Name of Farmer Acres Tons Cut Crops Production Acres 
Paul Lofton 3 21 5 840. 00 272 • .50 567 . 50 
Chas . r Palner 3 13½ 3 405 . 00 195 . 91 209 . 09 ~, . 
Totals 6 34½ 8 1,245 . 00 468 . 41 776 . .59 
Averaees .5 . 8 36. 09 13,58 22 . 51 
Legumes for Hay : Five denonstrations were sompleted in the production of 
legumes for hay. "K summary of these demonstrations follo,;;s ; 
Sur1nary Legumes fer Hay Demonstrations - 1947 
name of Farmer 
J . s . Jones 
R. L. Steer 
Olin . ,arner 
Totals 
Averages 
Kind of 
Crop 
Sericea 
Kobe 
Korean 
Grain & Lesp . 
l(udzu 
Acres 
3¼ 
8 
8.5 
1.5 
30 
14li 
Tons Val ue Cost Profit 
10 300.00 47 . 90 252.10 
8 280. 00 114. 2.5 165. 75 
85 2,550.00 999 .75 1,550.25 
3.5 875 .00 .517 .37 3.57 . 63 
so 62.5 . 00 150.00 475 .00 
188 4, 630 . 00 1, 829 .27 2, 800.73 
1.3 32 .10 12. 94 19 . 83 
( 
I-
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Legumes for Seed : 
of legQmes for seed. 
Three demonstrations were conpleted int he production 
The following is a summary of these clenonstrations : 
liame of Farner 
J . S. Jones 
Totals 
Averages 
Sumnery Legumes for Seed Demonstrations - 1947 
X!hnd of 
Drop 
C. Clover 
I(obe Lesp . 
_ cres 
2 
10 
12 
Pounds 
120 
2,500 
2, 620 
218 
Value Cost 
36. 00 10. 90 
300. 00 172 . 90 
336. 00 183 . 80 
0. 13 0. 07 
Profit 
25.10 
127 .10 
152 . 20 
0. 06 
Legumes for Soil BuildinG : Three demonstrations were completed in the 
production of legumes for soil building . A summary of these demonstrations 
follows: 
Sumna.ry Legwnes for Soil Building Der:1onstrations - 1947 
Kind of 
:~a':le 0£' Farner Crop "cres Tons Value Cost Profit 
J . s. Jones c. Clover 11 
"' 
12 96 . 00 16. 45 79 . 55 
A. ;1 . Peas 6 12 96 . 00 52 . 85 43 . 15 
Eobe Lesp . 7 7 56 . oo 33 .35 22 . 65 
Totals 14~ ,_ 31 248. 00 102 . 65 145.35 
_ verages 2.1 8. oo 3.31 
AIJI;JAI, h1JSBAiillRY 
.1'1.nimal husbandry work during 1947 consisted of a purebred swine sale, 
work ·with 4-H pig club 1,embers, placinc of registered beef bulls and 
females, and the showing of these in the county fair together with a 
special beef project with 4-H members , and the training of beef and 
hog judging team, and educational work with producers in pastures and 
feed.ins . 
Swine 
4. 69 
Purebred Boars and Gilts !?laced : r.:ost of the placencnt oi purebred 
gilts and boars was done in connection with oi1e private sale held at the 
fair,zrounds in Janua.ry by C. r. Palmer . This nas the firot time a purebred 
sale of hogs had. ever been held. Some 202 persons were present, most of 
which wore folks in the co,mt:- interested in securing better breeding stock . 
Since few out-of- t01m buyers were here , local farmers ':rere able to buy the 
ho; s at very reasonable prices . A good nunber of these sane hogs ca-rne bacl: 
to our count;{ fair in t:1e fall. 39 head, inclndine a nunber of good boars , 
were sold and r.1ost of the others were bred :;ilts . 
Gount:r :?air : 67 head nere exhibited, including a dozen barren::; . This 
is the first time barrows vrere shown and 1-re hope to continue this phase of 
the swine exhibit nerl year, as plans have been made to place 25 in the 
hands of boys and s;irls o:: the county to feed out . 
I· 
( 
L 
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Freezer-Locker: The freezer locker plant is renderine a ver-J valuable 
service to fa1·ners of t£1e county in ~1andlin6 of pork in and out of season . 
During the :,rear they have processed 125, 000 pounds of pork. 
4-H Pig Club : The followir ... g is the su.TJilllary of demonstrations conpleted 
with 4-H pi.; club :'TI.embers: 
Sumnary 4-H Demonstrations, Pig Fattenins Class - 1947 
lTa.rr.e lJo . .Aninals 
Charles ~~cDonald 1 
Joe 3cott 1 
Ellis '.2m~erD.an 2 
Ho:rt Dorn 1 
Richard 'i'ucker 1 
Sanuel Botts 1 
Ja111es Shirley l 
Bailey Sroith 1 
Paul Lance l 
Arledce Capps l 
Franklin Hastings 1 
Yrillia.1:1 0alchin 1 
Billy Car::ieron 3 
Jr . (Grover) .. ~1ite 1 
Clyde Jtill 1 
1Ulen Ouzts 1 
Bunnie Hastines 1 
Donald Seauford 1 
Erle Aiton 1 
Bobby Sanders 1 
Juddy Tuel: 1 
Hillary Licon 1 
Bennie '.i:'raynham 1 
Charles Pruitt 1 
Clifton :akin 1 
·.!illia"ll Jtra.-·:rhorn 1 
Totals 29 
_\ verages 
Value. 
60. 00 
J5 . oo 
1.50. 00 
62 . 50 
37 .50 
100. 00 
112. so 
110. 00 
105. oo 
120. 00 
75 . 00 
100. 00 
175 . 00 
62 . so 
87 .50 
80. 00 
75 . oo 
112 . 50 
15.oo 
100. 00 
62 . 50 
75 . 00 
62 . 25 
100. 00 
104. 00 
50. 00 
2, 288 . 7) 
78 . 92 
Cost 
46 . oo 
22 . 00 
100.10 
59 .50 
33 .00 
89 . 00 
62. 00 
79. 00 
BJ . GO 
103 .oo 
45 . oo 
57 . 75 
115.oo 
42 . 00 
76. 00 
69 . 85 
60. 00 
98 .00 
67 . 00 
75 . 00 
55 . 00 
68 .oo 
59 . 00 
87 .00 
86. oo 
42 . 00 
1, 779 . 20 
61.35 
Profit 
14. 00 
13 . 00 
49 . 90 
J .00 
4. 50 
11.00 
so. so 
31.00 
22 . 00 
17 . 00 
30. 00 
42 . 25 
60. 00 
20 • .so 
11.50 
10.15 
15.oo 
ll. 50 
s.oo 
25 .oo 
,1.50 
7. 00 
J. 25 
13 . 00 
13.oo 
8. 00 
33 . 
Surinary 4- H Deraonstrations , Sow & Litter Class - 1947 
1Ta.:i1e No . A.rdnals Value Cost Profit 
Robert IJicl'J.es 1 17.5 . 00 10.5 . 00 70. 00 
Cour:hney CobL 1 110. 00 82 . 7.5 27 . 2.5 
Totals 2 28,5 . oo 187 . 75 9i . 2s 
Averages 11.~2 . 50 93 . 87 li3 . 12 
Surnr:iary 4-H Demonstration, Pig Jreeding Cl ass - 1947 
name no . .Animals Value Cost Profit 
Charles Sperry 1 63 . 00 24. 92 38 . 08 
Beef Cattle 
Greemrooci. 5eef Cattle Assn . : 3ome 7.5 beef cattle ;rowers in the county 
are menbers of tl1e local county beef cattle association. They sponsor a 
number of activities each year . The directors meet once a month and much 
pro;ress has been made along beef cattle lines . This work has been headed 
by :,. T. Warner , president , and an ent:tlusiast himself . They joined in with 
out of the county tours held and mentioned under the abronorny section of 
this report . The beef cattle association adopted a set of goals for this 
year, with the f ollovling results 
Sum1t1ary Beef Cattle Goals & Results - 19~7 
Goal 
1. 4-H and FFA 1,1embers enter 25 beef 
calves in fall fair and sell fat 
calves in auction sale . 
2. Trah beef jud::;ing team to compete 
in district contest . 
Accomplishment 
1. Entered 44 and sold 42 for vG, 274. 
2. Tea:n1 placed 5th in district contest . 
3. Place 2.5 well bred females . J . Placed .59 . 
4. Place 100 feeder cattle in county . 4. Placed 52 • 
.5 . Place register~d bulls where needed . 5. Placed 10 
6. Sponsor fat and feeder cattle 
sale at county fair . 
7. :=xhibited recistercd, fat , and 
feeder cattle at county fair . 
8. Hold one or more county tours . 
9. Hold one out- of- county tour . 
10. Push fertilization of pastures 
vlith li.rr.e , phosphate , potash, 
basic slug . 
11. Continue creep feed baby beeves . 
12. ~ncourage use of farm machinery 
to clean up pastures . 
13 . Encourage improvement of local 
narl:et for beef cattle 
6. Yes . Good first year 
7. Showed 112 head of Jmgus and Herefords , 
including 50 steers . 
8. 7 farms visited, 60 present . 
9. One to Anderson, Oconee, Clemson. 
10. 103 tons . Balance from A.A. A. 
11. Several creep fed this year . 
12 . Bull dozier and brush harrows used. 
lJ . Committee appointed to work out 
something for 1948. 
14. Encourage construction of labor 
saving equipnent for beef cattle . 
14. Several corrals and equipment for 
catchinb and loading cattle uere 
_____________________ in_ s_t_a_l_l_e_d_along vri.th good fencing . 
Pt.U'ebred Sires Placed : 9 registered beef bulls were placed with 
farmers during 1947 . The follonin0 is the summary of these placings : 
Summary Purebred Beef BuJ.ls Placed - 1947 
Harne number Breed .'l..f;e Cost 
Ja.r:ies i3aldwin 1 ~\.ngus 9 nos . 75 . 00 
J . H. E:i.lford 1 Angus 9 mos 100. 00 
David Dmrn 2 Angus 18 mos , 2 yrs 950. 00 
J . L "otsinger 1 Angus 1 yr 150. 00 
Oscar :Tickles 1 ~\.ngus 1 yr so . oo 
m 1 . Cole:::ian l Hereford 9 mos 500 . 00 l. . 
Carl Snipes l Hereford 9 nos 500. 00 
Perrin ,\nderson 1 Hereford 3 yrs 250 . 00 
.,.,. Armnons 1 Hereford 1 yr 110. 00 J.:., . • •• 
Totals 10 )2685 . oo 
34. 
Females Placed : 59 purebred or hii:;h crade females were placed 1vith 
four farmers durin,; the year , being bought for a total of ,;8 , l,S:0 . 00 . 00 
Steer Feeding Demonstrations : For the first time 4- H boys and girls 
fed out calves and thowed them in the fat stock show at the county fair . 
A carload. of 50 steers v1as bought in Kansas City and pl aced in the hands 
of the boys and girls of the county in April. A majority of these boys 
and girls did a good job of feeding out the steers and r:iade some mone;:r . 
The others either had poor pastures or they did not feed the animals 
suffiently to fatten them before the show. At the conclusion of the 
sho·y these ar1imals were sold at public auction . It is interesting to 
note that the price of the calf rose or fell in direct proportion to the 
feed co3ts o~ the animal . 
The t;:;rand champion animal 1Tas shoTm by Claude :Sdwqrds , of Troy. 
The _';rand char:1pion weighted 920 pounds and sold for i1.12 per pound or a total 
of '.'.:lOJ0. 40 . Including ~L~.5 won in pre:cri.ums , Claude 1s profit in this animal 
was }052 . 35 . The reserve champion was shmm by J . H. Griffin, and brought 
75 cents a pound . A sunmary of the steer feeding demonstrations will be 
found on the following page . 
Brahman Cattle : The first Bralman cattle to be brought into the count;t 
were purchased by J. . ·E. Hannond, wlri..ch included two females and one bull. 
.An eYJ:iibit herd of 11 animals was on display at the county fair . "!e are 
not puohing the 3ral:n"'lan cattle in the county, but they might have a place 
in cnossing with compact :-Ierefords . 
County :?air: 23 .U1f;US and 89 1:erefords were slm;m at the county fair 
in addition to the :rahn.ans nentioned above . '.::'his was the best beef cattle 
exhibit ever shorm in Greenwood and stir:ulated a great deal of interest in 
this phase of our livestock pro;;ram. The bulls were all registered and the 
fenales were tither registered or entitled to rebistration . The beef 
cattle association feels that everyor.e sl~ould ~1ave rei;;istered bulls and 
eit~1er re6isto·~ect or :1i6h ;:;rade fernale3, and while th::: classes -:.·rere not 
lii.i,ited to re§istered ani..:112.ls, it happened this yeqr that all females 
sho-:.m were recistered . 
35. 
S1.uT11ar;:r 4- :;., Steer :::ieed..:..ne Dcnonstrations - 1947 
Beginning ~nding Prenilli .• s 
i ane "'.°Teight -.7eii;ht Uon Value Cost Profit 
J . n Griffin 464 810 20. 00 627 . 50 209 .50 4ill8 .oo a 
3illy ·.:eeks 400 700 97 . 00 78 . 00 19 . 00 
Ja.~es Robert ~akin 125 . co 79 . 20 L5 . 8o 
Guilda Terapleton 467 784 12. 00 215 . 48 247 . 25 - 31. 77 
:.ar;:r Ann Darrar;h 660 170. 00 162 . 75 7. 25 
Claude .~1ite 499 720 5. 00 177. 80 176 .05 1.05 
Jimtri.e .J1ite 565 790 199. 48 192 • .55 6. 93 
H. 11. -. farner., Jr . 556 870 s . oo 266 . 00 217 . 61 48 .39 
Elbert ,arner 575 911.r 20. 00 321.62 220. 91 90. 71 
Dlaude .Cdwards 551 920 45 . 00 1,075. 40 223 . 0.5 8.52 .35 
Cliefton i::dwards 536 926 1.5 . 00 322 . 5'0 219. 20 103 . 70 
Pete bdYrards .591 980 15 .00 294.JO 233 . 05 61.25 
Ke:rmeth 1.:cDonald 442 780 10. 00 240.10 167 . 49 82 . 61 
Bobby r~cDonald 538 806 241.00 191. Li9 50.31 
?ranl.:lin Burnett 5.55 170 154. 00 174. 97 - 20. 97 
J . r;, :Su.:.·nett 607 S76 205 . 76 189. 62 16. 04 .J. • 
"Tillis :r·odges 550 730 149. 65 202 . 50 - 52 . 85 
Iris 
.. :tlller 565 876 12 . 00 290.32 10.5 . 50 43 . 57 ., . 
CI1arles S:perr-.1 526 070 10. 00 260. 1h3 194. 55 65 • .58 
::::iobb~r 0anders 512 650 130. 00 150. 00 - 28 . 00 
Cla;;rton Lee ' itt 44.5 700 140 . 00 164.30 - 24.30 
3illy Holley 942 126. 00 114. 00 12. 00 
Laurence Darragh 78 . 00 62 . 00 16. 00 
Charles ~.urphy 656 145 . 00 99. 25 45 .75 
Crrnn ~ Fillia::as 513 662 134. 06 150. 75 - 16. 69 
Lalcolm C-<.1.nni:1.::;l1a::1 Lll2 71+6 1:; . 00 231.34 154. 25 77 . 09 
'I'otals 204. 00 6, 413 .64 4, 387 . 79 1, 338 . 80 
;.vcrages 246 . 37 168 . 76 72 . 65 
D.'\..IR~E~G 
:C...'{tcmsion work in dair;yin; for 1947 inclua.ed placint; o:: ~)urebred 
sires a:c1.d i'er'lales, bull servlce 1~ecords, cooper1.tion ,-i_t,h .L .-·.r. \. 
r:1011.bers , records on silage and annual graainb, :.n_,'·etin.:; , l-1-- ·· cal: 
cl-ub wor.-.:, eJuc:t.tional ff:: ·"bits at t~1e Parish, and newberry, state, 
and count: fa.i.rs, educational activities to~·ard a better breed and 
feed prograr. !'or 1;iore fall TIJ.il.~ . 
Purebred ires Placed : 8 purbred dairy bulls -.-,,,re placed ,vith 
i'.:i.rrn.ers durin~ 1947 , The following is a .sm:u:~ary of these placements 
..)u.r.u;1ar·· Purebred Dairy :.;ulls ?laced - 1947 
_Ja.I:J.e Humber _jrbe<l 
J , J . .i.;,llenberg 1 Jersey 
' 
.,.., :Cj.nard 1 Jersey ... J • 
Paul Lofton 1 Jersey 
Paul Lofton 1 Jersey 
1{::rols. Lunley 1 Jersey 
~ ,., T~u.::;hes l Jerse~r .u . v , 
Francis Cooner 1 Jersey 
::. c. Cole:;ia..'1 l Guer,1.se;_{ 
G. 1:. ·::ar~1er 1 Jersey 
36 . 
Cost 
Lease 
300 . 00 
Lease 
300 . 00 
12;.oo 
20.so 
10.50 
so.oo 
75 .oo 
=::arl '}of:f 1 Jersey Baby Bull Plan 
Total 10 
Jull J.ecord :Je.1onstrations : 'Yn:tce de~ 10nstration records of pureb:i:ed bull 
service were ~:c:?t in 1747 ·oy .farners owning ap::,ro-.red :rurebred. bulls . 'l'hese 
records are valuable in she.ling the use of purebred bulls in the coamunities 
i:i.1 H:1ich they are located. .\ suri.';lary o.f ti1cse rec or ds is given as follows : 
:31."eed I:o . Co.:s Heifers Dulls 
::ai-;ie of Ormer of I,ull eJ. 1947 l)ropred, 19l7 J r opDed, 19L1.7 
]. . ~ .Steer· Jerse;;r 8 h 3 ...., . 
T) L. Steer Jersey 13 
,.., 
~3, 8 n. . ' :1 , L. .:;teer Jersey 14 6 7 
35 15 18 
1) , • • I. .\ . .orL : .re y,ere proud to have :DHI . work Gtc11·ted a6ain this year 
aft<Jr t.r.<:. uar . It helps :'...11 :mshing the avera __ e of nilk per co r as a 1~esul t 
of better feedinz rec orcls and better ;razing Jrograus . :;o recorus .ave been 
co1,nleted for this ;;rear, but the fallowing is the list of far,aers vrho began 
DI-IT- ~-rorl: n th their herds : Paul Lofton, G • .:..J • Havrkins , ::?. , L • .Steer, 
v. ~r. Ha~~es , Con.nj_e 1:a.:::well Children ' s :~one , J , H. :r-ilford, and :) , T. Joyce . 
1, 
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A,m .. lal Graz.i.:10- : ·:re find 2. ver"./ cood crop for .iT1I1ual crazin.: consists 
of sna.11 _;rair..s c.nrl. cri."'.lson clover. 1'.nother good mixtw.·e is cr:'...yri.son ,clover 
and rye ..;ras3 . 0ori1e are naking ~~lans to establish perennial mi:;;:tm·es of 
fe:s:cu.e and Lad.i.no clover . '.!e are hoping to harvest more seed of eacl1 of 
the :r:1i::-::tures in order to h:1ve sufficient seed for j_1.e:ct yem· rs plan.ting . 
1.Te also find that very shallow cultivatio:1 at pla:1t:.ng time will allow 
the cattle to ,-raze on the land in ·wetter weath""r . Si:c demonstrations 
on annual grazin::., ·;mre c01:ipleted durinc the year . ' sunnary of these 
deEJ.onstrations f'ollo-rrs : 
Eame 
R. L. Steer 
G • ..:. • Hawkins 
G. :: • Ha.,l:ins 
:a. L. Steer 
Paul Lofton 
C •• ?aJner 
Totals 
Av. per ':'on 
Av . per '.Jay 
Sllll1"'iary ,\.nnual Grazin.;; Jer.1.onstrations - 1947 
Acres Crops Tons Days Value Cost Profit 
12 Barley 12 30 360. 00 288 . 60 71 . 40 
Oats, vetch 
Bur Clover 
20 Rye Grass 24 180 720 . 00 323 . 50 396. 50 
C. Clover 
7 
2 
81 
Suda.'1 
Sudan 
Kudzu 
Rye Grass 12 
c. Clover 
Rye Grass 25 
C. Clover 
Oats,Barley 
Alfalfa 6 
103 
180 
60 
245 
21 r' -:J 
910 
720 . 00 
360. 00 
750. 00 
180. 00 
3 , 090 . 00 
30. 00 
3.39 
205 . 00 515 . 00 . 
205 . 35 1.54. 15 
230. 30 519 . 70 
22 . 80 157 . 20 
1 , 276. 05 1 , 813 . 95 
12 . 37 17 . 62 
1. 40 1.99 
Silac;e : Five deBonstrations were completed in the production of silar;e 
duri ng 1947 . A sumnary of these demonstrations is given as follows : 
Harne 
G. E . IIavrkins 
G. E . Hawkins 
G. E . Eawkins 
R. L. Steer 
Totals 
Ave:-ac;es 
·sumua.ry Silage Demonstrations - 1947 
• cres chops 
20 Rye Grass 
Cr . Clover 
20 Sudan 
5 Kudzu 
15 Johnson Grass 
Lespedeza 
15 Rye Grass 
Cr . Clover 
75 
Tons Value Cost Profit 
75 900. 00 399. 50 500. 50 
50 600. 00 281 . 00 319 . 00 
30 360 . 00 108 . 00 252 . 00 
60 720. 00 205 . 85 514. 15 
215 2, 680 . 00 9jili. 35 1 , 585 . 65 
2. 9 12 . 47 4 . 62 7. 38 
38. 
!iarketing : This county agent assisted i::1 Baking a survey for a pros-
pective nilk route in the lower part of the county and plans are under -rray 
to put this into operation in the sprin~ of 1948. 
CreaJ'lline : Several days were spent in an effort to get Creamline started 
in Greenwood county and in assistinc producers qualified to produce such 
milk. Effm.~ts failed, however, and this was not accomplished. 
Cream Station : 9,776. 2 pounds of butterfat were sold through the local 
cream station for ~;4674 . 86 . This station serves as a receiving point for 
surplus cream in the county, since we do not have milk routes . l.ost of the 
creara is sold directly to the ice cream plant and the biggest portion of 
milk produced in the county is sold to the pasteurizing plant for distribution. 
Dairy Cattle Sales : 55 head of dairy cattle were sold by Greemrood county 
farmers for )8 , 124.50, and 79 head vrere bought by county farr:iers for ~~12 , 593 .50. 
4-H Dairy Calf Club -.Tork : The organized 4- II dairy calf club continued to 
hold rec;ular r;ieetings throughout the year witn an enrolL-:ient of 30 1i1embers . 
These club ncFbers partic_;_pated a.ctivel:r in the parish show, and at the 
Fcwherry, state , and county fairs, and entered a dairy judginc team in the 
district contest, placing fourth in the district . They also sent representa-
tives to the annual state meet inc of the S. C. Jersey cattle Club . .'\. summary 
of the records submitted by calf club uembers is given as follows 
Smm,1ary 4- l{ Dairy Calf Demonstrations - 1947 
:Jame I-Jo , .",.nimals Pr er.ii uns Value Costs Profit 
Charles Sperry 2 70. 56 370. 56 304. 23 66 .33 
Joe Garvin 1 120. 56 1,310.58 578 . 05 732 . 53 
Bernice ~ae 1~ller 1 108. 28 833 . 73 384.40 449 .38 
diria.n. Garvin 1 57 . 23 765 .46 355. 77 409. 69 
i:...ary 3ue Hawkins 1 47 . 28 347 . 28 258 . 20 89 . 08 
Iris v!anda Hiller 1 44. 56 285 .11 115. 80 169.31 
David Coleman 1 675 . 58 183 . 25 492 .33 
Robert Coleman 1 285 . 29 68 . 05 217 . 24 
G~ne Glanton 1 2l. tDO 146. 00 129. 00 17. 00 
Halcolm Cunningham 1 73 .16 473 .16 325. 65 147 .51 
Earl Goff 1 ~42.16 242 .16 210. 85 31.31 
Charlotte Gulledge 1 5L .• oo 445 .oo 362. 00 83 .00 
:.;,,Ton Stockmari. 1 492 . 00 108 . 00 384. 00 
Joe Langley 1 60. 00 46. 00 14. 00 
Robert Ouzts 1 85 . oo 71. 00 14. 00 
Fred Lovmry 1 100. 00 65 .00 35. 00 
Eugene Stra~rl1orn 1 250. 00 129. 00 121. 00 
Preston Harrison 1 485 . 00 275 . 00 210 .00 
Barrett I:cDonald 1 70. 00 52 .00 18 . 00 
Charles Sperry 1 267 .00 151.11 11.5 . 89 
Ollie Hayes 1 259 . 00 188 . L.O 69 .60 
Stephen Hayes 1 225 . 00 185 . 00 40. 00 
Totals 23 8, 472 . 96 4, 545. 76 3,926. 20 
Averaces 368 .36 197 .64 170. 70 
39. 
I"i scellaneous 
Jersey Parish 3how: The third annual parish shoTT was held at the fair-
6rounds on June 18th, l5olloned b;l a banq_uet that eveninc . Llore than 80 
Jerse~~s were s'101m by adults and l-1-- ] club r1embers . The covetec~ cet o:: sire 
avrard, a plaque, was won by 1. . L . Steer of Bradley, the grand cha'"'lpion 
3ire was sho-.m by E . P , Gulledge, swee_ stakes pro'..iuce of co-.'1 b2r ~. P. 
Gulledge , a.'1.d the grand chanpion female o: the show by Paul Lofton. 
Jersey Bulletin 1ccom.:;ilishrnent Cup : The whole county vras tl1rilled by 
the fact t11.a.t the Jersey 1·011:s in 1Ji'e" co1.mty had done such outstanding vmrk 
for the 1946 year that they nere awarded the Jersey Bulletin cup for being 
the com1ty in the United Jt:i.tes that had sh0".7ed the most accomplishment 
1rit_1 Jersey cattle . '.:-e fe·~l that tr1is ,·,-as a uorthy au::i.rd to climax the 
hard worl-:: that these .folks have been doin;::; for some ti..ljle . Pih.blicity was 
c;iven this in all the neTrspapers ol the state an.d farm mar;azines and the 
Jerse-:,~ Bulletin. At t:!.1e time of the annuunceme'1t , the Jersey Club, includ-
ing 4-H clubsters, were guests o:t' the :Li,7anis club at their April meeting . 
Classifications : ~le continued a~ain tL.is ;rear with anot::ier co:rmnunity 
classification of Jersey cattle at iihich t:i.Jne 42 ar1inals ~7ere classified 
for 14 inc:ividuals by Dr . George D · Taylor . 
County ?air : 88 head of dair-J cattle were exhibited in our new dairy 
ca-r,tle barn~at the county _,.'alr . Gn account of labor conditions two of 
the larger breeders s ould no·~ show as tLey had planned to up until the 
very last minute . '.i:'his is about the sane number as previo·u..sly s:i.mm and 
darr.rt11en and clubsters deserve lots of credit for the type of ania""lals 
now being shovm, which is a big inprovnent over previous years . Visitors 
from various sections of the state co::-:mented on the sLorr as bein.;; the 
bigeest and best in the state . ~he premier breeder arid premier exhibmtor 
awards were won by G. Z. Ha~rkin::, • 
Ei~I'Oi.:OLOCrY _\iill PL"J;'l' P.1 'l'I:OLOOY 
~rtension ':rork in entonoloey and plant l)atholoc:,y durin~ 1947 consisted 
of control of crop diseases and insects and wide publicity thereto, fence 
post preservation, .::md vrorl: with beekeepers . 
Joll .ieevil Control : 9, ~68 sallons of ~olasses were purchased to go 
',vitl1 lJ, GOB ,pou..11::i.s of arsenate to nal:e sweetened poison for boll weevil 
an: t~iis Pas not cnou6h to sup~ ly the den.J.nd . 2, 100 pou11ds of 1·op- lJ- U .x 
also was sold anJ 3 , 000 potmds of benzie hexachloride, most of which was 
ap:;:-,lied by aeroplliane . Hewspaper publicit~r, circular letters, and radio 
were used extensively to publ icize the seriousness of this pest in the 
county. Probably more poison Tras used this year than ever before . Good 
results "Ner9 noted bej)ween the pois oned a..11d the non- poisoned .:ield.s of 
cotton. 
Ge~cr21 : This yea:r has Jeen a season of pests and diseases on al~ost 
every crop E_;rmm by far"'lers of the county . Repeated requests 1·rere turned 
in to identify various insects and diseases and to give the control for 
the same . lJot only i~--mers but city gardeners as well have been very 
wuch concerned about the necessity of controlling inseo.ts and diseases . 
40. 
Peaches : 6, 000 parasites 1rere tm·ned loose ::..n four peach orchards to 
help control the Cr:..ental .L'ruit noth . Ver-J little danar;e was noticed in 
these 01·chards as co:-ipared to serious c~a11aze in the orchards where none 
had been release>~. 
Livestock Pests : A plentiful supply of insecticides to control cattle 
c.;r ubs and lice , our t~·ro most serious pests, was available to farmers 
throughout tho season and fewer sit.;ns of lice or r;rubs were noted. 
Ii'olloTTin1_; up a thorough job done by tl1e count~~ health unit the ye::J:.C before , 
tho i'3.l"T:!ers continued to used JDT in the control oi fl.:..es . The fe-;vest 
flies -r:e have ever seen ai·ound niD: barns anJ houses , with hardley a 
flie on screens, where they used to be covered mth :lies . So~e did such 
a ttorough job vnth DDT that they left the screens open as they did not 
need the screens at all . 
:;?ence Post Preservation : Horace 1ta.1·ner, of the It . Loriah con ,unity, 
continues to treat i'ence posts and fotmdation naterials for houses . :~is 
vat is used for his oTm personal needs and is also available to farmers 
of the comity desirinG this type of work . 
Beekeeping 
4-L. Club '.Iork : Simple instructions in beekeepinz were given to all 
club nembers i n each 4-:: club durin2 rJ.arch • 
.Association : 22 cotmty beekeepers orsanized an association and 1~ot in 
the county court house to see a picture on bees and l1ear a discussion on 
beekeeping by 1Ted Prevost . A very educational and attractive exhibit of 
tees and honey was sh01m at the county fair . 
Records : 
durinc; 1947. 
:Ta.ne 
rr. o. l:offz 
Tlu·ee deT.1onstrationc in the 1':ee:pi.n::; of bees Trere completed 
_ stUTIT.12.ry of these denonstrations ~ollo1rs : 
Summary Beekeepine :Jemonstr.::ttions - 1947 
~To . Hives Lbs . Eoney Value Cost Profit 
45 800 ).2.0. 00 123 . 00 197 . 00 
TT. ' :C,arnette 2 95 38 . 00 4. 00 34. 00 ....1 . 
i.;dd Snith 2 75 30. 00 4. 00 26. 00 
Totals · 49 970 388 . 00 131. 00 257 . 00 
Av . per Hive 19. 0 7. 92 2. 67 5. 25 
Ave . per Lb . o.L~o O. lJ 0. 26 
!µ. 
FORESTRY 
Extension work in forestry during the year ·was conducted almost lintirely 
in cooperation -,-rith the extension specialists from Clemson and w1s composed 
of bow saw nethod clemonstrations, woodland e::ai.-u.nations, five acre pul -wood 
thinning contest , an • ..i·bor Day prograr:i, securin._; seedlings for far11ers, and 
one farr:ier beinc certified under the 5 . C. Tree ~'3.l'JJ.S .s~rstem. 
Bow Saw Demonstrations : Tvro method demonstrations in the use of the bow 
saw were conducted on the farms of Cromer Brothers and J . t:cD . Kinard. At 
all December meetings of 4- H Clubs in the county, the club members were 
given a denonstr.J.tion on the use of the bow saw in connection with the 
forestry lesson given during this month. 
~"Toodland Examinations and Selective Cutt inc : Ten woodland exacilinations 
were made for farmers of the count y . The follovring is the sum,ary of these 
examinations : 
Summary ~·oodland :examinations - 1947 
Yame and . ddress 
Miss :'.!:llen :;::: . Barratt , Greenwood 
EstE!,te of :xs . una 1;ichol s , Hodges 
Estate of :.rs . Una i.Jichols, Hodges // 2 
L.irs . Ruth 1J. Glenn, Hodr;es 
: . .rs . R. E. Nichols , Hodges 
Lrs . Kathleen n. Oldag, Hod;:;es 
W. R. Dowen, Troy 
J . Perrin Anderson, Greenwood 
Dr . J . G. Stranch, Green~ood 
:3 . s . Cunnells , Greenwood 
Totals 
Acres Examined 
46 
28 
90 
25 
30 
20 
900 
250 
150 
57 
1, 596 
Five Acre pulpwood Thinning Contest : Four contestants entered thi s con-
test from the count y . The first prize county winner was c. r~. Kinard, Rt . 
2, Hinety oL"'C, S. C.; the. second prize county wim1er was G. H. ·.1arner., 
::;.t . 1 , Greenwood; the other tvro entrants were Cromer Brothers , and E. P. 
Gulledge . 
Arbor Day Program : • tree planting ceremony was held on Arbor Day at 
the Ut opi a r~-r= Club 11eeting, at which time a cork oak was planted on the 
school grounds , with 48 in attendance . 
Seedlings Jecured : 11, 000 pine tree seedlings were ordered for 12 
C-reemiOod county farmers . 
S . c. 'l'ree Farns : One farmers of the county was certified on June 13 , 
1947 under t he Tree Farms System, this being Br . ·y. c. Harrison, Troy, ;] . c. 
vri th an acreage of 3, 400 o 
42 . 
FOlD.- H CLUB mrJ: 
Four-;i Club '7orl: du.rins 1947 co:tsbted of ~cetinf; all clubs rer:,"UlarJ..:r, 
various project enterprises, cc1mps, achievenent days , and e:d1ibits at 
the r arish shmi, o ..nd the ~~ewberry, st:-i.te, and cmmty fairs, judging 
teams for beef and hogs, an°- dairj cattle . 
} 1 regular club neetint.}3 -,,ere held t:1.is year jointly with the county 
hone dcnonstr-ition age:it, t~~e cir ls an~ '.Jo:"s wocting tobcthP.~ _::or a short 
proi::ram anC:. t11en seiJaratin'"' for the deuonstratioa lessons . 129 boys ·.1ere 
enrolled in 11 clubs . We also had an active calf club .-Tith 30 :nembers . 
Su.'Jr:lary of eErollnent and completio:ns : Follo,r:.n~ is ;:iven a li.:,t of 
the cluos and a stmriary of enrolll:ient and conpletions : 
S ":ll'lar:r t - :: Club .:m·oll"lent and Completions 
1;0 . r:enbers 
iJ~;:.e o: C.lu'u -2:nrolled 
:Jold .SpI'il1JS 12 
vradley 14 
Coronaca 2 
:ugh ::;chool 33 
Eodges 11 
Iul:a 6 
Kil·bey 3 
Phoenix 7 
utopia 18 
Verdery 6 
-:·oodlmm 12 
TU.2.U...J 129 
..,ti.:-·LT:iary 4-IJ club denonstrations : 
de,10nstr.:.tions conpleted in 191+7 : 
i;o . Completed Per Cent 1:enbers Com-
Denonstrations ".")letin.,-; Demonstrations 
10 ~3 
10 71 
2 100 
35 92 
9 82 
4 67 
2 67 
5 71 
10 55 
3 so 
11 ') '-
101 78,; 
'i'r e follovri_ng is a sw11.J.cl.r'J of 4-,J: club 
./tL'¥1aJ.·.·- com;,lcte 4-:r Dcnonstrations - 19~7 
D0..,onstration no . Cormleted Value Cost Profit 
Dail.7 Calf 22 8, 472 . 96 4, 545 . 76 3,926. 20 
Poultry 18 1, 00 . oo 1,150. 90 659 . 20 
Beef ,.,,, 1 f' VL.oo..,__ 2l 6, 1~lG . 64 4,307 . 79 1, 888, :JO 
Pi·, - _, - Fattening 26 2,238 . 75 1, 779 . 20 509 .55 
~,i_; - ~0,1 C: Litt or 2 205 . 00 1Cl7 . 75 97 . 25 
Pig - 3reedi,1r; 1 63 . 00 24. 72 JS . oC 
Garden 3 124. 45 42 . 50 81.95 
Corn 1 60. 00 28 .75 31. 05 
:?.abbits 1 25 .oo 10 . 00 7. 00 
Cotton 1 ~. 031.71 391. 76 639 . 95 
TO'I' ILS 100 r'~ 20, ,,7u . 1 12 P-r7 t3 ,..,,,,/ • :J 7, d79 . 03 
43 . 
4-H Club I:.ecords 
FolloYi.n.., ::_s :;lvcn as UJT"arJ- o.{' 4-:I club records conpleted ::_n 1947 . 
ITame 
Gene Glanton 
1;ai":'le 
Douglas Cooper 
Julian Ouzts 
:Silly Cromer 
TuT.U.S 
Averages 
nari.1.e 
Joe Devore 
SUIJ.i.'11ar.f ~-II Corn .":Ocords 
~1.cres Yield 
1.0 35 bu 
01.LW:;.ar:r 4-}-_ Jarden Records 
cres 
0 . 1 
0. 1 
0 . 1 
0.3 
Surrrnary 4- 11 nabbit J.ecords 
iio . 
2 
Sur:i.:,ary 4-II Cotton :;;.ecords 
(.u.so reported unc.er k;ronori:y) 
Acres Seed LiT1t 
Da vi ~: _:.obe:.:t :::olenan 5.o 6, 849 2,602 
Dairy Calf Club _,ecords 
(Reported under Dair~ri 11g) 
Pig Club ,1ecorcls 
(J.eported under ,J1i::1al Husbandry ) 
Jeef Calf P.ecords 
(J.eported under ."..nimal Eusbandr;sr) 
Poultry ::lecorcJ.s 
(J.epor·ted under Poultry) 
Value 
60. 00 
Value 
42 . 00 
51-1-. 4.5 
28 . 00 
124. J.-1-5 
41.h5 
Value 
25 . 00 
Value 
Cost 
28. 95 
Cost 
13 . 75 
16. 25 
12 . 50 
42 . 50 
14. 16 
Cost 
1e.oo 
Cost 
Profit 
31. 05 
Profit 
23 . 25 
JG. 20 
lr' . 50 
81 . 95 
37 .Jl 
Prmfit 
7 . 00 
Profit 
1 , 031. 71 391~6 639 . 95 
:Je'"lonstrat:i.ons in Clubs: '.i:'he .:'ollo-:-~in~ derionstr.:::.tions nere presented 
in cluo :'l.eetin°:s : 
Garden and Grape Cuttinr;s 
Sir:nle Bee Culture 
Jiseases and =~1sects of Poulti7 
Tractor :::aintenance 
Latins and :'ittini; a Calf 3lantet 
Ju cing .c..:.:ecf Cattle 
Judging Da:il.7 Cattle 
Leadership Banquet : 75 4-rt officers and local leaders of clubs attended 
the officers training school and le-'l.derohip banquet at Lander Coller;e in 
JJ.nuary . '.;.'his school was very interestinc and educational. 
Fair !JChibits : '.i:'he followins is a SU::IFJ.ary of 4-... I club a,"{hibits 1.t the 
:Tewber17 County }air, the .::itate Fair, and the GreernYood GoW1ty I'air . 
County Fair i:YJri ist 
I::::hibit :-o . z..vJ1ibit:i.ng :!o . ... :,ntries Placines PreniUI71S '.;-on 
Dai!'"IJ Cattle 21 22 61 567 . 00 
Corn 6 9 6 S. 75 
S1:reet Potatoes 2 2 2 s . oo 
Honey 2 4 4 s . oo 
Hay :i 2 2 6.00 
Beef cattle 32 32 18 231. 00 
Swine 10 18 43 215 . 00 
Poultry 3 12 12 16. 00 
'rOTf TS 76 101 148 1, oso. 75 
HeTiberry :'air Exhibits 
Dairy Cattle 12 13 26 157 . 00 
State Fair =-chi.bits 
Dairy Cattle 11 12 26 190.00 
Judr,·ing Tearn.s : Teams were trained in jud6ing dairy cattle and in judging 
beef cattle . 'lhe dairy judging tearr. placed fourth in the district and the 
beef judging team plac0d fifth in the district . 
Adhieve:r:1ent Day : One achievement day was held in January when special 
recognition ,;-,ras given to ou:bstanding 4-H clubsters and certificates given 
to each one who co1:1pleted his or prgject record. 
., 
45. 
HOR.TI CULTUP..E 
:::.:xtension work in horticult112.1 e durinG 1947 consisted of '.vork in home 
and comriercial orchards , pruninG der'lonstrations , release of parasites , 
placing of labor and assistance in 1,iarketing peaches , and home gardens . 
Orchards 
Con":lercial Cn.1 cLards : There are five commercial peach orchards in the 
county varyin::; in size from 5 to 50 acres . This year the largest peach 
crop in the history of tr.e county was r:iade and the largest number of car-
loads of peaches shipped . The ae;ent and the farm labor assistant spent 
considerable time during the harvest season in helping to supply labor 
to harvest ani _;rade the fruit . Forty- four carloads o:: peaches uere shipped 
t:1is year as conpared vith 32 last year . Over one- half of the crop nas 
parketed locally, part of' it at the orc_1ard . County peaches ripened between 
U1e P.id;e peaches and the 3partanburc peaches, therefore the price was ver-;1 
good where they vrere of sufficient size . Part of the ~lberta crop suffered 
fo::.1 lack of r.i.oisture and did not <rade out so ·rell. 
Pruning .:Jec1onstrations : 33 interested persons turned out to witness 
two denonstr1.tions in _;_:,runing peach trees put on by Roy J . :;:'erree . These 
de"'1onstrations were put on to heihp train those who were 6oin.; to prune 
corr"ercial 01'chards and for the benefit of those who have small hol:le 
orchards . 
Parasites : 6000 peach parasites were released in four of the co:r1....,ercial 
orchards to help control the Oriental fruit moth. This is the first tir:J.e 
such insects have been released in the county . The results were very 
gratifying, a.3 al.most 100 per cent control 1ras noted. 
Peach School : The agent attended one day of the peach school in 
6partanburg . 0everal ~rowers had planned to attend, but did not do so 
for various reasons . 
Gardens 
4-H Club -.rork : The denonstrations for February regular 4-H club neetings 
were on hone gardens and propagating brapes . This lesson was gLren in 
each of the 11 clubs of tl1e county. Three carden records ,-,ere completed 
by clubsters and the sur:ma.ry is given under the Four- H section of this 
report . 
1'.::..UE-3TIHG 
:::-:..s:tension r.iarketing work durinc; the year included aidin:;; .:fa:.~n:.ors in 
disposin~ o: curplus ,roducts anct :n seclU1 ins needed su,plies of all kings, 
and cooperation with the Greenwood Coopern.tive :_arkstin,: Association . 
Sales and purchases were nade principally in livestocl: and the cooperative 
handlecl. the sale of t_1e iter.1s ::.'or farners . Additional purchases consisted 
of line , phosphate, and nitrate of socl3. , 
46 . 
Grading and PackL.-.,.;; : Jr . H. "1 . L~organ has an up to date r;;racling and 
::iackin[, shed 1T.'...th the latest la'!Jor saving equipment to handle peaches . 
Two other orchnrds use the saT'le packing shed to handl e most of their 
crop . Some tine was spent in trainin6 pers01mel in packing peaches and 
in greading the peaches in the packin~ shed. 
Cooperative :_arkcting Organization : The Greenwood Cooperative 1arlcet-
ing Association, w"iich is aroung ten years old is still very active in 
handling feec...s and seed for farners, and surplus eggs and cream. They 
also handle a zood bit o.f live poultry. They pui·chase for farmers suc~1 
suprlies as insecticides , feeds and seeds . 
The annual t1.embership meetin6 of the Greemmod Cooperative barketing 
Association was held at Lander College in =,arch, with 125 present to 
enjoy the meet in;:; and banquet which ~ollovred, at which tine Gov . J . Jtrom 
Thurnond delivered the principal address of the evening . 
This marketing association has proven o-!: untold value to the farmers 
o.f the count ., and the county .'.l(;ent has consistently referred farmers 1·rith 
a sur;1lus of any product to them and at the sane time this organization 
has been a neans of placing cooperative orders l'or farmers in particular 
lines . 
Uai;.y other cooperative services are needed and it is hoped that they 
will be available .vi.thin the next year or so . 
1\. summary of the a.r:iount and value of products mar keted and purchased 
i s given as follows : 
SUL1I1a.ry Products Purchased ai1d llarketed by Cooperative "ssociation 
Commodi ty 
Crea.u1 
Er;gs 
Poultry 
:.r:Lxed Feeds 
Feed Cor n 
Feed Cats 
cotton Seed Eeal 
Cotton 0eed Hulls 
Cattle Feed 
Hay 
:.Iolasses 
_U'senate 
=:op- :~- i'.ix 
:Benzine i::exacl1loride 
(Continued) 
lu:lount 
9,776. 2/1 
18, 984 doz 
3,165 l bs 
13 , 219 ba.zs 
4, 387 bu 
3, 997 bu 
34 T 
12 T 
35 Bags 
28, 471 lb8 
9, 568 gal 
13 , 808 lbs 
2,100 lbs 
3 , 000 lbs 
Sol d 
4, 674. 86 
8, 652 . 88 
2, 891. 20 
485 . 45 
.i3ought 
55, 692 . 25 
7, 805 .38 
2,375 . 00 
276. 50 
244. 55 
450. 00 
2, 988 . 26 
1, 418 .36 
232 . 50 
459 .36 
Cor.rrnodity 
Crinson Gbver 
,.=ye rrass 
Ladino Clover 
.S-rreet Clover 
Hegari Reg. 
:.=artin :.J.lo 
Plainsnan ·.llo 
C2.ne .':eed 
'"!heat 
Oats 
:Sarley 
Rye 
::illet 
~.:>..rly Ee~ari 
I?ilo::i 
Kobe 
Eorean 
Jericea 
Gtootans 
[entucky Elue Grass 
Car::_Jet CTass 
Velvet ~.eans 
__ • .J . Peas 
Di]:iw .. onder P0as 
:Iairy Vetch 
Con1lJon vet ch 
3vreet uudan 
Cor.-_ 1011 Sue.an 
Crotalaria 
Perennial :rc,e (:::':.i.ss 
.,.J.falfa 
Orchard Grass 
:;led Clover 
:3uckwheat 
Cotton Seeu 
Jernuda Cra:::;s 
Seed Corn 
Blue Lu:'_'.Jine 
Crir.:son ..::lover 
Dallis Crass =~-. Jl i83CUe 
_Uta ?escue 
0ubeterranean Clover 
Cotton ...;ced 
Irish Potatoes 
Joybe~ns , Yolando 
F..ybrid Corn 
Seed Oats 
Barley 
·.meat 
Pyre, Ceresac.1 , Inoculation 
Basic ..)lag 
TOTALS 
17, 4 lbs 
600 ba,..s 
1, 100 lbs 
200 lbs 
6, ~iOO lbs 
4, 200 lbs 
200 lbs 
4, Soo lbs 
320 bu 
400 bu 
110 bu 
20 bu 
1, 600 lbs 
500 lb;:; 
80 bu 
62,191 lbs 
39, 231 lbs 
15,l.i.09 lbs 
10 bu 
100 lbs 
1, 822 lbs 
19 bu 
400 bacs 
200 ba::;:::; 
1, 100 lbs 
800 lbs 
4, 500 lts 
200 lbs 
500 11s 
750 lbs 
1, 550 lbs 
112 lbs 
170 lbs 
200 lbs 
74 bacs 
200 lbs 
73 bus 
300 lbs 
1, 740 lbs 
1, 592 lbs 
300 lbs 
590 lbs 
25 l bs 
19, 680 lbs 
22 bags 
16 bus 
57 bu 
60 bags 
52 bacs 
60 bass 
103 tons 
Sol d 
4, 476 . 67 
21. 00 
7, j59. 29 
2, 642.16 
2, 355. 02 
290. 00 
175. 00 
2, 272 . 27 
11L, . 70 
Boueht 
4, 680 .00 
1, 845 . 00 
34. oo 
378 . 00 
312. 40 
14.90 
313 .J'.5 
1, 120. 00 
700 . 00 
275 . 00 
67 . 00 
2).J.L , 00 
36.35 
320. 00 
60. 00 
L(9 . 5o 
341. 65 
111.f . oo 
2, 522 . 00 
2, 049 . 60 
213 . 50 
66 . oo 
639 . 5'0 
12 . 00 
82 .00 
137 • .5c 
664. 75 
2$ . 20 
84.15 
13 . 00 
734. 63 
131.50 
32 . 00 
461. 47 
716. 80 
150. 00 
324. So 
17 , 50 
22 , 30 
115 . 20 
475 . 60 
ri~i. oo 
112. 50 
261. 86 
320. 31 
1 , 4.52 . JO 
.,,,40, 663 . 47 .,;95, 488 . 26 
47 . 
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:•ar:.~eting o: _'arr 0rc- Pro 'ucts: The COU;.1ty a sent coo:9erate 11ith farr:ers 
throw;h the year in + :,e r .. ar]'" tin,; anl pu..:~c:1asing of fn.rmers I products for 
1:hich there uere no rct_;ul:i.::.· established local riarl:ets . A s ?:Unary of thi:J 
"\"Tork is as :.'ollo.T::.:: 
Surtr'.ary :.arlcetin['; .fork - 1947 
Product ~antity Boucht Sold 
Hoe:;s 70 ~ead 3,680. 00 
Baby Chic ... ~s 1, 000 145. 00 
Jairy Cattle 55 0,124. So 
Dairy Cattle 79 12, ;'.~3 . 50 ' 
::Jeef cattle 55 9, 465 .10 
Jeef Cattle 119 17, 613 .32 
Poultry 104 213 . 95 
::itrate of Sod.a 15 tons 795. 00 
Seedlin1;s 11, 000 55. 00 
TOTJ..LS Jl, 201. 82 21, 1+83 • .55 
TOTAL value Products bought and sold 52 , 605.37 
POULTRY 
Poultr-J work during 1947 was primarily concerned with 4-:I club 1'1embers 
and office calls and favm visits in answer to special requests, especial ly 
in diseases . 
0ears- Roebuck Poultry Chain : In continuation of the Sears- J.oebuc: 
poultry chai n , lOOO chicks Trere placed in the hands o:.' 5 boys and 5 [;irls . 
Tl1ese chicl:s ·1yere crmm out and 12 pullets fron each contestant 11ere sho~m 
and sold at auction to the highest bidder . ,116 from each sale will be 
retained to continue the program another yea:r . 
4-II Poultry Projects : A sur.11nary of the L-H poultry projects is given 
on t1 .e f ollo-.-ring page . 
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Sunr.iary 4-II Poultry projects - 1947 
IJame Ho . Started Ho . Raised Value Cost Profit 
Billy Dorn 100 100 180.70 85 . 98 94. 72 
Orren Vfilliams 100 95 134. 90 94. 80 40. 10 
Ja7'1.es 1-:cDonald 100 92 124. 00 68 . 53 55. 47 
Irma 'l"!hatley 100 65 98 . 00 42 .35 55 .65 
Eeil Brorm 100 89 118. 00 76 .50 42 . 50 
~ryson Garner 100 60 67 . 50 48 . 25 19. 25 
l '.iriam Luquire 100 96 147 . 00 89 . 00 58. oo 
Barbara Leavelle 100 87 143 . 75 90. 00 53 . 75 
I· 
Betty Jane Tuck 100 98 171.00 98. 92 72 . 08 
1.ririam. Garvin 100 97 232 .00 151.30 80. 70 
1:)onald Green 30 25 31.25 24.30 6. 95 
Danie Beauford 40 35 22 . 00 17 . 70 4.30 
Charles BroTITie 25 21 18. 90 17 . 84 1.06 
11arion lJickles 100 81 81 .00 - 56 .oo 25. 00 
Oscar Timms 100 90 130. 00 101 . 00 29 . 00 
i'Toodla,m 50 w.~ 44. 00 37 . 28 6. 72 
Bill T!alker 50 45 45. 00 35. 00 10. 00 
Edgar Schultz 25 20 20 . 00 16. 05 3. 95 
Totals 1, 420 1, 240 1, 809 . 00 1,150. 90 659 . 20 
Ave . per Bird ::1aised 1.46 0. 93 0.53 
VISUAL IHSTRUCTion 
Visual instruction work for the yea:- consisted of the use of 
educational motion pictures and educational eY.b.ibits at tho Newberry, 
State, and County Fairs . 
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Educational motion pictures were used at 22 farmers I meetings and 
4-if club meetinc;s with a co11bined attendance of 601 people . The educa-
tional notion ~ictures shorm by the eA'tension service are valuable in 
teaching agricl_ltural practices , and in increasing attendance at farmers 1 
meetings . 
Educational exhibits were entered in three fairs in 1947 : the Newberry 
county fair, the S. C. 0'tate fair, and the Greenwood county fair . 
Summary Use of Visual Instruction Aids 
Visual ~>.id Used 
Motion pictures 
Exhibits at Fairs 
Pu'BLICITY 
!Io . faeetings 
22 
40 
Attendance 
601 
2800 
Pihblicity work and the distribution of educational information in 
connection with the 1947 extension program in Greenwood County was done 
t!-.:.rough circular letters, press articles, radio talks, the distribution 
of bulletins , and farn tours . A sUJ'llI1.ary of work done in this connection 
is gi vcm as follows : 
Summary Publicity 1.'fork 
Publicity Used 
Individual letters 
CircuJ.ar letters & cards 
Copies mailed 
Press articles 
Radio talks 
Bulletins distributed 
Fa.rm tours 
Attendance 
Number 
513 
33 
11,643 
85 
29 
970 
5 
22$ 
Press articles: A total of 85 press articles of tinely agricultural 
interest were published in Greenwood county during the year . This county 
is very fortunate in having a local daily newspaper and the cooperation 
of this daily paper with the extension service is excellent . The city 
editor makes frequent calls by the county agent ' s office for the agri-
cultural news and is always willing to publish spot news , notices of 
meetine;s, and often himself visits the demonstrations or participates in 
the tours, etc . 
A.A. A. ACTIVITIES 
The county agent continued to work very closely Td.th the A.A.A. 
Progra'"'l, while tald.ni; no active part in the actual operations. The 
office is located next door and we have tried in an educational way to 
encourage farners to use th0ir ma"'Cim:um assistance toward good soil 
huilding practices that will result in lon; time good to the fertility 
of their soils . 
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This year t~e A,A. J .• has placed the follonin;:; orders for conservation 
materials for farmers as~ part of their conservation p~rment : 
SUJilfilary • ~JI.. Conservation L:a.terials - 1946 
Lind of Eaterial 
Lir.J.estone 
Phosphate 
Austrian "}inter Peas 
I :!ISCELLAIEOTJS 
, J.om1t Placed 
4,085 tons 
532 tons 
60, 000 lbs . 
u. S. ~. A, Council: By special permission the regular Bonthly oeetings 
of the USDA council are held jointly with the Coordinated Farmers Club . 
Coordinated Farriers Club : This club rras orc;anized several years ago and 
meets regularly on the second Thursday in each month at nizht with a Jutch 
supper . It is composed of agricultlu~a1 agency representatives, Grange nasters 
and farm l eaders . It has proven its value in agricultural planning and 
assists in helping to solve the agricultural problems of the county . Ex-
cellent pro;:;rains have been held this year and the whole group enteres into 
the discussion and nakes sugcestions as to best way to accomplish the need 
of the nomcnt . 
Ora.nee : The county agent is a menber of one of the subordinate Cranges 
and tries to attend a meeting of each Grange at l east once a year and the 
county- ,,d.de, meetincs as often as possible . 
Farm Bureau : The county farm bureau was reorganized this year and at 
present is playine a very active part in the acricultural plans of the 
county, The county agent is a member of the Far::-:i. Dureau. 
County Fair : The county agent has been instrunental in naldng the 
cou::1ty fair an~ agricultural fair each year and tu.is year was the best 
.fair we have ever put on in Gre ~mrood county . re now have one representa-
tive from each agricultural interest on the fair association, which 
manabes the asricultural part of the fair . This year the proceeds from 
the .:air were equally divided between the Anerican Legion which handled 
the carnival pa::.At of the fair and the Fair Conmission. This 1-:10ney vd.11 
be used for the improvement of the buildings and equip!".ent on the fair 
;;rounds . 
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A superior three- in~one barn, consisting of a dairy barn, a beef barn, 
and a show ring between t 1em, "'.'ras built t~lis yc2r :'...n time for tho .'.:'air . 
Spectators fron all over t:1e stc.te .::md f:rom. other states have sa.i.: ... Lis 
arranL,enent is t· e best the·· have ~ver seen . Du.ring tl1e construction of 
this ba:.·n, r:iost everybody ,rondered if Yre nould ever be able to fill it 
with livestock, but after seein;:; t:1e wonderful exhibits this year, they 
are '1o~·,r aski_n
0 
where we will put all the livestock wLen adjoininr:,; 
counties come in nith us next ·.{ear, not to r.iention those in the county 
rrl10 did not show th.:..s year but expect to eh o 1 :1ext :·ear. 
The olcl dair~- ba1'n was remodeled and converteC:. into one of the nicest 
builui·1.bs i'or t11e s:1mr.i.n;:; of poultry, rabbits and pir;eons . ? 
These buildin s aJ:e :,.o·.1 laid out in the sh.1.pe of a hm~se sho·.r "rith a 
com·t in t:·1e r:i.iddle 'Jflhere this yeo.r, for -che first ti."'e, a wonderful 
displ.:1.:· of farm nachinci-:,• was on e:::hibit . 
The cou_r1t·· a,;ent and ot.1er ac--;ricultuTal asents are on t'l-i.e advisorJ 
board and re:1dering every se:vv.:..ce possible to tho farmers of the county 
in selecting and sho·,tlng the.i.r exL.ibits . 
Frank II . Hedden has served .:..n the capacity of i.?arn Labor .Assistant 
for the county throughout the year, and the follorrinc.; is his report . 
Or;anizat::.on and Persor.nel for Labor Progran in County : La .or Cor.1--:ri.ttee 
composed of J . L Larshall , Sa.:i .c, . _.etts , ~-:: . T. Sloan, and ~Ts . G • ., . 
Ha11}:ins . Corununity a..11.d ~:eigl1bor11ood Leo.ders : The co::::u"l.untty and 
neir;hbo_hood lcade_·s Lirou;;hout the colmty ha e ve17 actively ::mpported 
the farm labor prozrar2 during the entire year and have been respm1.siole 
to a lar_;e G.e6rec for the .. e.:isure of success it has enjoyed. They : ave 
been ;enerous in [.:.vin0 their ti."'Je and efforts in activel·- supportinc; and 
furthering the ai2:1s of the different phases of the program from tine to 
tir:1e . .Among those ,rho have bi,en valuable assistance are R:eold Lu.:"1ley, 
11. . L Steer, C. ~·. .t-'a~"'er, 1:. 7 . -!arner, and .J. :i; . Henderson. 
Assistance Pro, :ra.:.:1 =~as Given :::"arr:ers to Jetter ...,tiliz.e Labor -~lrea-2;:,r 
on :<'arms : 
L.:J.oor Pools : The forriation of a labor pool by tuo or more fart)ers 
clurinb pea: seasonal denands is beco::ti..ng a riore corm:1on practice . 1'l1.is 
close cooport!tion is essential lnas!luch ::i.s the labor on the !:';:i.r1 s for:.:.1 the 
bulk cf that available t:1rouc;l.out t:1e ~-ear and la or e::chani;e:: in ti:. e of 
need rc:mlts in 1..,utu.:i.l benefit fol' t:.ose co!lcc1·nec1 • ; c:;.·e .:itte:T!:.ion is 
:~02.ns s;iven to job ..,la.rming a.ad labor efficienty, thus reflecting 
i.Tl.:;:'rovecJ. i'arn rn:i..~3.[;er:ent . 
' 
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: achinery Poo1s and ~::c:1a,--ic;es : ':.:he shortae:;e o=' fai":: ,-achi:nery still :·e-
.. ajr.s; acute although t11ere is so:1e imp.L'O -enent ove1· last ;ye:1r . '.i:l1e ..LOl'r.2.t.:.on 
of 2 ach_i.11ery pool ·.ras not realized but instead custor.1S nac:iinery nor.: 0.vao 
ert8nsive . :..o.ny farmers had to J.epend upon their neighbors for certain 
jou3 ouch as co:-.:uininc., ::; .. all '-,.1•,..1 • .:..:s, lw.:r '.Jalir:._:, cliscL,:.,, etc . It uo.s not 
ve17 difficult to e::::iploy ::-.iachinery on a custon b.:i.sis .:.:: tl,e lanl mi.s in a 
suitable condition . So::Jo isolated ficlC::.s of snall sra.'..i1s rr8re not harvested 
r:llen ready due to the reluctance o..:' custon conbine opc.2a~ors to risk do.~1age 
to their nach; n,3s fron stl.i_-::ps anC:. other hazards in those _:'ielas . 
'.three picl: up :1a:- balers ,·;ere en6aged :.:1 ousto:ns operations this yGar 
1 l1ereas there vras one last year . Each 1.Jaler wao accom]anied oy a side de-
li very ral:e, thus leavin0 only t:1e no--rlnr; operation :':'or the indlv:i.dual 
.:.':'ar, ,ero . 'I'Lcse ::::achi::es TTere ver;y: hel:11ful in asaistinr- :'armers to p:;:oduce 
a better crad.e of :1a:· oy coY:1plet:;.:1c hn.:.·vesti~1.: oper2.tions -r;l1en read::,·. 
':'he tlu·ee la:ctest conercial 01·chards in the count;-l require about 90 
~YOrkers :urin5 tl1e peak o::: t:1e scaso:1 . One of these orchards is equipped 
wit~- a packin::; shed and hn..'1dles all peaches for cihip::;:e:1t fro,1 t e other 
o:.·c:1anls . 'l'he installation of new co:'.'.lve~rors o.nd rear:.·angenent of packins 
shed layout resi..Jte,: in mJ.ch norc e::icie:1t and faster -.,orl: ,dth less 
no:;.· :ers . ;]one 60- ocld 110:.·::ers were secured fro,o. one cor1.nunitY ..:'or the 
peach harvest an l ap: ro:.{.i.t1ately 16 were recruited l'or a neiE;l'lborinz colUlt~r. 
Teen a 6e boys and r:;irls TTere very active durinr; tl1e s 0 ason. 
D"Jna"lliting Ditcnes: Ditchin5: 17ith dyna:r:i.ite on four farns ;ms co:;i-
plcte' 1oi- the purpose of ir:J.provinf; pastures . une of these fa.rm::, had a 
ditch 9 1 x 4• ~,;: 4, 2700 fept lon: constructed to divert a strcan and at 
tl e sa.1.1e til::.e drain and loner ti1e 0.mte1· table on a considerable acrea ·e 
of pel"LJ.nent pastm·e. The total cost exclusive of labor 1.rc..s .. )5~5 . 75. , 
It required three hands six da:rs to clear the ditch lin- and place the 
charr;;es . A local contractor 11ad placed a bid of 3000 . 00 to construct a 
sirailnr ditch on this land using rJachinery . The results achieved by 
usins dynamite are very satisfactory and the farr.:er concerned is hiE,hly 
pleased. 
:Zducational ~1.cti vi ties 1.elative to :?2.r.in 1.:achi;.1c,ry a.rid Labor Utiliz2.tion : 
Throu[;h a procrai."J. of educational notion picture filns , radiio tall~s , neus 
articles, e:;.:hibits , demonstrations and personal visits , an effort has been 
made to assist the :arrier i:"l realizine t:1e fullest ut{lizatlon of his 
labor and r:nchi..'1er-J possible . 
A trac,.,or naintenru.1c~ sl10ol¢'. for adults was held one c.a:r Ti.th 214 persons 
attendin; . The local dealers fm•nishcd 11 tr2.ctors :::'or this school and 
also load represcnt..,tives 01:. hand to ass..:..st with correct f',_ainten2.nce practices 
and e.ernonstr2.tion::, . Thos attendin_; t:1is school displayed keen interest in 
the instructions o-2:::'ered anc' l'elt that the scl1ool 112.s ve:..;l tcne:::..clal :::'ron 
an ope:::ator I s standpoint . :n ada...:..tion a nunber of fill:1s were s~:.01m to 
G:::anf;e eetings ,·;hich also ;;ive instructions on far~ machinery Ma::...::1tenance 
o.nd labor utilizat::.on . 
( 
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The r,'ar:a and I:o::::i.e L.:1bo:· ....,avin~ Jhow nas in .... reen"?rooc. 80 mty } ·a:ch 5th. 
These exhiliits attracted some 11300 people '.,itl" 0 any oi' t:1en ,;_ndicating 
that they vroulc.l put sor.1.e of the devices and methods in practice on their 
respective iar:s . 
Tltrourhout the ~/82.1' at diffe!'ent .i.ntervals instruction '.-raS given to 
the ~- i:I clubs on tractor maintenance practices . In arldition several films 
on f.:i.rn n:ic:1inery uaintenance were shm:n at the rc::;l'.lar 11eetin'.';S . 
The proper maintenance o.f :'.:'ar:1 "tachinery has Leen given considerable 
attention . '!:'LG fact that new ,..,achin:::::.·y anci so:':e replace ent parts have 
been dL':'ficult to obtain has tended to irn:1res8 the individual operator 
TTith the L.1po:·tance o.f }:eeping his equipment in cooc.1 operJ.tins; condition . 
'!'his office hG.s hac: numerous requests for copir:,c o.r a '_enoro.:1lw, st.i.pulat-
i rig uaintenance ste:9s for proper _:aintenance o..nd stora:-~e o:2 co;1u.:_nes at 
t.1e e 1d of .'.l season . :=1:1is in::or ation ,;as distrfimted to co::-.1bine 01.mers 
in the county in the fall of 191..;.6 and the fact that additional copies l1ave 
been requested indicate.s that t~1ose indiviJ.uals a1·e i,:a)dnr; an effort to 
follo·;r approved naintenance 1:)ractices to prolong the life of their 
nachi:ier;/ and to kee:_J operat2-nc; costs at a min:_r 11-"'1. . 
Recruitme:it an-1 lace""'lent of ~:on ?.:i.1·n Labor anci ::'arm Labor on Other .r ar:--.s : 
Youth : 'I'he ;;-rcatcst service of school abed boys and girls .-ras rendered 
durin._, the peach harvesting season . : .. ost of t'10sc employGd were from the 
co:m.'!lunity in u:1ich the orchards were located z.nd also were farn youti1s 
who returned to their respective hones nhen the harvesting was coI"pleted. 
:'he nunaer en6a;:;ed in other enter)ri8e3 such as cotton pickin.::; has been 
relati vel;r snall. 
1 onen : The1·e l ave been few non- S:arn T:O"".len Trho :1ave engaced in a_-r icul-
tural activities . Several vmre employed as peach grad.ers and packers , but 
these as a rule i;rere far,1 women. I.any farn wo11en helped on their respective 
farms with cotton pickinL and no doubt contributed heavily toward 6etting 
this coU11ty I s cotton crop out of the field . 
I.Ien : The nwnber of non- farn :J.en engar;ed in agricultural wor:· l1as b8en 
sn,all. There are , however , a lar be number of men nl10 live on f arns and 
work in private industry. Lany of these are engar;ed in part time f arraing 
activities for themselves or help ti eir neighbors in t.11eir spare tine . 
Sic.;nificant Trends : The shortage o:: nanpo-.-.rer available as farm labor 
has not r.iateriall L":lproved over last year . ':'his labor shortage has 
affected the t:,1)e o:: i'arL,ii1c inasmuch as more machinery is being used as 
it becomes available and less row crop fai"'r..ing is bein.:;, :practiced . Grops 
such as cotton which require intensive l1and cultivri.tion and harvesting 
are being replaced by .,..,ore hay, snall r.;rains , and pasture . Beef and 
dairy cattle have been rapidly increasing in this county and it iG ex-
pected that t:1is expansion ,-1,;_11 continue for a considerable time to cone . 
Since cotton is produced in connect on nith other enterprises because it 
seeras to hel:? keep labor available throughout the year . Another factor 
which has helped keep sone labor mn farms is the housin.::; shortage which 
exists nea.T the places of pu-olic er1plo;ynent . :.iany of those now employed 
in the differ~nt industries of the county are a l so enGaged in a limited 
amount of farninc either t1roue;h choice, economic necessity, or agreement 
,Tith their landlord in sone cases if t,1ey are rural residents . 
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out of County Lct:..vities : rrorl: out o:' creenwood county consisted of 
assi::;tinc nith t:1e Farrc1 a.11.d Eo;::ie Labor Javinc Show throu.;_;hout the state, 
assist inc wit½. the operation of four nicratory labor ca.t1t·S located in 
Charleston, Jasper, and Jeaufort c01mties , and 11al:ing a landbrd- tenant 
survey in : cCormick county, and assist.in,.. t'1e county a ;:;ent Tr:i.th cert::i.i21 
4- H club activities . It is esti.ma-~ed that 16 11eel:s iTere spent on t :icse 
activities . 
Sumnary of _ ctivities : 
Days .iorl:ed 
Days in Office 
Days in Field 
Total Visits 
Farr.is Visited 
Office Calls 
lJews l\.rticles Published 
Radio Tall~s 
::eetines Attended 
Attendance 
.~les ~Taveled in County 
~::i.les 'i'raveld Out- of- Count~r 
297 
68 
229 
667 
190 
150 
1S 
7 
71 
2, 296 
7,355 
5, 631. 
( 
On the foll0Tri11i:.; pages ,.rill be found specimen copies 
of nineor;raphed r.iat.er ial issued durinc the ye.?..r . 
CLE~SG"I .\t:RICULTURAL COLLEGE 
,,r- 5<,'JTr, C.\RC:i..:NA .A.r-.o 
UNIT::_c, .,rAT1=S 1JSl-'AP"1IJIE,~T OF 
AGR .'.:ULTURE COOPERATING 
.. .. 
AGRIC LlL.T . .: ·:;·_ . .-.r,::. ! .- r ,,'.:.: :..:ccn0iv1:cs 
Greemrocd1 S. C. 
February 10, 1947 
WHAT? ...••.•••• A Tractor and Equipment Demonstration 
WHEN? •••••••••• Monc1[:;y, __ F<3r:'t·ar~r 171 h,, ~..:.3-_(2 P~_M_. __ 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
¥mo IS IINITED? ... , .•. '.\.ny "tractor ov.ner or tractor operator 
interested in demonstrations chowing how to: 
1. ~ -,'._! rno~-~z in operating his tractor. 
2. Mak-3 t.:i.e_ t1·actor last longer and do better work. 
3. Make power farming easier. 
Mr. R, L. Willis, special farm lator assistant with the Clemson 
Extension Service will be in charge of the dezoonstrations, with 
the assistance of farm machinery dealers who will furnish 
tractors and other equipment. Lubrication engineers from some 
of the petroleum companies will be present to assist with 
lubrication demonstrations. 
We cordially invite you to attend these instructi<ve 
demonstrations. 
Very truly youri, 
( /Jt(,) / . \ 
.:/ /i ~(/--7 ">'\.... 
P. M. Garvin, County Agent 
:;z-:;;,-q/~ ~~ 
F. H. Hedden, Labor Assistant 
.. 
--~--------~~-----,v=v - ..-,~.--.-~ _,, _________ _ 
-~-~--~-~---. I .' 
AGRICULTURE:. .\W) 1-'0ME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTI- CAROi.iN/\ /,NO 
UMI TEO ~TATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGR .::: UL'(URE COOPERATING 
INHIC.H WA.Y 
Dear Farmer: 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Greenwood, S. c. 
January 13, 1947 EXTENSION SERVICE 
-
===-===~-4.t:1o.;f4;;.:.; :-_-_ -_ ---_-_---'-f 
_ TO LOv..J(R 
PRIG~S 
/')~ -~,?~ (""ll'I(" 
""GRl C,U L.r'.:/R.AL Pl<ICS5 J-fEA'PG.'D? 
Our annual AGRICULTURAL OUTLOOK meeting will be held Saturday morning, 
January 18th, in the county court room at 10:00 A.M. 
~~ .A.H. Ward, district agent, recently spent several days in Washington 
to obtaiJ?, the outlook for 1947 and will present you the latest information 
on what we can expect in agriculture this year . 
Also on the program will be Miss Bessie Harper, district home agent, to 
discuss the farm home outlook and N~. C. A. Montjoy who will give you the 
1947·AAA practices • 
We especially want the farm women to attend as well as the men. 
So let 1s load up our car with the family and neighbors and meet promptly 
Saturday, January 18th, at 10:00 A.M. 
001 6~ 
P. M. Garvin, County .Agent 
Very truly yours~;~~ 
Eli{abeth Herbert, H-D Agent 
.. 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
-IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOM!CS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Greenwood, s. C. 
July 28, 1947 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Lets 
Get 
Go/n9 
WHERE? COURT HOUSE, STARTING PLACE 
CAMP LONG, STOPPING PLACE 
WHEN? AUGUST 11th (That's on Monday) AT 1:30 P.M. 
WHO? ALL 4-H CLUB BOYS AND GIRLS, u:ADERS, AGENTS, OF GREENWOOD COUNTY 
WHY? TO LEARN SOMETHING NEW, TO MEET NEW FRil~NDS, TO HA VE FUN. 
Everybody be sure to take comfortagle clothes, bathing suit, sheet, 
towels, light blanket, tooth brush and other toilet articles, and 
$5.00 for board • 
PLEASE RETURN THE C.ARD ENCLOSill) NOT LATER TI-Lt\.N AUGUST 4TH. If you 
change your mind after sending in your card, notify Mr. Garvin at once. 
The schedule of bus stops will be sent later. 
~ery truly yours 
• ! i I f 
[£;,, a,10.,/_ / +e,1: J~.r 
Elizabeth Herbert 
Home Danonstration Agent 
P. M. Garvin 
County Agent 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear Farmer: 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
, STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Greenwood, s. C. 
June 9, 1947 EXTENSION SERVICE 
Now, is the time to put on the first sweetened poison for 
the boll weevil if you have not already done so. Five fields scattered 
all over the county were checked last week and the number of grovm 
weevils per acre ranged from 7SO to a high of 2250 or an average of 
1320 weevils per acre. I do not remember ever finding so many of the 
pests and especially this early and the cotton so small. The weevils 
were found in the buds whore they had dono considerable damage already. 
Tho only field that had been poisoned showed the least number of 
weevils (750) compared to e.n average of 1462 on the other four fields. 
Incidentally, the field with tho lowest count was the oldest cotton 
and should have had the most weevils. It was also the only place 
where dead weevils were found on the ground following poison. 
Let's start mopping at once by mixing one pound of calcium 
arsenate, one gallon of blackstrap mollasses, to one gallon of water. 
Apply on the bud and underside of the leaves by pushing the plant 
over with the mop as it is pulled along. Where citrus syrup is used 
mix two pounds of calcium arsenate, four gallons of water, to one 
gallon of the syrup. 
Apply either mixture every 5 to 7 days and put back on 
immediately if the rain washes it off within 24 hours after it is 
put on. 
Very truly yours 
C?/1117~.~ 
Garvin., County Agent 
!-le~ 
Kea/ly 
He,e. / 
I 
$,Pon.sored 
PM. Ge1/lanij 
Greenwood, 
JONG CANF 
anru~Ol//l bJ 
G a/lCTn-f-Be/.lc Company 
Souf/2 Cara//nq 
., 
I 
(Sandwiches and soft drinks are available on the grounds.) 
Welcome - Tonuny Joyce 
Jersey Queen - Miss Guild.a Templeton 
Explanation of Danish System of Judging - C. G. Cushman 
SHOWMANSHIP: (:Cach junior sho.-ring his orm animal) 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
--------------------
-------------------
HEIFER, JtnUOR Ciu.F (Born since January 1, 1947) 
1 _____ COl'iffiilIB DESIGN LADY L-2 - Paul Lofton, Jr. 
HSIFER, SENIOR CALF (Born July 1, 1946 to December 31, 1946) 
2 __ _ . ROYAL HCRITAGE ANNIE M-2 - William Miller 
J ___ _ MILLYS WILOUISOXFORD GLITTLR W-102 - Robert Earl Goff 
4 ____ WONDtRFUL DESIGN CLATJD:CTTE 1548702 - George W. Christian 
5 SYBIL KNIGHT'S CJJWLINF, 1548698 - George Clamp., Jr. 
HI:IFER, JUNIOR YI!Ji.RLING (Born January 1.t 1946 to June JO, 1946) 
6 ____ DESIGN FAVORITE DORIS 1556249 - Malcolm Cunningham 
IEIFER, SENIOR YEARLING (Born July 1, 1945 to December 31, 1945) 
1521007 
8 ____ COLffiINATION OXFORD FROYY - Charles E. Sperry 
1So8931 
9 FILLPAIL LOUISOXFORD FAIRY - Mary Sue Ha"irkins 
COW, 2 YEARS OLD (Born July 1, 1944 to June 30, 1945) 
1L.8c,196 
10 ----G;1.l!JBOG3 OXFORDIA DREJJ1I GIRL - Iris Wanda Uiller 
11 ____ IT SYBIL ROSE 1485195 - Bernice Uae l1Iiller 
12 ____ ROY:~L FILLPAIL EDNA 1474391 - Ramsay Hawldns 
13 LOUISE O. BLACKIE G. 1488948 ~ Thomas Lumley 
14 BILTliIORE POET BEST - "!,ugene Huiet 
15 BI::m::vr..iNTUM ASTOR 1S nJ·llIDY - B, Marion Smith, Jr. 
2. 
COW, THREE Yf-@S OLD (Born July l, 1943 to June 30, 1944) 
l6 ____ CLEMSON ENA PLAQUE 1434884 - Edward Metts 
17 ____ LOUISE O, OLA B. 14890.20 ,.. Mary Dudley Steer 
l8 ____ LOUISE O. Reddy 1489018 - Julian Bolton 
COW, AGED (Born prior to July 1, 1942) 
19 ___ OVERLOOK BLOSSOM 1469673 - Myron Stockman 
20 ____ DUKE FAVORITE LASSIE 1383733 - Joe Garvin 
21 DESIGN MAJESTY BEAUT 1326152 - Miriam Garvin 
JUNIOR CHAMPION: ----------------------
SENIOR CHAMPION: --------------------
GRAND CHAMPION: --------------------
SHOWMANSHIP: 
1. ------------------
2. ------------------
3. ------------------
4. ------------------
BULL, SENIOR CALF (Born July 1, 1946 to December 31, 1946) 
22 ____ MILLIE 1S SLEEPER SPARKLE C-1!>2 - Paul S. Lofton 
23 _____ ENA SLEEPF..R SPARKLE 48007$ - Harold Lumley 
24 . ____ LUCY BELL'S SYBIL PRINCE - Tonuny Joyce 
BULL, JUNIOR YEARLING (Born January 1, 1946 to June JO, 1946) 
r 25 ____ FILLPAIL DESIGN B. 480077 - Hannah Brothers 
BULL, SENIOR YEARLING (Born July 1, 1945 to December 31, 1945) 
26 ----LOUISOXFORD JESTER BASIL 477875 - G. E. Hawkins 
J. 
<! 
BULL, TWO YEARS OI.D (Born July 1, 1944 to JtU1e 30, 1945) 
____ OXFORD FILLPAIL FAVORITE 469568 - Charles Sperry 
____ DESIGN SIGNAL DO BOY 463647 - B. M. Miller 
---- FAVORITE ROYAL EMINENT 4627 40 - Bob Steer 
27 
28 
29 
JO ----SIGNAL DRE,\.IvIING DICTATOR 467769 - John de la Hm·re School 
31 ____ WONDERFUL DESIGU SIR 475160 - E. P. Gulledge 
117 ____ VOLUNTEF..R LOUISOXFORD 470192 - Harold Lwnley & G. E. Hawkins 
THREE YEi~S OI.D (Born July 1, 1943 to June JO, 1944) BULL, 
32 ____ RIGHT ROYAL OXFORD DUKC 454956 - Harold Lumley & G. E. Hawkins 
_____ FAIRY OLEN'S KNIGHT 451319 - E. P. Gulledge 33 
BULL, AGED (Born prior to July 1, 1942) 
34 _____ WONDERFUL FILLPAIL OXFORD 444321 - G. E. Hawkins 
35 DESIGN WILLONYX 436063 - San Metts 
JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL: -------------------
SENIOR CHAMPION BULL: -------------------
GR.; t ND CHAMPION BULL: 
HEIFER, JUNIOR CALF (Born after January 1, 1947) 
- 36 ____ JANE P-10 - C. W. Palmer 
37 FILLPAIL WILOUISOXFOIU) HINT - G. E. Hawkins 
3 8 WONDERFUL DESIGN GRACE E-26 - E. P. Gulledge 
39 WONDLRFUL DESIGN FANCY E-14 - E. P. Gulledge 
40 WONDERFUL DESIGN FLUFFY E-13 - E. P. Gulledge 
41 WONDERFUL DESIGN BELLE r:-8 - E. P. Gulledge 
4. 
5. 
HEIFER, SI;NIOR CALF (Born July 1, 1946 to December 31, 1946) 
42 ____ SUE P-9 - C. W. Palmer 
43 A.LICE I S PIONEER JOAN 1581817 - Hannah Brothers 
44 SIGNAL DE LA HOWE Hf.:.DY 1581815 - Hannah Brothers 
45 FILLPAIL OBSERVER GIRL 1579832 - G. I;. Hawkins 
46 FILLPA.IL OBSERVER GLOW 1579830 - G. E. Hawkins 
47 DAISY DESIGN ALICE 1577896 - Carroll Metts 
48 Ti'iTTOO H-75 - John de la Howe School 
49 . T1~TTOO H-V2 - John de la Howe School 
50 _____ TATTOO H-73 - John de la Howe School 
51 TATTOO H-74 - John de la Howe School 
5 2 SYBIL 1CNIGHT 'S LUCY PRINCI:SS 15487 04 - E. P. Gulledge 
53 WONDERFUL DESIGN'S NELLIC 1548701 - E. P. Gulledge 
115 BINDLE WILOUISOXFORD GIPSY 1585802 - Harold Lumley 
HE~F:SR, JUNIOR EARLING (Born January 1, 1946 to June 30, 1946) 
54 _ _ _D:CSIGN LOUISOXFORD m::11 1544514 - B. M. MillF,;r 
55 ____ :CUA. SV:EISR STi R 1.562982 - Hannah Brothers 
(. S6 COW3INATIOlJ OXFORD GINGER 1.521014 - G. E. Havrkins 
S7 WILOUISOXFORD ROYAL GLORY 1541957 - G. E. Hankins 
58 Mi.RY I S DESIGN DOLLY 1.577903 - Carroll Metts. 
59 SPARKLING ROYf\.L CAVJCO 1542623 - Johnson Craig 
60 SPARKLING PIO.NEER FERN 1542629 - Johnson Craig 
61 SYBIL KNIGHT'S LUCY FERN 1548549 ~ E. P. Gulledge 
62 SYBIL KNIGHT'S KITTY 1548681 - E. P. Gulledge 
63 ____ Ll'i. FEVRE t S BELLE - E. P. Gulledge 
6. 
HLIFER 1 S~NIOR Y1WtLING (Born July 1, 194.5 to December 31, 1945) 
64_ __COl.filINATION OXFORD FAITH 1521013 - G. t. Hawkins ,, 
65 _RIGHT ROLI.L OXFORD FANCY 1.521006 - G. E. Hawkins 
66 RIGHT ROY,.L OXFORD FCRN 1.521009 - ·G. E . Hawkins 
1 67 RIGHT ROY11.L OXFORD FOXY 1.521012 - G. E. Hawkins 
68 ____ STANDARD OBSI:RVBR !ET 1529366 - E. P. Gulledge 
69 __ SYBIL KIJIGHT 1S Nii.COM, 1548725 - E. P. Gulledge 
.QQW, TWO ml.Rs OLD (Born July 1, 1944 to June JO, 194S) 
70 ____ .0BS~RVER FI11PAIL :CLAINE 1474394 - G. E. Hawkins 
71 SOV!:RIGN OBSERVLR F.1SHIOU 1.517299 - Tormny Joyce 
72 - _FAVORIT:c OBSERV"'LR FLORA 15.53262 - Bob Steer 
73 .Lill 1S N11.C01.IA 1548683 - r: . P. Gulledge 
£0''l, THRLE Y:'..ARS OLD (Born July 1, 1943 to June JO, 1944) 
74 ____ OBSERVER DR.:,-1.l1ITNG ROSALI:C 1467599 - Paul S. Lofton 
75 __ OBSI;RVI'.,R ROYAL ~VZLYU 1453360 - G. E. Hawkins 
QQ}.l, FOUR Y:ARS OLD (Born July 1, 1942 to June 30, 1943) 
76 VITLLOlif LOUISOXFORD Kli.THIZ 1403408 - G. ~. Hawkins 
77 BUNBURY M/1.J:.STIC D~AM 1501254 - Carroll Metts 
78 _Fil.VORI'E DESIGN DORIS 1417261 - Bob Steer 
79 ___ __,_1.VORIT:c DRT:11.IUNG DUCHLSS 1417260 - Bob Steer 
80 . DESIGN JUNB CHARLOTT:c 1388011 - Bob Steer 
81 __ IXI11. KIUGHT 1S BETTY 1382291 - E. P. Gulledge 
82 PRINCESS IT 3RD i426912 ,. I:., P. ·.Gulledge 
I 
;-
cqw, AGLD (Born prior to July 1, 1942) 
SJ __ _ WILLOY{ OBS::-'.,RVLR BEAUTY 1371058 - G. I:. Hawkins 
BL ____ WILLOW OBS:CRVER BONNIE 1301977 - G. E. Hawkins 
3-:; __ ___ _ :yy·,:LLO';'; OT1SERVER BOOTS 1301976 - G. E. Hawkins 
86___ _ .. Qi_7T,RLOOK EL CKFACE 1408041 - Tonuny Joyce 
8'' ______ 7..:rn:,::,s FLOS3Y 1347949 - w. J. Ellenberg 
S,"l, ______ DUI:E ' S BI/JND:S PRINCESS 1347953 - W. J. :Cllenberg 
3<; ________ WE.I:R\""ER B~UTY CONNIE 1382109 - Bob Steer 
9,") ___ DESIGN BOWLINA Nii.N 1283348 - Bob Steer 
BE3': UDDERI::D COW: 
,Tll1HOR CHAMPION COW~ 
3:'.:;N:I0R C.I-I.Mi'.'PION COW: 
r.I,.i\l-JI, nl-I:-1.MPION COW: 
--------------------
--------------------
Pl~ (.1 :'::i F C ~ OF DAM (Two animals from one dam) 
(' ~ 
.'"I - __ D:CSIGN LIGHTNING DO 13 28702 - B. M. Miller 
92 ____ WILLOri OBSZRVER BE,iUTY 1371058 - G. E. Hc1wkins 
9J _____ VITLLOY/ OBSSRVER BROWIITE 1333473 - G. E. Hawkins 
9'.+ ____ Ji/II.LOW 013SERVBR BOOTS 1301976 - G. E. Ha11kins 
95 _ _____ R.O:Ui.L SPOTTED OXFORD LOUISE 1195260 - G. E. Hawkins 
96 _____ _ '\{I~_,LQ1.'r T!.DDL::DYrlINK PET 1177533 - G. E. Hawkins 
97 C'DJf;R\'LR D:G!UJTY PATSY 1382108 - Bob Steer 
98 ____ DESJ.ON OB.SERVER ~RN 1162800 - E. P. Gulledge 
116 BINDLE LOUISE 0. BLACKIE lh88946 - Harold Lumley 
SVlEEPSTJ KES PRODUCE OF D1tivl: ----------------------
f 
,iUNIOR G:ST OF SIRS (Three animals by one bull) 
99 ____ WILLOW LOUISOXFORD COLONEL 405034 - G. E. Hawkins 
100, _____ RIGHT ROLtL OXFORD DUKE 454956 - G. E. Ha\'1kins 
101 ____ WONDCRFUL FILLP;l.IL OXFORD 444321 - G. E. Hawkins 
102 ____ SIGNAL DREAMING DICT,1.TOR 467769 - John de la Ho1.10 School 
103 LUCY BLLL 1S SYBIL KNIGHT 437428 - E, P. Gulledge 
104 ___LUCY BELL 1S SYBIL KlJIGHT 437428 - E. P. Gullodge 
105 10NDr..RFUL DESIGN SIR 475160 - E. P. Gulledge 
106 WONDERFUL DESIGN SIR 475160 - E. P. Gulledge 
SLNIOR GET OF SIRE 
107 ____ OBSERVER ONYX KNIGHT 394048 - G. E. Hankins 
108 SPOT'IED ROYAL LOUISOXFORD 364303 - G. E. Hawkins 
109 .ERINCE F11.VORITE D~ 384609 - VT. J. Ellenberg & Joe Garvin 
110 ROYAL LOUISOXFORD FLASH 439074 - Greenwood 4-H Calf Club 
111 . ...STJ:iN FAVORITE GALLllNT 41.4105 - Bob Steer 
112 STAN FAVORITE Gr1.LI..il.NT 4141.05 - Bob Steer 
ll3 FAVORITE NICOTINZ DESIGN 361360 -
114 IXIA KNIGHT'S G.11.MBOGB 385837 - E. P. Gulledge 
SWI:EPSTAKES GET OF SIRE: ----------------~-
~mmli®m$ vs ~mm~~$ 
JUNIOR CHi1.MPION COW: ---------------------
SENIOR CHi1.UPION COW: ________ ....... ___________ _ 
GRAND CHAMPION COVv: ----------------------
a. 
' 
G J\ E E J\J YY O O D D ;\ J J\ Y 
C ;-\ -r -r L E E )\ }-J J BJ -r 
i'ART OF GREENWOOD COUNTY FAIR 
GU lE IK ~J SE\' S + ~~ 0 L STE·~~~ S 
TUESDAt OCTO i3 Ei<.28., 2: 0 0 f~M. 
JUDGED BY T. F. COOLEY 
JE~SEVS 
\V E D N E S D A Y, 0 C TO 13 E R 2 ~ 1 Ci : o o A. M. 
JUDGED BY RAY MO RRO W 
BULL, Cal.f 
LJ.l 
42 
h3 
44 
45 
46 
____ __µYBIL 1S DESIGN IT B]AUTY 489585 Q - B. E. Hiller 
_____ MILLY'S SLE::.::PER SPARKLI; 481494 - Paul S. Lofton 
_____ VANITY FAVORITE VICTOR (Pending) - R. L. Steer 
____ FILLPAIL LOUISOXFORD GUY 484924 - James Rodgers 
_____ BARCO SIGNAL DESIGN 486629 Q - E. C. Hughes 
____ _,., ILLPAIL LOUISO:CFORD GUY 479286 - G. B. Tlarner 
BUIJ.., Jr. Yearling 
47 _____ SYBIL KNIGHT 1S MAJESTY (Pending) - S. T. Strom 
BULL, Sr, Yearling 
48 _____ ENA SPARKLE BUD 480075 - Harold Lumley 
49 LOUISOXFORD JESTZR BASIL 477875 - G. ~. Hawkins 
126 ----- ?ILLP,nL -1.'ILOUISO~~o:·JJ i,"LOY - James Baldwin 
JZRSEY 
Junior Champion Bull: ______________ _ 
BULL, 2-year-old 
50 _____ 0XFORD FILLPAIL F:,VORITE 469568 - Charles Sperry 
51 DESIGN ST.\ND.:lRD PETE 469015 - Carroll Hetts 
52 DESIGN SIGHAL DO BOY L~63647 - B. ri. Miller 
53 _FAVORIT=: ROY.ti, ElIINENT 462740 - R. L. Steer & C. 1.T. Palmer 
1. 
54 -oLUNTEf:R LOUISOXFORD 470192 - Harold Lumley & G. E. Hankins 
55 ENA IS DZSIGIJ ACZ 493 700 - 'Vf. 1\.. Moore 
BULL, Aged 
56 _____ WONDERFUL FILLPAIL OXFORD - G. E. Ha,rkins 
Senior Champion Bull _________________ _ 
Grand Champion Bull ________________ _ 
l 
JERSEY 
JUNIOR FITTING CONTEST 
l•-----------------------
2. ___________________ _ 
3. ___________________ _ 
4---------------------
5--------------------
IfilIFER, Junior Calf (Limited to Juniors) 
57 _____ KHIGHT 1S DESIGN ROSI1IARY 1617620 - Gene Glanton 
Ir::IF.CR, Senior Calf 
58 ~--H ___ HILLY'S -1-.rJ:LOUISOXFORD GLITTER 1552612 - Earl Goff 
59 ::SIGN LIGHTNING JUNE 160o629 - B. L. I1ii.ller 
61 VOLUNTK_;R Fi~VORI'I'E GRETA 1580003 - R. L. Steer 
62 VALOR DRE.UITNG GIVIA 1580005 - R. L. Steer 
63 ILLPAIL LOUISOXFORD GERTY 1552611 - G. E. Hawkins 
64 ILLPA.I1 ODSERVTi'A GLOH 1579830 - G. Z. Hawkins 
65 DESIGiJ VALOR SUZ 1610168 - C. W. Palmer 
66 . BOUTILLIERI.: DREAfITNCr m:ss 11610167 - c. u. Palmer 
57 4-H KHIGHT I S DESIGN n0.'.3=:I..:iul.Y 1617620 - Gene Glanton 
rillIFER, Junior Yearling 
__ 67 4H ___ DESIGN FAVORITE DORIS 1556249 - 1',Ialcolm Cunningham 
__ 68 4-H __ ___,SYBIL Ki.JIGH'I' 1S KITTY 1548681 - Charlotte Gulledge 
69 DESIGN TILLY P:TI 1577901 - Carroll Metts 
70 DESIGN LOUISOXFORD NLLL 1544514 - B. L l!iiller 
71 COI.IBINATION OXFORD GIIJGIIB. 1521011 - G. E. Hawkins 
72 \TILOUISOXFORD IlOYAL GLORY 1541957 - G. 2. Hawkins 
2. 
,. 
( 
J . 
JERSEY 
HEIF.i.:ll, Senior Year]i.Da· 
_73 4-H ___ COL1BIHATION OXFORD FRONY 1521007 - Charles Sperry 
_74 4-H ----=ENA DZSIG:t-T EVE 1577902 - Edward Metts 
_75 4-H ___ FILLPAIL LOUISOXFORD FAIRY 1508931 - Mary Sue Hawkins 
____ _..,E, SIGN FAVORITE FAWNETTE 1.516611 - R. L. Steel' 
____ COIJBINATION OXRORD FAITH 1521013 - G. E. Hawkins 
_____ RIGHT ROYAL OXFORD FERN 1521009 - G. E. Hawkins 
76 
77 
78 
4-H Junior Champion Cow _______ ~----------
Open Junior Champion Cow,· ______________ _ 
COW, 2-year-old 
__ 79 4-H_.....-_IT SYBIL ROSE 1485195 - Bernice Hae li:.'.iller 
_80 4-H ___ .,_,OUISE BLACKI E G. 1488948 - Thomas Lumley 
-Bl 4-H ROYAL FILLPAIL EDNA 1474391 - Ramsay Hawkins 
82 TRIUI.1PH OBSERVER ONYX 1S07439 - Paul S. Lofton 
8J _____ -ffQNDERl.7 UL DRE.'IJ.ITNG FAY 1516609 - R. L. Steer 
84 ------.i:AVORITE STJ.N"Dii.RD FLORENCE 1516608 - R. L. Steer 
85 _____ FAVORITZ DREA.liING EVE 1488055 - R. L. Steer 
86 _____ _ FAVORITE OBSERVEJ.l. FLORI\. 1553262 - H. L. Steer 
87 _____ 0BS~RVER FILLPAIL ENT?..Y 1474393 - G. E. Hawkins 
88 _____ OBSERVER FILLPAIL ~LAINE 1474394 - G. E. Hawkins 
89 LOUISOXFORD ROYAL DESIGN 1498756 - C. E. Hankins 
t 
con, 3-year-old 
__ 90 4-n ___ C,L:3IJSOIJ :IJA PLAQUE 1Lr34884 - Edward Hetts 
-914-H ___ LOUIS?!: 0. OLA B. ]189020 - !iary Dudley Steer 
----- OBSERrr~ DR2A1:ING ROSALIE 1467599 - Paul s. Lofton 
____ FAVOTIITE DR:::,U.!ING ESTHER 1454549 - R. L. Steer 
92 
93 
94 
95_ 
----- FAVORITE DREil.lITIJG EwANOR 1480522 - R. L. Steer 
_____ ROYAL LOUISOXFORD DIIB 1453355 - G. z. Hawld.ns 
96-. , _____ ROYAL LOUISOXFOTID ELLA J.464779 - G. E. Hawkins 
97 ____ FILLP.UL ROYAL DIXIE 1453358 - G. 3. Hav,kins 
COW, 4-year-old 
127 4-H ___ - Purvis Ouz.ts 
_ 98 4-H ___ PRiiJCESS IRIS JOY - Iris Handa Hiller 
99 _____ BUNBURY }JAJ33TIC DRE.AM 1501254 - Carroll Metts 
lOO _____ FAVORI'E DESIGN DORIS 1417261 - R. L. Steer 
10l _____ FAVORIT2 DR3£\.l IHG DUCIC.SS 1417260 - R, L. Steer 
con, Aged 
__ 102 4-H _ __.,_.DUKE FAVORIT,::: 1J1..SS1E 1383733 - Joe Garvin 
_ 103 4-H __ D~SIGIJ I.1/\.J:STY BZ.:'.UT 1326152 - Hiriam Garvin 
-- 104 ____ DESIG11 LIGHTUI1JG DO 13 71058 - B. 1;. Eiller 
-105 DESIGN BO:"IT,INA NAN 1283348 - R. L. Steer 
_ 106 __ ____,..._STll!IDARD ROS'2 B=:11.UTY LADY 1401830 - Harold Lumley 
--107----TIDDL.ZDYrnm: HELEN FANHY 1170301 - Harold Lumley 
-- 108 ____ -_:JILLOW OBSERTIR BOOTS 1301976 - G. Z. Hawkins 
5. 
JERSEY 
4-H Senior Champion Cow __________________ _ 
4-H Grand Champion Cow _________________ _ 
Open Senior Charapion Cow ______ ,:__ _________ _ 
Open Grand Champion Cow _________________ _ 
JUiJIOR SH01JliAIJSHIP COHTE3T 
1. ______________________ _ 
2 _______________________ _ 
3. ______________________ _ 
4------------------
5. ______________ _ 
CALF IERD 
109 _____ G. E. Hawkins 
llO ______ R. L. Steer 
YE:ill.LING HERD 
111 ___ _ G. :r::. Hank:L'tls 
112 _____ carroll I.Ietts 
EXHI~ITOR 1S IERD 
113 _____ G. E. Hauldns 
114 ____ B. I.I. r.:iller 
115 ___ _ n. L. Steer 
6. 
JERSEY 
JR. G2T OF STIG 
116 ____ 11111011 LOUISOXFORD COLONEL L.50534 - G. E. Hawkins 
( 
SR. GZT OF SIRE 
u7 _____ W,ONDERFUL FILLPAIL OXFORD 444321 - G. E . Hankins 
ll8 ____ ,STAN FAV01UTZ GALLANT 414105 - R. L. Steer 
PRODUCE OF DALI 
119 ____ rIILLOH OBSERVE.il. BEAUTY 13 71058 - G. 2. Hawkins 
120 ___ _ T/1110'.7 OBSERVER BOOTS 1301976 - G. E. Rav.kins 
123 _____ BiiJDLl LOUISOXFOIID QlIBL:J 1286915 - G. :. HaTrldns 
124 ____ DESIG!T LIGHTNING DO 1328702 - B. I.I. liiller 
125 __ S_'\.lllS DRR'\.lITNG VAi.JITY 1094806 - R. L. Steer 
PREHLCR BRZEDER: ----------------
PREI~ER EXHIDITOR: 
